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SEE WHAT'S NEW, 
THEN SEE WHAT'S BETTER 

SIX STRI G SALES 

d_ 1.- 

You've seen wha's new . . 

what's louder, sicker, tig- 
ger, shinier ... bct have you 
seen what's better? The MXR 
Phase 90 makesasmall claim 
on new with its new lower 
price and new graphics, jut 
even better is :hat we've 
added a touch or regenera- 
tion for more intensity wth- 
out sacrificing that class c Ph a`c 9C sund. What 
this amounts to is that the phase- that s t the indus- 
try standard is now ever more versa-11H - in its per- 
formance while maintaining tl- MXF .tandard of 
quality and re iab lity. 

The Phase 9C is cne member of our f.= ily of phase 
shifters, which includes t-ie Phase 1CO, our top -of- 
the -line phase shi ter, and our Phase 45 hich offers 

the same MXR quality at an 
even lower price. 
So, go out and see what's 
new. Then see what's slightly 
new ... and better ... from 
MXR. 
For more information see 
your MXR dealer. MXR In- 
novations, Inc., 247 N. Good- 
man Street, Rochester, New 

York 14507, (716: 4L2 -5320. Distributed in Canada 
by Y: kville Souic Ltd., 80 Midwest Road, Scar - 
borough, Ontario 

ph, , ,,, llAJ 
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585 Lighthouse Ave. 
Monterey, CA 93940 
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5447 Telegraph Ave. 
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All Equalizers 
are not Created Equal 

The Moog`' Ten Band Graphic Equalizer and Three Band Parametric 
Equalizer are the first of a series of new signal processors designed 

specifically for the needs of today's creative electronic performers. 
We have combined state -of- the -art performance with smooth -working 

musically logical controls and potent input /output resources 
into a rugged, attractive ra ck- mountable case. 

The Moog Parametric 
Equalizer gives ycu full 
control of the frequency, 
width and height of three 
wide range resorances. 

The right hand controls are 
unique to signal process- 
ing equipment: a DRIVE 
control for getting the cor- 
rect internal operating 

evel for maximum signal to noise. An insertion 
GAIN control for balancing loudness levels, plus 
overload and bypass indicators. 

The Moog Signal Processors are the musician's 
equalizers. Use them as multiresonant filters to ex- 
pand your instruments tone color resources. As 
spectrum shapers to achieve balance in your en- 
semble. And as space expanders to spread out 
your sound. 

Play the musically engineered controls. Listen to 
the clear, clean fat sound that comes out. After all, 

The Moog Graphic 
Equalizer spans the entre 
audio range in ten 
precisely -spaced octave 
bands. 

these Signal Processors carry the Moog heritage! 
For more information on the Equalizers write to 

Moog Signal Processors at the Lincolnwood address. 

SIGNAL PROCESSORS 
For more information, write: 

Norlin Music, Inc., Advertising Dept. MF -1 

7373 N. Cicero Avenue, Lincolnwood, Illinois 60646 
In Canada: 51 Nantu:ket Blvd., Scarborough, Ontario 

(INOrlin),M 
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the pros stick together... 
and that includes the Recording Studio Design 12 x 2 foldback mixing console. Fresh on the American market after two years 

of trendsetting success in Europe, RSD has specifications which easily meet and surpass its competition, as well as two very 

important, unique extras. Incorporated into the panel is 3 band equalization with continuously variable mid and bass controls 

allowing a parametric equallization effect not found on other mixers priced hundreds of dollars higher. Plus ... the RSD is 

equipped with a multicore connector coupling allowing the hookup of its optional 150' lightweight cable (supplied with stack - 

able winding spindle) tto its 12 channel stage box ... a truly practical, very low cost. extra. The RSD mixer is available only 

through the highly selected dealers you see listed below. 

GOSPEL SOUND & MUSIC CO. 
585 Lighthouse Ave. 
Monterrey, CA 93940 

(408) 373 -5272 

LEO'S MUSIC 
5447 Telegraph Ave. 
Oakland, CA 94609 

(415) 653 -1000 

APEX MUSIC 
702 Broadway 

San Diego, CA 92101 
(714) 232 -4351 

HUD SOUND 
1607 A Juliesse Ave. 

Sacramento, CA 95815 
(916) 929 -0898 

FANCY MUSIC LTD. 
744 State St. 

Santa Barbara, CA 93901 
(805) 963 -3503 

or for more information write to: 
RECORDING STUDIO DESIGN 

PO Box 221 
Rowlett, TX 75088 
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WEST L.A. MUSIC 
11345 Santa Monica Blvd. 

Los Angeles, CA 90025 
(213) 477 -1945 

PICKERS PARADISE 
145 S. LBJ Dr., 

San Marcos, TX 78666 
(512) 392 -9467 

HANICH MUSIC 
235 N. Azusa 

W. Covina, CA 91791 
(213) 339 -9419 
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All Equalizers 
are not Created Equal 

The »looe Ten Bmid Graphic Equalizer and Three Band Parametric 
Equalizer are the first of a series of new signal processors designed 

sp cifically for the needs of today's creative electronic performers. 
We have combined state -of- the -art performance with smooth -working 

musically lc gical controls and potent input /output resources 
into a rugged, attractive re ck- mountable case. 

The Moog Parametric 
Equalizer gives you full 
control of the frequency, 
width and height of three 
wide range resonances. 

The right hand controls are 
unique to signal process- 
ing equipment: a DRIVE 
control for getting the cor- 
rect internal operating 

level for maximum siignal to noise. An insertion 
GAIN control for balancing loudness levels, plus 
overload and bypass indicators. 

The Moog Signal Processors are the musician's 
equalizers. Use tnern as multiresonant filters to ex- 
pand your instruments tone color resources. As 
spectrum shapers to achieve ba.alnce in your en- 
semble. And as space expanders to spread out 
your sound. 

Play the mus tally engineered controls. Listen to 
the clear, clean, fat sound that comas out. After all, 

The Moog Graphic 
Equalizer spans the entire 
audio range in ten 
precisely -spaced octave 
bands. 

these Signal Processors carry the Moog heritage! 
For more information on the Equalizers write to 

Moog Signal Processors at the Lincolnwood address. 

o 
SIGNAL PRO_CES_S_ORS 

For more information, write: 
Norlin Music, Inc., Advertising Dept. MR -1 

7373 N. Cicero Avenue, Lincolnwood, linois 60646 
In Canada: 51 Nantucket Blvd., Scarborough, Ontario 
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RDIING 
SERVING TODAY'S MUSIC/RECORDING-CONSCIOUS SOCIETY 

THE FEATURES 

GROUNDING PROBLEMS 
By Lothar A. Krause, Jr. 36 
Those annoying clicks, pops and hums 
can also be extremely dangerous. How- 
ever, with a little foresight and proper 
technique they can be avoided, and tech- 
nicians and musicians will all be better off 
for it. 

A SESSION WITH 
THE COMMODORES 
By Larry Rebhun 
One of the very few acts that can "ship" plati- 
num, the Commodores are the pride of 
Motown and of the record buying public. The 
members of the group are incredibly hard 
working -"We'll work thirty -six hours a day" 
-and their albums show the result of that 
hard work. 

48 

ECHO, REVERB AND DELAY - Part 'I 

By Peter Weiss 
Now that "echo," "reverb" and "delay" have 
all become standard terms and techniques in 
today's recording world, perhaps it's time 
that we sat down and took a look at what they 
are, what they mean, when to use them, and 
perhaps most important, why we need them. 

54 

COMING NEXT ISSUE! 

Echo, Reverb and Delay -Part ll 
The Making of a Record 
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THE STAPLES 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 4 

TALKBACK c 
The technical Q & A scene. 6 

THE PRODUCT SCENE 
28 By Norman Eisenberg 

The notable and the new, with a comment 
on new "monitors" available. 

MUSICAL NEWSICALS 
By Fred Ridder 
New products for the musician. 

32 

AMBIENT SOUND 
By Len Feldman 64 
New rulings by the IHF will affect us all, and 
they will be shortly forthcoming. Explana- 
tions are in this month's Ambient Sound. 

LAB REPORT 
By Norman Eisenberg 
and Len Feldman 
Fisher CR -5120 Cassette Tape Recorder 
Russound QT -1 Switchbox 
Celestion 66 Speaker System 

GROOVE VIEWS 74 
Reviews of albums by Joan Armatrading, 
10cc, Eric Clapton, The Rumor, Randy New- 
man, Eddie Condon and Chuck Mangione. 

ADVERTISER'S INDEX 

Cover photo by Joanne Geffen 

Modern Recording is published monthly by Cowan Publishing Corp., 14 
Vanderventer Ave., Port Washington, N.Y. 11050. Design and contents are 
copyright by Cowan Publishing Corp. and must not be reproduced in any 
manner except by permission of the publisher. Second class postage 
paid at Port Washington, New York, and at additional mailing offices. 
Subscription rates: $12.00 for 12 issues; $22.00 for 24 issues. Add $3.00 
per year for subscriptions outside of U.S. Subscriptions must be paid in 
American currency. 
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Splice On Ice? 

Congratulations on a fine publication. Your magazine acts as rein- 
forcement for those of us who are into recording, and has broad- 
ened the scope of our abilities considerably. The one thing few of 
us know how to do -and no one cares to admit -is how to splice 
properly. Help! 

Aside from choosing leader, splicing tape, scissors and razor 
blades, we are lost. Our splices only pull apart a bit, stick to the 
capstan occasionally, and ooze all over the master once in a while! 

We console each other by comparing our failures and we all 
sighed a breath of relief recently when I found a factory splice 
that was falling apart. 

You are our last hope in our continuous search for info on how 
to make a clean splice. The finest mixes and best recordings don't 
mean a thing if the splices run through the machine like the 
finest work of a kindergarten art class. 

Is there an expert out there who will take us through the 
recording process without leaving out the secrets of a pro splice? 

We will keep our splicing blocks on ice until then. 
-Jeff Isaacs 

Waterloo, Ia. 

You do have a point, Jeff, but don't abandon hope now. Your 
honest assessment of this situation has spurred us into action! 
You can expect to see an article on this too -long overlooked 
aspect of the recording process in an upcoming issue of MR. 

Some Changes Made 

Thank you for your complimentary review of our 1280 Record- 
ing Console in the Hands -On Report of the February 1978 issue 
(page 78). I am a bit concerned, however, that when your review- 
ers encountered noise pickup and were not able to correct the 
situation they did not contact us. 

If they had, we would have isolated their problem and given 

them specific techniques to correct it. We do not employ certain 
line filter suppression circuits in our products since they repre- 
sent potential interference interface problems to the majority of 
users who are not faced with noise or RF pickup. With several 
hundred 1280 consoles presently in use, less than 3% installed 
experienced noise pickup problems. In all cases we were able to 
eliminate the interference. 

Since your reviewers encountered noise or RF problems with 
the other recording boards they have tested (Tascam and Sound - 
craft), I can only assume that their facilities are susceptible to 
such problems. Although they found that "the performance was 

excellent," I regret that we were not given the opportunity to 
cure their problems so that they could have more fully appre- 
ciated using the 1280. 

Once again, thank you for reviewing our product and allowing 
us to explain this point. 

-Michael Tapes 
President 

Sound Workshop Professional Audio Products 
Roslyn, N.Y. 

MODERN RECORDING 
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Sound Workshop 
introduces its arms. 

The Auto - Recall Mixdown System brings computerized 
mixing to the Sound Workshop Series 1600. 

The Series 1600 is a high- perfor- 
mance, automation -ready audio 

recording console available in 
several mainframe sizes, all fully 

expandable to a maximum config- 
uration of 36 x 32, and all ready for 
direct interface with both the VCA 
input sub -group package and the 

ARMS Automation Processor. 

arm 
AUTO- RECALL MIXDOWN SYSTEM 

l 1 /I' It t t 7 1. r t i I S. 

7"7 7 7 7 7_i I; 1{: L L i "i 1-V3 

During mixdown, ARMS stores fade~ levels which can be recalled for 
track by track update of the mix. 

The Sound Workshop Series 1600 Recording Console. 
A new philosophy in console design. Now with arms. 

Tapes processed with ARMS are compatible with MCI's JH -50 Automation System. 

Sound Workshop Bringing the technology within everyone's reach. 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS 1324 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, New York 11787 516- 582 -6210 
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[We forwarded Mr. Tape's letter to Jim 
Ford and Brian Roth. The following 
is Brian's reply.] 
When we review a product, we make 
every attempt to test a unit that will 

correspond to exactly what a customer 
would purchase from a dealer. We gen- 
erally do not feel that it would be fair 
to test a modified product. While we 
feel certain that there is a suitable cure 
for the line noise pick -up, the point is 

that the standard product does not in- 

clude this circuitry. Thus, it would be 
necessary for the customer or dealer to 
make this modification. 

As for noise pick -up with other pro- 
ducts we have reviewed, neither of those 
you mentioned exhibited sensitivity to 
power line glitches. There were other 
noise problems, but not due to the 
power line. Since all of these products 
were initially tested at the same location 
on the same AC power circuit, the prob- 
lem would seem to be peculiar to the 
1280 sample we evaluated. 

We are in a fairly dense RF field (al- 
though not nearly as bad as at some 
unfortunate locations we have observed) 
and thus it is likely that any radio detec- 
tion susceptibility in a piece of gear will 

be apparent. We have made no attempts 
to build a shielded room for our testing 

since these are not likely to be found in 
the field. 

We have observed that RF detection 
will sometimes occur in equipment 
when a particular volume pot is set full 
"off." This often can be traced to the 
grounded (counterclockwise) end of the 
pot being returned to a ground point 
other than the ground reference of the 
amplifier stage that follows that partic- 
ular control. The RF pick -up of the 
1280's control room section was 
noticed only with the volume pot full 
"off;" however, we did not check the 
grounding scheme of the control to see 
if it was wired in the fashion mentioned. 
Since the RF detection occurred only at 
the full "off" position, this was more of 
a nuisance than a genuine problem. 

We still feel that the 1280 is definitely 
above average as compared to other pro- 
ducts in its price range. It is unusual 
indeed for any product at any price 
to be 100% perfect, and consequently 
we were not overly distressed with the 
relatively small imperfections of the 
1280, particularly since they could 
probably be easily eliminated. 

We thank you for your comments. 
- Brian A. Roth 

Contributing Editor 
Modern Recording Magazine 

The QA -201 Stereo Reverb 
Like two live chambers in a rack mount module 

I' 
uáTm 

STEREO 
REVERB 
QA-201 .122.222 

22.222,2171222111 

Compressor /Limiter plus 3 -stage Overload Detection 
keeps the sound natural by avoiding "spring noise." 

Individual Channel High Frequency Equalization 
useful for modifying the sound of the chamber. 

XLR and phone jack connections, and a wide range 
of input and output levels for full compatibility with 
professional and semi -pro equipment. 

Balanced inputs are standard; balanced outputs 
optional. 
Suggested retail price: $450 

uAn um 
AUDIO LABS, INC. 

1909 Riverside Drive /Glendale, California 91201 /Phone (213) 841 -0970 

CIRCLE 63 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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[Michael Tapes of Sound Workshop 
Professional Audio Products has inform- 
ed us that the grounding scheme of the 
1280 control room pot was changed in 
production after the Hands -On Report 
was written. Thus, anyone with RF 
problems in the control room section 
can write to Sound Workshop, 1324 
Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, New York 
11787 for the simple modification.] 

Creative In Cucamonga 
After reading your interview with Frank 
Zappa in the March 1978 issue (see Pro- 
file, by Joseph Laux, page 46), I was in- 
spired to write and compliment you on 
probably your finest article to date. Al- 
though I must admit that I've previously 
been put off by Mr. Zappa's particular 
brand of music, the interview revealed 
him as one of the recording industry's 
truly creative individuals. Of special 
interest (since I'm in the remote record- 
ing business) was his technique of using 
a "live" performance for the basic 
tracks, and overdubbing vocals and 
sweetening in the studio. This idea, 
though not entirely new, has generally 
been used only for "doctoring" purposes 
on a "live" recording. 

Credit is also due for your brief inclu- 
sion of Paul Buff. (Unfortunately, today 
no evidence remains of his studio, and 
no one has even heard of the Cucamon- 
ga Moltra.) 

Thanks for a refreshing interview. 
-Rich Houston 

Houston Recording 
Cucamonga, Ca. 

[We checked with the author of the 
article, Joseph Laux, and he confirm- 
ed our theory that the Cucamonga 
Moltra was indeed a restaurant. -Ed.] 

A Constructive Solution 
I want to thank you and Robert Run - 
stein for the enlightening article, "How 
to Build Your Own Cue System," April 
1977, page 44. This article brings to 
mind a problem I encountered some 
years ago while recording a full swing 
band. Budget limitations would not 
allow the purchase of 100 or 400 ohm 
headphones as described by Mr. Run - 
stein. This posed an obvious problem 
if we wished to have an acceptable 
stereo cue mix without severe imped- 
ance overloading. 

We constructed a constant impedance 
headphone mult box. (See sketch be- 
low.) The box contained twelve stereo 
phone jacks that switches to a ten -ohm 
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beän heär 
the difference because the 

difference is right here. 
Take a look at 

what's taking the 
industry by storm. The 
Back Electret, another 
giant step forward from 
Sony. 

Never before has 
it been possible for thin 
polyester film to be 
used in electret con- 
denser microphones. 
That's because polyes- 
ter film, acknowledged as the best 
material for microphone dia- 
phragms, just can't hold a static 
charge for a long duration. 

But Sony's engineers have 
made the impossible, possible. 
They've found a way to adhere the 
electret material directly to the 
back plate of the microphone. By 
thus putting the charge on the 
back plate, we are able to use 
polyester film in the diaphragm. 

The result will be obvious to 
your ears. Clearly superior sound 
quality, without particular color- 

DIAPHRAGM 

ELECTRET 
FILM 

BACK PLATE 

ACOUSTIC 
RESISTER 

RESISTER 
FRAME 

ACOUSTIC 
PHASE 

CIRCUIT 

: :r%I _\!` Ì1.\1:.'\\\ ;'''! 
OUTPUT 

TERMINAL 

CASE 

DIAPHRAGM 
RING 

SPACER 

LOCK RING 

ation in the upper frequency 
range. The low mass diaphragm 
means better transient charac- 
teristics over the entire frequency 
range. 

You can find the Back Elec- 
tret in four Sony microphones: 
ECM -56F $220; ECM -65F $210; 
ECM -33F $165; and ECM -23F 
$100. 

But you don't have to look 
at Back Electrets to see why Sony 
is ahead. 
NO MATTER WHAT KIND OF MIKE 
YOU NEED TO GET, WE'VE GOT IT 

© 1978 Sony Corp. of America. Sony, 9 W. 57 St., N.Y., N.Y. 10019. SONY is a trademark of Sony Corp. 

CIRCLE 62 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Sony's micro- 
phone line is thoroughly 
complete. It ranges 
from professional con- 
denser to semi- profes- 
sional to microphones 
for public address, 
vocalists, and outdoor 
use. There's omni and 
uni- directional. And we 
think it's big of us to 
make sophisticated 

miniatures. 
And all microphones are 

available with Phantom Power, 
battery operated, or both. 

So if you need something to 
talk into, it makes a lot of sense to 
talk to Sony. Write to Sony, 714 
Fifth Avenue, Dept. TK, New York, 
NY 10019. 

SQNY 
Dr 

, 
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AUDlOARTS ENGINEERING Model 1500 Tuneable Notch F4ter - Feedback Suppressor 
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GOT FEEDBACK? 
The MODEL 1500 was engineered to solve the problems of feedback where 

conventional filters fail: (1) TUNEABLE - meaning you tune the filters 
exactly to the offending frequency, while leaving adjacent frequencies 
unaffected; (2) NARROW BAND - 1/6 octave; much narrower than any graphic 
equalizer, so you remove only feedback, without disturbing tonal balance 
in program material; (3) SPECIALIZED DESIGN - The Model 1500 has five 
identical filter sections, each covering 52 Hz to 7.3 KHz, thus eliminat- 
ing the "low- mid- high" band restrictions imposed by other general purpose 
equalizers. This insures plenty of control, no matter what frequencies 
you need to process. 

- five identical tuneable full range filters 
52 Hz to 7.3 KHz; 0 to -16 db notch depth 

- front panel gain control 

- overload LED 

- In /Out switch 

- separate color -coded controls 
(no concentrics or sliders) 

- balanced input (accepts unbal. sources) 

- 7 pushbutton switches (each w /LED indicator) 

- direct rack mount 

- +20 dbm output ( +26 dbm w /transformer 
balanced output option) 

- no test equipment required 

- professional industrial construction 

- two -year warranty for parts and labor 

- under $340 

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING 
{ 286 DOWNS ROAD, BETHANY, CT. 06525 

CIRCLE 53 ON READER SERVICE.tARD 

WHY OSC? 
Think about it ...why pay for a "high -end" piece of audio gear that is over- engineered 
and over-priced for your application? The QSC Audio Products line aims directly 
at the person who needs high 
quality engineering and design 
incorporated into a useful and 
practical product at a reasonable 
price. With three rugged power 
amplifiers, two electronic cross- 
overs, and the compact Audio- 
Rack, the QSC line stands up 
strong against models costing 
substantially more. 

8 

AUDIO 
PRODUCTS 

"Think cab'4t, t . 

t 

1936 Placentia 'e,, Costa Mesa, CA 926.7, ( V641 2540 
Please < i'te or call us for additional it orrration. 

6 it 
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Amp 
L 

1551 

25 w. Twelve 
1'4" phone jacks 

parallelled 

152 
25w. 

load when not in use. The sum total 
of all twelve ten -ohm loads produced 
too low of an impedance for our ampli- 
fier. So we simply series connected a fif- 
teen -ohm, twenty- five -watt resistor to 
each channel. 

Although the actual resistive load 
changes slightly as headphones replace 
resistors in the circuit, an impedance 
match is left well within the tolerance 
of the amplifier output. 

This systems allows us to use any 
quantity, up to twleve sets of head- 
phones, without significantly changing 
sound pressure level of quality while 
maintaining stereo separation. 

-Charles Rose 
Milwaukee, Or. 

DJ In Distress 

Broadcasting problems may not be 
directly related to recording but I'd 
certainly appreciate some suggestions. 
I'm a female disc jockey working for 
the first time at an AM station. My 
problem is compression and the effect 
it has on my beloved AKG K240 head- 
phones. It appears that they are too 
"good" to use on the air-I hear murky 
music, compression "swishing," and, 
very vaguely, my voice. Off -air tapings 
indicate that the compression brings out 
lots of presence in my voice, so the 
problem is definitely in the monitoring. 

I've tried several models of head- 
phones, and finally settled on an inex- 
pensive pair of Koss, just because the 
limited frequency range at least elimi- 
nates most of that high frequency 
"swishing." I tried a few others that 
some of the DJs here use, but the ones 
that give you a better sound also tend to 
clamp your head like a vise. I assume 
that the higher register of my voice, 
in comparison to most of the male DJs 
here (although some of the fellows do 
share my problem to a lesser degree), 
complicates the problem. If you can 
come up with a pair of "punchy" head- 
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Only three receivers in the 
world give you master control 
of the entire music spectrum. 

JVC believes that when you buy a full 
performance stereo receiver you should 
be able to get full performance from it. 

Without having to buy expensive add -on 
accessories. 

That's why one of the very special 
features built into JVC's three new top -of- 
the -line receivers (JR -S300 II, JR -S400 II, 

JR -S600 II) is our exclusive SEA five - 
zone graphic equalizer system. It totally 
eclipses the capability of conventional 
bass /midrange /treble tone controls of 
other receivers. With SEA you're in com- 
plete command of every segment of 
the musical spectrum -from gut bucket 
bass to coloratura highs. SEA also 
permits you to custom tailor the sound 
to the acoustics of any room, and to 
compensate for the shortcomings of 
other components in your system. 

And if you're a recording buff, 
you'll appreciate another exclusive JVC 
professional touch. You can switch the 
SEA equalizer section into the tape 
recorder circuit for simultaneous equal- 
ization while you're 
recording. 

While these 
unique features alone 
set J VCs pace -setting 
receivers apart from 
the common herd, 
were further insuring 
top performance with 
a solid combination 
of additional features. 
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Exclusive 5 -zone SEA.graphic equalizer 
system for better performance from 
components and listening room. 

We build in 1nfhat he others 
leave ou -. 

And all the power you'll ever need to 
drive your favorite speakers. 

So it's up to you. Which do you 
prefer? A JVC professional receiver 
with a built -in SEA graphic equalizer. 
Or one that leaves it out. 

JVC America Company, Division 
of US JVC Corp., 58 -75 Queens Midtown 
Expressway, Maspeth, N.Y. 11378 
(212)476 -8300. Canada: JVC Electronics 
of Canada, Ltd., Scarborough, Ont. 

S60011 S40011 S30011 
RMS Dower/ 
channel, 8 ohms, 
20Hz to 20,000Hz 120W. 80W. 50W. 
Total harmonic 
distortion 0.08% 0.08% 0.1% 
Approx. retail 
value $660. $550. $430. 
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phones that are reasonably comfortable 
... well, bless you! 
Thanks for any information you can 
give me, and for Modern Recording, 
which is one of the more responsive and 
useful audio magazines on the market 
today. 

-Ellie O'Day 
CKLG Radio 

Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada 

We have no desire to ruin our reputation 
as a helpful publication, but we had to 
refrain from making suggestions in this 
instance. It would be senseless to name 
all the headphones that might prove 
comfortable and an improvement in 
sound. What we will do is solicit re- 
sponses from MR's readership, many of 
whom we're sure have encountered this 
problem and whose suggestions would 
be grounded in experience. 

Gaining Admission to AES 
I am an amateur recording enthusiast 
and professional musician. I enjoy your 
magazine very much. Even though I am 
just an amateur, I have a good know- 
ledge of recording from working in the 
electronics repair field when not play- 
ing gigs. 

What I would like to know is how I'd 
go about joining the Audio Engineering 
Society -their admission standards, 
what, if any, credentials or experience 
are necessary, etc.? 

-Peter Lane 
Sea Bright, N.J. 

For the information you want, we sug- 
gest that you write directly to the 
Audio Engineering Society. They can 
be reached at 60 East 42nd St., New 
York, New York 10017. Or you can call 
them at 212- 661 -8528 regarding admis- 
sion requirements. 

Clearing Things Up 
[The following is a clarification of the 
editorial reply given MR reader Paul 
Speer in the March 1978 issue. (See 
"A Pressing Problem," Letters To The 
Editor, page 6.) -Ed.] 

Last January, MR called me and told me 
of Mr. Speer's problem about the high 
end being missing from his record pres- 
sings after having an acceptable master 
cut. The question revolved around a 

delay of over twenty -four hours be- 
tween mastering and plating. I explained 
over the phone that it sounded more as 
if the stamper was polished, which in- 
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deed would seem to be the most likely 
explanation for so drastic a loss 
although not the only one. When I saw 
my answer translated into print, it 
appeared as a much too definite condem- 
nation of the (anonymous) plating plant. 
It would be foolish to make an absolute 
judgement 3,000 miles away from the 
problem, particularly while going on 
record, as there are many other factors 
to be considered. 

One such factor is that the master 
crossed the Canadian border, a point 
which I was unaware of. This is a sig- 
nificant item. You see, stationed at each 
border crossing in the U.S. are certain 
idiotoid life- forms. These automatons 
waste their lives away taking a sadistic 
delight in ripping apart people's private 
property just to see what they own so 
they can confiscate it and consume it 
themselves. And heaven help the poor 
soul who sends a master lacquer through 
US customs. These cretins are likely 
to play the funny looking record, tot- 
ally oblivious to the fact -and uncon- 
cerned to boot -that they are ruining 
it. Playing a master makes it noisy 
and also wipes out the high end. 

So the problem could have come as a 
result of any number of things (even 
from something as simple as the master- 
ing engineer accidently putting in the 
wrong filter setting). As far as time is 
concerned it is true that the delay 
should be as short as possible but there 
is no reason to freak out if it takes 
more than twenty -four hours to reach 
the plating plant. We ship many masters 
all over the country for some rather trif- 
ling clientele and I know that some 
lacquers reach their destination forty - 
eight and seventy -two hours later with- 
out incident. (Now, on the other 
hand, I don't recommend storing them 
in the attic for a week either.) 

So again let me emphasize that the 
high end loss could have been the result 
of any one or more of a dozen misfor- 
tunes and not necessarily polishing by 
the plater. 

-David Moyssiadis 
Mastering Engineer 

Frankford -Wayne Mastering Lab 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Slow But Sure 

Just finished reading your article "A 
Producer's /Consumer's Guide To Better 
Record Pressings," by David Moyssiadis 
(December 1977, page 56). No, I didn't 
just get the magazine, I'm a slow reader. 
(I'm a musician, and that explains that!) 

All I can say is, keep up the good 

work. In this piece, as in the rest of the 
magazine, I found a treasure chest of 
information. Keep on keeping on! 

-George Pyle 
Amateur Audio Tech 

Long Beach, Ca. 

Really, George, we know many very 
bright musicians! And, at any rate of 
speed, we're glad you're getting some- 
thing out of MR. 

Reviewing The Remarkable 
I recently purchased a Yamaha PM -1000 
professional mixing console and receiv- 
ed your address through their service 
manual. I would like any additional 
information concerned with the 
PM -1000 that you might have available. 

-Anthony F. DiTullio, Jr. 
Star Sound Studio Productions 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

The Yamaha PM -1000 was the subject 
of the April 1977 Hands -On Report 
(see page 64 of that issue) by Jim Ford 
and Brian Roth. You'll be happy to 
hear that they summed up their report 
on the PM -1000 by calling it a "most 
remarkable performer." 

Trials Of A Two -Tracker 
I'd like to relay a message to your read- 
ers. I'm sure many of them share the 
same problem that I have. I own and 
operate a small 2 -track recording studio. 
I am also a musician. I'm very proud of 
the fact that I can approach recording 
from both ends of the spectrum. I am, 
however, very disappointed with many 
of the musicians I encounter. It seems 
that because they listen to music and 
play on the weekend they assume they 
know more about music and recording 
than I do. 

For instance, I may get a call from a 

band leader who discounts my opinions 
because I can't offer him the quality 
equipment that is used in professional 
facilities for my price. In other words, 
if he doesn't see Ampex, Scully, Neu- 
mann, Studer or Revox, he assumes that 
I don't know equipment. Sometimes I 

feel like saying, "kindly dish out 
$50,000 and I'd be happy to oblige!" 

I wish this gap between artist and 
engineer didn't exist. I believe that if 
more musicians read your magazine, 
they'd understand more about recording 
facilities such as mine; in short, that a 

small studio with semi -pro audio gear 
can produce demos of excellent quality, 
many suitable for pressing. 
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Don't take our word for it. 
Consumer Product Review 

Musician 's Guide, May 1977 

The super distortion pickup is very 

widely used. Artists such as Tom 

Scholz of Boston, Jeff Linscott of 

Johnna Wild, and John Steele have 

used them with great success. 

DiMarzio pickups are well made and 

carry a five year guarantee. So if you 

are looking to increase your guitar's 

output, the DiMarzio pickup is a 

good thing to have in your possession. 

Rick Derringer - commenting on B.C. Rich guitars 
International Musician and Recording World 

yc, a June 1977 u, nun, ulcul ul wl ,a of pickup; 
I think th L R,ItU ey're to DiMarzios which I like a lot 

over 

Tom Scholz of 'Boston' - article, Guitar Player, August 1977 
Fifties, is unaltered. Beneath the gold -top is a two -piece face which Scholz finished in clear lacquer. The guitar retains its original cream single -coil rhythm pickup, though Tom put in a DiMarzio Super Distortion humbucker in the saddle. 

rinvnrzio is in "' 

Nugent Talks Power - interview, Circus, September 1977 

Most of Nugent's Byrdland guitars 
are models from the 60's or late 50's. 

They have either the original Gibson 

pickups or DiMarzio PAF pickups. 
" '"""..n11t17P17 " Fv' 

NAMM (Atlanta) Preview 
International Musician and Recording World 

Di -Marro only filtered June 1977 

through to Britain last summer 

(following the NAMM su 
w) 

and 

they've been a huge 
Gibson now talk about their pick- 

ups putting out DiMarzio -type 

signals and that's a tribute! T 

The Gibson Les Paul - 
Electronic Warrior - article, Musician's Guide, August 1977 

movement. A hotter pickup in this position could bring the pickups into balance with each other, i.e. DiMarzio 
Super Distortion in treble position, 
and P.A.F. in bass have good bal- 
ancé). 

Domenic Troiano - interview, Tempo, July 1977 

What electronics are you using on it? 

I have two DiMarzio pickups with 

tone and volume controls. Then I've 

got pickup switching so I can use either 

pickup, I can split the pickups so they're 

not as thick sounding, and I can put 

them out of phase. ... Ninety -nine 

percent of the time I use the front 
pickup on. That's just the sound I like. 

"I want a pickup that'll 
make the skies burn." 

Roy Buchanan discussing 
his new DiMarzio Pickups 

with Larry DiMarzio. 

DiMarzio 
Musical Instrument Pickups, Inc. 

643 Bay Street, Staten Island, New York 10304 

Available at fine music stores throughout the U.S. 

Exclusive Canadian distributor: 
GHI Music Sales, 5000 Buchan St., Su te 506 
Montreal, Quebec H4P1T2 

All DiMarzio equipment is manufactured in the U.S. 
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You 

While other 
manufacturers have been 

busy selling their studio 
condenser microphones, the 

engineers at Beyer have been 
doing something far more 

important -perfecting them! 
Before a product leaves 

the Beyer factory, it has to 
be perfect. 

No bugs. No flaws. 

%i%? ait The Beyer studio 
condenser microphones are 

designed to give an exacting 
reproduction of even the soiiething variations, boasting 

a transient response second 
to none. 

really And with 50 years 
experience manufacturing 

microphones, Beyer knows 
the importance of versatility. 

For this reason, the Beyer 
48V phantom condenser 

microphones have one 
pre- amplifier /shaft and four 

interchangeable heads: 
2 omni's and 2 cardioids. 

The choice is yours. 
If you think you're 

ready to work with the 
best, stop by your local 

Beyer Dealer and ask for a 
presentation. 

12 

MC714 
Cardioid 

MC711 
Omni 

BEYER DYNAMIC 
A Div. of Hammond Industries Inc. 

155 Michael Drive 
Syosset, New York 11791 

(516) 364 -1900 

MC713 
Cardioid 
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MC712 
Omni 

I do realize that no low -end gear can 
compete with the flexibility of top -of- 
the -line multi -track equipment, but all I 

can say is that if you want the best tape 
possible, go to a place that has such 
capabilities and don't complain about 
the charge. You get what you pay for! 

I'd like to see (simple as it might seem 
to the experienced recordist) a guide 
directed at musicians on the ins and 
outs of recording, the differences be- 
tween a simple and complex mic set- 
up and the advantages of both. 

Thanks for the opportunity to sound 
off! 

-Randy A. De Ford 
DeFord Sound Workshop 

Logansport, In. 

There is room in this world for studios 
of every size and of many capabilities. 
This variety works best when the parties 
involved start off by knowing exactly 
what they require and desire as well as 
what a studio is capable of giving. A 
sound knowledge of equipment and 
techniques does help a musician pin- 
point who can best serve his needs. We 

would like to believe that every issue of 
Modern Recording helps both musicians 
and engineers alike to keep up on ad- 
vancements in gear and recording tech- 
niques. Recording being a field in which 
art and science cannot easily be divided, 
we have faith that this knowledge will 
eventually lead to more cooperative 
studio efforts. 

Erratum 
In the article "Building a Direct Box" 
by Peter Weiss (April 1978, page 48), all 
references to #12 tinned bus wire 
should have been changed to #16 
tinned bus wire. For those of you who 
are out there soldering even as you read 
this, we hope this correction reaches 
you in time. Please note, however, 
that the #12 wire will not cause any 
malfunction, #16 is merely easier and 
more convenient with which to work. 

-Ed. 

A Flattering Comparison 
Two weeks ago I purchased my first 
copy of Modern Recording. Now, four- 
teen days later, I'm still leafing through 
the articles and commentary, digesting 
what I'd initially passed over and redi- 
gesting what I've already forgotten. 
There is so much more than what High 
Fidelity and Stereo Review have to 
offer. The discussions, reports and 
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HUSH UP 
YOUR4-TRACK. 

d6X Is5 
CH 1 

4 CHANNEL 
TAPE NOISE REDUCTION 

SYSTEM 
EEC 

BYP 

PLAY 

CH 3 

EEC 

BYP 

PLAY 

REC 

SPY 

PLAY 

Introducing dbx professional four -track 
tape noise reduction for under $500. 

You've just settled on a TEAC, 
Tascam, Otari or Dokorder 
four -track tape deck for that 
studio you always wanted to 
have. You've chosen the mikes, 
the carpenter is almost finished 
(or maybe you even built it 
yourself). Your console's ready 
to be wired into place. 

But... haven't you forgotten 
just one important item? 

Noise reduction. 
Because every time you (or 

your group) want to bounce a 
track, you're adding at least three 
dB of tape noise (see chart). So 
the great artistic result you plan 
to end up with, might end up 
sounding like a rainstorm. 

Fear not. Help is at hand. It's 
the new dbx 155 four -channel 
tape noise reduction system. You 
can add it for far less money than 
you ever imagined possible. 
Here, on one compact chassis, is 
a complete dbx noise reduction 

Additive Noise Chart 
+15 

m +12 

92 

+9 
a) 

o +6 
m a 

+3 

0 

Immr- 

1 2 4 8 16 32 

Number of tracks or generations 

system. But the best part is, it will 
give your tape deck an extra 10 
dB of headroom, and reduce 
tape noise by 30 dB. That means 
no audible noise whatsoever will 
be added to your tracks. And, 
because dbx tape noise 
reduction operates by linear 
compression /expansion, you 
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won't have to get involved with 
tedious level calibration, either. 

All you need do is press 
the playback buttons to hear 
noise -free, full dynamic range 
reproduction of your music. 

The new dbx 155 also has 
user -changeable modular circuit 
boards, so in the unlikely event 
that one processor fails, the other 
channels remain operational. You 
can even keep a spare on hand. 

Visit your dbx professional 
dealer now, for a demonstra- 
tion of our new 155 tape noise 
reduction system. Discover how 
you can put an end to tape hiss, 
without putting an end to 
your bankroll. 

Xdbx Incorporated 
71 Chapel Street 
Newton, MA 02195 
617/964 -3210 
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A SINGER'S DREAM ! 

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can actually remove most or all of a 
solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and yet leave most of the 
background music virtually untouched! Not an equalizer! We can prove it 
works on the phone. Write for a brochure and demo record. Include $1.00 
to cover costs (refundable with order). Write to: L T SOUND, Dept. M8, 
1833 Second Avenue, Decatur, GA, 30032 (404) 377 -9595. COST: $195.00 

INT 
LM 

WE CHOSE CARBON 
FIBRE BECAUSE OF ITS 
LOW MASS TO HIGH 
TENSILE STRENGTH 
RATIO. 
WE FURTHER LOWERED 
THE MASS BY 
ABANDONING THE 
TRADITIONAL TUBULAR 
SHAPE AND ENGINEERING 
THE FULLY TAPERED 
PROFILE. 

THE COMBINATION OF 
AN LMF TONEARM AND A 
FINE CARTRIDGE WILL 
NOT INTERACT WITH 
TYPICAL BUILDING 
RESONANT FREQUENCIES 
OR WITH TYPICAL 
RECORD WARP 
FREQUENCIES. 

CUEING IS VISCOUS 
DAMPED IN BOTH 
DIRECTIONS AND 
TRACKING FORCES ARE 
CALIBRATED IN I/10TH 
GRAM INCREMENTS. 
ANTI -SKATE 
ADJUSTMENTS ARE 
VARIABLE TO 2 GRAMS. 

THE LMF TONEARMS 
EACH COME WITH THREE 
COUNTERWEIGHTS TO 
ENABLE YOU TO ACHIEVE 
ZERO BALANCE WITH 

RODUCING THE ADC 
F CARBON FIBRE TONEARMS. 

A 

A BS 

MINIMUM TONEARM 
MASS, REGARDLESS OF 
THE WEIGHT OF YOUR 
FAVORITE CARTRIDGE, 
EVEN UP TO 11 GRAMS. 
LMF TONEARMS UTILIZE 
INSTRUMENT TYPE 
STAINLESS STEEL BALL 
BEARINGS, FACTORY 
ADJUSTED FOR MAXIMUM 
STABILITY AND LOW 
FRICTION ANGULAR 
CONTACT. 

THE LMF -1 HAS AN 
INTEGRATED HEAD FOR 
LOWEST MASS. 
THE LMF -2 HAS A 
REMOVABLE HEAD. 
THIS ALLOWS CHANGING 
OF PRE -MOUNTED 
CARTRIDGES IN 
SECONDS. 
BOTH TONEARMS PERMIT 
THE USE OF THE 
HIGHEST COMPLIANCE 
CARTRIDGES WITH 
LOWEST TRACKING 
FORCES. 

ONLY BETTER AUDIO 
DEALERS CAN SHOW YOU 
THE ADC LMF 
TONEARMS. 
VISIT THEM OR WRITE TO 
US FOR MORE 
INFORMATION. 

c_ TONEARMS 
R COMPANY AUDIO DYNAMICS CORP, PICKETT DISTRICT RD., NEW MILFORD, CT 06776 
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exposes are written with an inherently 
higher degree of technical expertise 
and are obviously designed for the read- 
er with advanced interest in not only 
recording, but audio electronics as well. 
The difference is comparable to that be- 
tween a block diagram and a schematic. 

Naturally, one purpose in writing was 
to compliment your magazine's excel- 
lence. My other reason is to request 
information concerning a lab report I 
believe you published on the Technics 
RS- 1500US. I am very interested in 
any information that may have been 
published on this machine, especially 
in test report form. 

I would like to know if Modern Re- 
cording did indeed review the RS -1500 
US and, if so, if it would be possible to 
acquire a reprint of that report or a 
copy of the issue in which it appeared. 

Thank you in advance for your cooper- 
ation inthissmall matter. Again, my com- 
pliments on an outstanding magazine. 
May you have many years of success. 

-Frederick J. Haskins 
Rochester, N.Y. 

The Technics RS- 150005 was the sub- 
ject of a Lab Report by Len Feldman 
and Norman Eisenberg back in the Feb/ 
Mar 1977 issue of MR. While it no long- 
er appears on the coupon for back issues 
in the more recent issues of MR, this 
issue is still available by sending $1.75 
to our editorial offices. 

Cueing A Reader's Memory 
Due to my increasing interest in record- 
ing, I am now contemplating building 
a small studio in my home. What I need 
to know at this time is how to build a 

cue system. A friend of mine (also a 

devotee of MR) remembered an article 
a while back that dealt with this topic, 
yet he didn't quite recall which issue 
it was in. Could you refresh his mem- 
ory? Also, any other sources of informa- 
tion you might know of would be great- 
ly appreciated. 

Thanks for a great magazine. I discov- 
ered it just when I needed it most. 

-Bob Wilson 
Kitchener, Ontario, Canada 

The article your friend was referring to 
was "Building Your Own Cue System," 
by Robert E. Runstein which appeared 
in the April 1977 issue on page 44. You 
might also want to check out the 
Recording Studio Handbook, by John 
M. Woram. He might also be able to 
give you some hints on this aspect of 
studio operation. 

-Vera,41..0.10,-- 
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yon can choose your 
microphone to enhance 
your individuality. 

Shure makes microphones for every imaginable use. 
Like musical instruments, each different type of Shure microphone has a 
distinctive "sound, or physical characteristic that optimizes it for 
particular applications, voices, or effects. 
Take, for example, the Shure SM58 and SM59 microphones: 

SM59 SM58 
Mellow, smooth, 

silent... 
The SM59 is a relatively new, 

dynamic cardioid microphone. Yet 
it is already widely accepted as a 
standard for distinguished studio 

productions. In fact, you'll often 
see it on TV ... especially on mus- 

ical shows where perfection of 
sound quality is a major considera- 

tion. This revolutionary cardioid 
microphone has an exceptionally 
flat frequency response and neu- 

tral sound that reproduces exactly what it 
hears. It's designed to give good bass 

response when miking at a distance. Re- 
markably rugged - it's built to shrug off 
rough handling. And, it is superb in reject- 
ing mechanical stand noise such as floor 
and desk vibrations because of a unique, 
patented built -in shock mount. It also fea- 

tures a special hum -bucking coil for 
superior noise reduction! 

Some like it essentially flat... 

NINO MON 

FREQUENCY IN HERTZ 

Crisp, bright 
"abuse proof" 
Probably the most widely used 
on- stage, hand -held cardioid 
dynamic microphone. The 
SM58 dynamic microphone is 
preferred for its punch in live 
vocal applications ... espe- 
cially where close -up miking is 
important. It is THE world - 
standard professional stage mi- 
crophone with the distinctive Shure 
upper mid -range presence peak for 
an intelligible, lively sound. World - 
renowned for its ability to withstand 
the kind of abuse that would destroy 
many other microphones. Designed 
to minimize the boominess you'd ex- 
pect from close miking. Rugged, effi- 
cient spherical windscreen eliminates 
pops. Lightweight (15 ounces!) 
hand -sized. The first choice among 
rock, pop, R & B, country, gospel, 
and jazz vocalists. 

...some like a "presence" peak. 

MINIMIINIIMMIIIN MIÌÌÌIÌ 1IIIIIi11Cli IINI1111 IM1111111\1 I/I111111I111111i 11111111111 
FREQUENCY W HERTZ 

professional microphones...by 

PIA 
Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204, In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Son Limited 

Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry. 
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ITALK 
ÁCK 

"Talkback" questions are answered 
by professional engineers, many of 
whose names you haue probably seen 
listed on the credits of major pop 
albums. Their techniques are their own 
and might very well differ from anoth- 
er's. Thus, an answer in "Talk back" is 
certainly not necessarily the last word. 

We welcome all questions on the sub- 
ject of recording, although the large 
volume of questions received precludes 
our being able to answer them all. If 
you feel that we are skirting any 
issues, fire a letter off to the editor 
right away. "Talkback" is the Modern 
Recording reader's technical forum. 

Out Of Luck Listener 
I have a Dokorder 1140 4- channel reel - 
to -reel. It has two headphone jacks, one 
for tracks one and three, the other for 
tracks two and four. I do not have a 

mixer as yet, but I do have a TEAC mix 
down box hooked up between my 
Sansui 9090 receiver and the tape deck. 
My problem is that there are times when 
I need to listen to all four tracks in 

stereo through the tape deck itself. 
I have tried several types of Y -cords 

that pick up all four tracks, but only 
in mono. Is there any way I can hook 
my headphones straight to the tape 
deck and listen to all four tracks in 
stereo, one and two on the left and 
three and four on the right? 

-Mark Carbone 
Mohegan Lake, N.Y. 

[We addressed this question to Hirozo 
Kambe, who is Chief Engineer for 
Dokorder, Inc., in Lawndale, California. 
He regretfully informed us that there is 

no way for you to listen to all four 
tracks of the 1140 through regular or 
4 -channel headphones in the manner 
you describe. 

However, never content to settle for 
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the easiest way out, we now toss the 
ball out to all you readers who might 
have solved this or a similar problem 
in the past or to those designers among 
you who can put on your thinking caps 
and create a reasonably simple, work- 
able solution for Mr. Carbone. Any 
and all practical plans to accomplish 
his goal are welcome!) 

Showco Specifics 
Gil Podolinsky's feature in the February 
1978 Modern Recording, "Led Zeppelin 
`Live' -The Showco Must Go On," page 
42, prompts the following questions. 

It was stated that a Crown DC -300A 
will drive 600 watts into their "W" 
boxes. I have a Crown owner's manual 
and mine says that you can only get 300 
watts in the mono mode. Why the differ- 
ence? Does Showco modify their Crowns? 

Showco's bass power was stated as 
being 15,000 watts on each side of the 
stage. How do they drive each amp? If 
each amp is 600 watts, then it would 
take twenty -five Crowns in the mono 
mode to reach 15,000 watts. This means 
that the crossover must be able to drive 
25X1.75 volts (input sensitivity of each 
Crown for full output) which equals 
43.75 volts. Is this a correct assumption 
on my part or am I way off base? 

I assume that the outputs of the cross- 
over are 600 ohms balanced; if so, how 
is this line kept balanced considering 
that the input of a Crown is hi -Z 
unbalanced? 

-D. Haulman 
Brunswick, Ga. 

It was stated in the article that a Crown 
DC 300A will drive 600 watts into an 
8 -ohm load. Crown's owner's manual 
does not state the power output into an 
8 -ohm load. They state only that in a 
mono configuration, the amp will del- 
iver 310 watts into a 16 -ohm load. 
The only modification Showco adds to 

the Crown is cooling fans which are 
necessary when the amp is operated 
mono into an 8 -ohm load. 

Showco does use twenty -five Crowns 
on each side of the stage for low fre- 
quencies at large concerts. These amps 
are essentially connected in parallel 
which means that 1.75 volts across the 
input will drive them to full output. 
However, the input current require- 
ment does go up by a factor of twenty - 
five. 

The outputs of the crossover are bal- 
anced but the impedance is 50 ohms 
rather than 600. This enables Showco to 
add as many amps as necessary for a 
concert without worrying about loading 
down the crossover unit. The balanced 
line is fed to the amp racks into a trans- 
former which is used to unbalance the 
signal to feed into the Crowns. 

-Keny Whitright 
Operations Manager 

Showco, Inc. 
Dallas, Tx. 

Optional Uses Of An 
Oscilloscope 

In what ways can an oscilloscope be 
connected into a recording system? In 
Liz Saron's Talkback reply on the 
January 1978 issue ( "Some Facts On 
Phase," Talkback, page 23), she states 
that an oscilloscope connected at the 
output of the recording deck would in- 
dicate if your overall program is in 
phase. Exactly how can this connection 
be made? Also, are there other uses for 
a 'scope, i.e. tuning two sound sources? 

-Dave Howse 
Lagrangeville, N.Y. 

If you have a patch bay, the best way 
to connect an oscilloscope is to patch 
the left and right outputs of your two - 
track machine into the horizontal and 
vertical inputs of the 'scope. If you have 
no patch bay, then just come directly 
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Fig. 1 

out of the line out left and right of your 
tape machine. It does not matter which 
way you patch (left into vertical, right 
into horizontal or vice versa). 

If you have an oscillator, run tone into 
your tape machine. If you machine is 

in phase, the horizontal and vertical 
should combine to look like this (see 
Fig. 1). If your machine is out of phase, 
the 'scope will look like this (see Fig. 2). 
By the way, these patterns on the 'scope 
are called "Lissajous Patterns." 

Tir 
45° out of 

phase 

Alh 
90° out of 

phase 

180° out of 
phase 

360° out of 
phase 

(right direction 
but much lower 

level) 

Fig. 2 

When using an oscilloscope to check 
for phase, you are comparing the phase 
relationships of two signals. An oscil- 
loscope is useless for phase purposes 
on a mono machine. 

During playback, you can watch the 
'scope to see if your overall program is 

in phase. If in phase, it will look some- 
what like this (see Fig. 3). It's fun to 
look at, too. 

About using an oscilloscope to tune 
two sound sources, you can run a tone 
(say, 440 Hz -which is an "a ") into the 

MAY 1978 

The Tangent Model 3216 Professional Recording Console. Take a 
look at the specifications and the price ... you won't find any 
other consoles in the world that compare with Tangent. 

-Great specs and reasonable prices ... finally available-together! 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Total Harmonic Distortion . .004% 
(1 kHz, +20d8 output) 

Intermodulation Distortion .004% 
( +20 dB output) 

Signal -to-Noise -128 dB 
(Equivalent Input Noise) 

Frequency Response . 10 Hz -65 kHz 
(± l dB) 

These are typical specifications 
measured by MODERN RECORDING 
in the "Hands -On Report ", October 
1977. The unit reviewed was a 
Model 1202, which the Model 3216 
surpasses with even cleaner and 
quieter performance. 

PRICES 
Eight channels in a sixteen - 
channel mainframe . . . . 5,580 

Sixteen -channel mainframe, 
filled 8,940 
Sixteen channels in a twenty -four 
channel mainframe . . . . 9,540 

Twenty- four -channel mainframe, 
filled 12,900 

Twenty -four channels in a thirty - 
two-channel mainframe . . 13,500 

Thirty -two-channel mainframe, 
filled 16,860 

Tangent ... clean sound that won't clean your pockets. 

musical engineering 
2810 South 24th Street / (602) 267 -0653 
Phoenix, Arizona 85034 
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Stereo program in phase 

Fig. 3 

horizontal (or vertical, it doesn't matter) 
of the 'scope and play a 440 Hz "a" 
on the piano. Run that into the vertical 
(or horizontal, etc.) and if the frequen- 
cies match, the 'scope will look like it 
does in Fig. 1. If you run an "a" on the 
piano an octave higher, that is at 880 
Hz and the frequencies match, the 
'scope will look like this (see Fig. 4). 

This method is not used very much 

Or 

Depending on 
how you patch 

into scope 

Fig. 4 

as it is difficult to do unless you are 
working with pure tone, such as a 
synthesizer. 

One thing to remember is to be sure 
to ground your tape machine to the 
'scope or you might get hum or RF 
which will affect the 'scope and the 
output of the machine. 

-Liz Saron 
Engineer 

Mediasound Recording Studios 
New York, N.Y. 

Turntable Tip 
To the very competent advice given by 
Travis Turk in response to reader Alex 
Lawryczenko's query in the February 
1978 Talkback column under the head- 
ing "Panel Pointers" (page 28), I would 
like to add a word or two on one aspect 
that may not have been completely 
covered. 

The diagram sent by the reader in- 
cludes a turntable but there is no indi- 
cation of what kind of pickup is used. If 
it is a magnetic cartridge, it should not 
be terminated in an open -field jack 
panel before going through either an 
RIAA -equalized phono preamp, or a 
CD -4 demodulator. The parametric EQ 

may be able to provide RIAA compen- 
sation but if it is used for this purpose it 
cannot also be used at the same time for 
other EQ chores unless it is a combined 
phono preamp- equalizer in which case 
the diagram as shown omits a very im- 
portant connection. In any event, it 
would seem that you are flirting with 
hum pickup and signal loss by introduc- 
ing output signals direct from a magnet- 
ic pickup in the manner shown. I think 
that between the turntable output and 
the panel jacks there should be some 
kind of low -level device -the RIAA- 
equalized preamp or the CD -4 item, de- 
pending on the discs being played. 

-Norman Eisenberg 
Audio Editorial Board 

Modern Recording Magazine 

Compression, Expansion 
and dbx 

My home four -track sound system cur- 
rently consists of a TEAC 3340, a Pio- 
neer RT -1050 half- track, a TEAC 
Model 2 mixer, a Tascam PB -64 patch 
bay, an Audio -Pulse digital delay and 
numerous other gadgets including a dbx 
128 noise reduction unit. I understand 

The Professional's Parametric 
Introducing the 622 ... a Parametric Equalizer with even 
better performance and more cost -effectiveness than its 

highly reliable predecessor. Improved manufacturing effi- 

ciency and state -of- the -art componentry help us provide 
more for less money. 
We've added a host of features important to you -the 
professional user. The 622 now includes in /out switches for 
each band, balanced inputs (with trans- 
former-balanced 

constant -Q" design by enabling 40 dB notches to be con- 
sistently obtained. 

The 622 is backed by an outstanding quality control pro- 
gram, including the use of burned - 
in, hermetically- 

I = °Ou output optional), ex- 
0çroAr tensive RF protection, and the latest 
FET -input opamps which reduce transient inter - 

modulation to the vanishing point and which provide THD 
guaranteed less than 0.025%, 20- 20,000 Hz at + 18 dBm 
output. A 115/230 volt 50 -60 Hz AC power supply is now 
standard. A new proprietary parametric bandpass filter has 
been designed which virtually eliminates the effects of con- 
trol wear and complements the notching capability of our 
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,, - sealed IC's, and 
further burn -in procedures on 

the entire equalizer. We know this is im- 
portant to you when your equalizer doesn't fail in front of an 
arena audience of 5,000 people ... or on the air in drivetime 

or in the middle of a critical mix. This combination of un- 
beatable performance and quality makes the 622 the pro- 
fessional's choice. 

Your Orban /Parasound dealer has all the details. Write us 
for his name and a brochure with the complete 622 story. 

orbon /peroiound 
680 Beach Street, San Francisco, CA 94109 
(415) 673 -4544 

Orban /Parasound Products are manufactured by Orban Associates, San Francisco, CA 
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It's hard to find a 
9,000tape deck that doesn't 
use Maxell. 

Or as100 tape deck that 
should nt. 

If Mou spent S1000 on a tape 
deck, you'd be concernec wi-h 
hearing every hit of sound it Q's miEllxe311. C90 
could procuce.! 

1111 
That's why owners 

cf the wo -Id's best tape 
decks use Maxell rr ore 
than any ether brand. 

But if you're like 
most peope, you don't own 1 

the best tape deck in the wcrld 
MO and you're probaoly not using 

Maxell. And c%a ices are, you're rot out of it So spend a little riore 
hearing every bit of sounc your tape cnd buy Maxel 
cede is ccpable of producing. Maxell. You can think of us as 

'A4hotever you spent fcr your tape expensive tape 3- the cheapest way in 

deck, it's a waste not to get the rrost wo -ld to geta better sounding sys-en. 

i n luTr3 uuw auit 
,;:NH:*i`,{YIK 

maxellllllllll I i i 11111111011 
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PERFECTION CONSISTS OF DOING 
ORDINARY THINGS EXTRAORDINARILY wELL 

...THE ANVIL CASE... 
Write for tree catalogue /Anvil Cases 

2501 N. Rosemead Blvd. 
So. El Monte, Ca 91733 

(213) 686-1353 
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Wireworks: the answer for all your 
professional audio needs ... in 

microphone cables, microphone 
multicables, and audio accessories: all 
designed and manufactured for 

)rofessionals by 
professionals. Stock 
for immediate delivery. 

Colored cables our 

v®rks specialty. Write or 
call for information. 

Wireworks Corporation 
Box 3600 

2 , Hillside, NJ 07205 
(201) 352-7800 
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the noise reduction, but the compres- 
sion and expansion throws me. 

What is a good rule of thumb for set- 
ting compression ratios for vocals? 
For both acoustic and electric guitars? 
For drums? 

I know it is best to compress your 
tracks as you record them, but what 
about mixdowns? Do you use addition- 
al compression and expansion then? 

I have done some experimenting and 
found it best to set the compression so 
that the threshold lights above and 
below flicker back and forth, and to use 
little or no compression and no expan- 
sion whatsoever in the mixdown. 
However, something still seems to be 
lacking and I can't exactly put my 
finger on it. Can you venture some 
advice? 

-Scott Chapin 
Wisconsin Rapids, Wi. 

In the early days of tape recording it 
was often desirable to compress (or 
peak limit) your tracks prior to record- 
ing. Primarily this was due to the fact 
that the dynamic range capability of the 
tape machine (limited to approximately 
54 dB) prevented the recording and re- 
production of the dynamics often found 
in "live" music. (Up to 100 dB!) Today 
the dbx Noise Reduction system has vir- 
tually eliminated the dynamic range 
limitations of the tape recorder by using 
complementary compansion. This 
means that the music is still compressed 
(2:1) during recording but that full 
dynamics are restored by applying the 
same amount of expansion during play- 
back. Hence, it is no longer necessary to 
"compress your tracks as you record 
them" (other than by the amount that 
is preset in the record circuits of the 
noise reduction system). 

Some engineers, however, still find it 
desirable to utilize compression for 
effect. Given the fact that with dbx 
Noise Reduction it is possible to record 
music with full dynamics, it is prefer- 
able to add compression to the track(s) 
in question during the mixdown process. 
In this way it is infinitely easier to 
experiment with a track without run- 
ning the risk of ruining an otherwise 
great performance during the original 
take. Unfortunately, when you have 
more tracks to compress than compres- 
sors in the studio it does require that 
you compromise; process some of the 
tracks during the initial recording, and 
some during mixdown. 

The exact amount of compression 
used is dependent on many factors: the 
instrument, mic placement, type of 
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Vil/ 4a«i'ie.eee PICKUPS & 
STRINGS 

PERFECTION IN 

DESIGN & 

CRAFTSM 4NSHIP 

L220 

L90 XL 
Incomper able in sound 
sustain and output. 
The rtllacement for 
the replacem 

and powerful! 

FT 145 

- .., ku S1EE1. WCANO 

STAINLESS PHOSPHOROUS HFOMIUM STEEL 
WOUND ON A HEXACC'N CORE 

A HIGH OUTPUT ELECTA C STRING 

NCREASES THE OUTPUT OF Y TL R GUITAR! 

A BRILLIANT ACOUST C SIRING 
SUPERIOR TO PHOSPHOROJS 3RONZE 

Available in all gauges building bass. 
The 7a roes in tech set are mat shed for ergo tension and perfect intonation. 

Mounts in seconds 
without loosening st lags. 
Natural sound without .teedback. .. 

4a« e«eeG Seuuedi Reteafee 
Nashville, Tennessee 

United States Repaesee estive 
L 6 L Sales Co. 
D03 Saunde-s Ave. 
Madison, Te in. 3:115 

Canadian Represertative 
Lei Kozak Sales 
12 iarbord Street 
Toroto. Ontario M55109 

Irternational Represeitative 
Cobble Fill Associates 
Backlax. Road 
Slelboxane Falls, Mass. 170 
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music, etc. As you've probably guessed 
by now there is no set textbook answer. 
The best solution is that lent by intui- 
tion and years of recording experience. 
However, you might begin by asking 
yourself "What kind of compression 
effect do I want to achieve ? ". 

Overall compression at moderate to 
high ratios adds body and fullness (by 
reducing the peak -to- average character- 
istics of the signal's waveform). It also 
increases the sustain of an instrument. 
For this application the compressor 
should be set in the "above threshold" 
mode with the threshold level set near 
10 mV. In this way all signals above 10 
mV are compressed while the noise of 
the circuit (hopefully below 10 mV) 
is not. As you set the threshold level 
higher you begin processing primarily 
the musical peaks (indicated by the 
above and below threshold indicators 
flickering back and forth) leaving the 
main body of the music untouched. 
This is often termed peak limiting - 
limiting denoting a compression ratio 
greater than 10:1. As an example, peak 
limiting is sometimes effective for stabil- 
izing a wandering singer's vocal. You 
can think of it as keeping the lid on an 
instrument when it gets too loud. 

But you mention that "something still 
seems to be lacking." You made no 
mention of a 4- channel noise reduction 
unit in your system. Only of the dbx 
128 stereo unit. As a word of caution, I 

hope you are not using your 2- channel 
dbx Noise Reduction system to inde- 
pendently record each of the 4 channels 
on your TEAC, then during playback 
mix the 4 tracks together into 2, then 
feed them back into the dbx for decod- 
ing. It won't work! You cannot mix 
encoded tracks together prior to decod- 
ing. Once a track is encoded it shouldn't 
be changed, processed, or modified in 
any manner to insure accurate decoding. 

-John Harrow 
Professional Sales 
dbx, Incorporated 

Newton, Ma. 

Synthesizers Simplified 
I have just finished reading the piece 
on guitar synthesizers that appeared in 
the January 1978 Musical Newsicals 
column (page 34). What do the abbre- 
viations VCF, VCA and LFO stand for? 
Whereas I'm sure most of MR's readers 

understand the technical jargon, there 
are still some of us that need catching up. 

-Bob Gerald 
Valparaiso, Fl. 

Separately, a VCF (voltage controlled 
filter), a VCA (voltage controlled amp- 
lifier) and an LFO (low- frequency 
oscillator) perform diverse, specific 
tasks in your synthesizer. Together 
they, along with myriad other controls, 
combine to make the synthesizer the 
dream instrument that it is. 

To help you better understand these 
three controls, I'll go one step further 
to the VCO (voltage controlled oscil- 
lator) which could be considered the 
heart of the synthesizer. An oscillator 
is simply a circuit which, in the case of 
the synthesizer, generates sound. "Vol- 
tage controlled" simply means that a 
DC (direct current) control voltage is 

being used to control the frequency 
(pitch) of the oscillator. Pitch, range 
and/or tuning controls set internal 
control voltages to give the VCO its 
range (high, low, etc.), and its basic 
tuning. The most important sources 
of external control voltages for the VCO 
are the keyboard (or keyboard control- 
ler) and the LFO. Pressing a key on 

At Whirlwind We Use Quality to Build Quality 

whirlwind whirlwir whirlwind 

II 
ALTEC 

.J 
REEDEN'^ 

CANNON ITT 
HUBBELL 

JBL 'JBL 

whirlwind whirlwind whirlwind 

When it comes to Quality Components Whirlwind puts them all together... 
Whirlwind Music -Manufactures only the highest quality cable and cable systems available today: the 
famous Cobrá" & Snake" guitar cords, the amazing Medusa'" & Multi Cables (from 6 to full 24 channel P.A. 
& recording snakes). And for your own creations: complete MK & SK replacement mike cables, speaker 
cables, and bulk wire with the finest professional quality plugs of all types. Plus custom P.A. snakes available. 

Whirlwind Audio -Produces the Gale" Monitor System. You will never hear a better speaker system for on 
stage and small P.A. applications. We build them with only JBL and ALTEC components. If you want to build 
the largest system in the business, you want Whirlwind's 4560 type P.A. bins. 

Whirlwind Music Whirlwind Audio 
P.O. Box 1075, Rochester, N.Y. 14603, 716/663 -8820 P.O. Box 1981, Rochester, N.Y. 14603, 716/663 -8829 
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Audiío-Techuica announces 
a creaIie new start 

toward 
heiter sound. 

11111 
AT813 
Electret 
Condenser 
Cardioid 

AT811 
Electret 

Condenser 
Cardioid 

Gr1 

AT8O1 
Electret 
Condenser 
Omnidirectional 

AT812 
Moving Coil 

Dynamic 
Cardioid 

Every "live" recording has an excitement all its own. You 
must capture sound that will never be heard exactly the 
same again. And in some cases the recording is literally a 
once -in -a- lifetime chance. With no opportunity to remake 
the tape or disc. 
Your creativity, your knowledge and experience are on 
the line. Now is when you appreciate the precision of 
Audio -Technica microphones. Performance is consistent. 
With results that help you extend your personal standards. 

AT8O2 
Moving Coil 
Dynamic 
Omnidirectional 

Audio- Technica gives you a choice of superb new electret 
coidenser cr moving coil dynamic microphones. A choice 
of omnidirectional or cardioid (unidirectional) pickup pat- 
terns. With smooth, extended response that complements 
the finest recorders. Audio -Technica microphones look, 
sound, and act very, very professional. 
Add more than a little creative excitement in your life, with 
Audio -Technica microphones, today. 

aa 1otechnlca 4 Great sound. right front the start! 
AUDIO -TECHNICA U.S., INC., Dept.58 -MR, 33 Shiawassee Avenue. Fairlawn, Ohio 44313 In Canada: Superior Electronics, Inc. 
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OCTAVE BAND ANALYZER 

FEATURES 

THE NEW MODEL 150 
Simultaneous display - TE one oc:ave bands -31.5 Hz to 16 kHz 

Light Emitting Diode readout Meets ANSI 1.11, Class II for 
Octave Band Filter Sets Fully calibrated in dBspl Broadband 
dBspl Line Input -calibrated in d8m Flat or A- weighted measure- 
ments Hand held -battery operated (rechargeable nickel- cadmium 
cells) Prec sion mic-cphone, carrying case, noise generator, 
battery clanger included 

APPLICATIONS 
Sound system set -up 
Noise surveys 
Octave equalizer 
adjustment 
Speaker checkout 
Horn alignment 

+Room surveys and 
speaker placement 

ALSO: Active and passive 
equalizers Other real time 
analyzers 
Dealer inquiries invited 

R.,all orwri-e today: WHITE INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
P.O. BOX696 5121&2 -0752 Austin, Texas 78767 
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NEW LITTLE RED 
STUDIO ,MONITORS 

BIG RED SOUND 
FOR ONLY $440 
A PAIR... 
The standard reference 
monitor for many recording 
studios across the country 
is the Mastering Lab /Big 
Red and Super Red System. 
This same standard is now 
available in a small size ... 
Little Red Studio Monitors. 
This system is ideal for 
listening rooms, A & R 

departments, small mix 
rooms and even the home 
listener who wishes to 
hear music exactly as it 
was originally recorded. 
Only $440 a pair. Visit 
your audio dealer or send 
for specifications. 

audiomarketing ltd. 
142 Hamilton Ave., Stamford, CT 06902 TEL: 203 359 2315 TELEX: 99 6519 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
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KCV 

I! I! 

To VCF 

Fig. 1 

the keyboard produces a control voltage 
which causes the VCO to produce pitch 
related to that key. Thus, we can play 
melodies. The LEO generates low fre- 
quencies, which when used to control 
the VCO, produce vibrato. 

Most VCOs generate more than one 
wave form. The most common are the 
sine wave, the triangle wave, sawtooth 
(or ramp) wave and square (and /or 
pulse) wave. Each of these wave forms 
has its own particular tone color, or 
quality, and they form the basic foun- 
dation on which to build a wide range 
of different sounds. Most VCOs have a 
selector switch for selecting the desired 
wave form. In other VCOs, these wave 
forms are available simultaneously. 
Many VCOs also include pulse width 
control which alters the square wave 
and thus alters its tone color. Some 
VCOs also include a sync function so 
that the pulse wave can be used to syn- 
chronize another VCO. 

A filter is used to remove unwanted 
tone colors from sound sources. A low 
pass filter removes higher frequencies 
and passes lower frequencies. A high 
pass filter passes higher frequencies and 
blocks lower frequencies. A band pass 
filter passes groups of frequencies and 
blocks frequencies above and below that 
group or band. Most VCFs are low pass 
filters. Most synthesizers also have a 

high pass filter but these are usually vol- 
tage controlled only in the more expen- 
sive units. Without going into a deep 
and involved explanation of filtering, 
the best way to understand their action 
is to experiment with the controls and 
listen to the effects produced. 

Amplifier may seem to be a misnomer 
to you since most VCAs have a gain of 
unity when level controls are set at max- 

Fron, 
VCO 

KCVI If 
I I 

-_J L 

2 

To 
VCA 

ADSR 
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8tol8from 749... 
nwArar 
Live Music 
Mixing System 

111 Milli! Hill 
HI II ili IH III III I I It Ill 111 

Ii1uirff i1nii 
61 n n n n -ararn"Ecru 

Trooper I Goes Stereo... 
See your dealer today. 
TROUPER I Live Music Mixing System, expandableom 
8 Inputs $$749 suggested retail value) to18 inputs 
($1447 suggested retail value). 
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INPUT FEATURES 

BALANCED MIC INPUTS 
HIGH Z LINE INPUTS 
IN /OUT JACKS 
20dB ATTENUATION 
MONITOR SEND 
ECHO SEND 
3 -BAND GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 
SOLO /PREVIEW SWITCH 
LEVEL CONTROL 

OUTPUT FEATURES 

SOLID STATE LED VU METER 
HEADPHONE JACK /LEVEL 

CONTROL 
BUILT IN SPRING REVERB 
HIGH /LOW CUT FILTERS 
HOUSE /MONITOR LEVEL 

CONTROLS 
HOUSE /MONITOR OUTS 

See your local dealer or 
write for our free catalog: 
UNI -SYN I 

lll1JJ 
A BSR COMPANY 

742 Hampshire Rd. 
Westlake Village, CA 91361 

(805) 497 -0766 
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Ya Gotta Be An Octopus - 
To Bi -Amp an "out" system any other way than 
with a Model 710 Bi -Amp. 

And in the studio .. . 

If You're Into Sound, You're Into Tri -Amping with 
The Model 720 Dual Bi- Amp /Mono Tri -Amp. 

Sonic quality unequaled by any other amplifiers on the market, The 710 is a 
full 300 watts into 2 or 4 ohm loads. The 720 is 225 watts /ch Dual Bi -Amped 
or 350 watts mono Tri -Amped with 4 and 8 ohm ratings. Built for profes- 
sionals, AB Systems Amplifiers truck like troupers and they'll "keep on" 
through a recording session long after you've crashed at the board. 

For information or the nearest dealer call or write: 

(916) 988 -8551 

cJZC1 systems P.O. Box 369 Fair Oaks, Ca. 95628 
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System 
loo SERIES II 

In the pest three years the semiprofessional 

recording market has been buried with an ava- 

lanche of products. These products have been 

brought into the market to allow the budget 

studio to compete with the high overhead pro 

operations. However, none of the manufacturers 

of these devices have placed any emphasis on 

integrating these products into a professional 

working environment As a result,the small studio 

owner is forced to place a substantial investment 

in the most unprofessional surroundings. 

At BSC we create professional working environ- 

ments through careful creative design and precision 

craftsmanship. Our SYSTEM 700 SERIES II 

enclosures am designed with your future expansion 

as well as your present budget in mind. 

Our staff of competent personnel can handle 

any aspect of your system design and construction, 

from the simplest of enclosures to completely 

equipped turnkey systems and we offer delivery 

anywhere in the United States. 

SEND $3.00 FOR INFORMATION 

Ç 1977 BSC. INC. 

2832 RIVER ROAD 
RIVER GROVE, ILLINOIS 50171 

PHONE NO. 312-452 -5551 
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imum. This means that the output sig- 

nal level will be the same as the input 
signal level or less. It also means that in 
order to hear sound, you will need some 
type of audio amplifier and speaker sys- 
tem. Some synthesizers have a separate 
built -in amplifier for driving headphones 
or built -in speakers. 

The VCA is usually the last element 
used in the synthesis of sound. It con- 
trols loudness. Many VCAs include a 
hold or initial gain control for internal 
control of the VCA; their action is 

much like a volume control and are usu- 
ally used only when tuning or setting up 
a sound, rather than when playing. The 
major external control voltage for the 
VCA comes from the envelope genera- 
tor (ADSR) and is used to give the out- 
put sound its final loudness pattern. 
Some VCAS are also provided with an 
LFO control input to produce tremelo 
effects. 

The LFO is an oscillator which pro- 
duces frequencies below the range of 
sound. Many LFOs can produce fre- 
quencies so low that it requires ten 
seconds to complete one full cycle. 
Most LFOs can also produce the same 

LEO ---7---r-- 
I I I 

4 4 4 
To To To 

VCn VCF VCA 

Fig. 4 

wave forms as most VCOs. The sine 
wave is perhaps one of the most used. 
Controlling the VCO it produces vibrato, 
controlling the VCF it produces growl 
and controlling the VCA it produces 
tremolo. Some LFOs also provide a 

delayed output which is triggered each 
time a key is pressed. This is most often 
used for delayed vibrato effects. 

-Vidal Bermudez 
Service Manager 

Roland Corp. 
Los Angeles, Ca. 4 
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PHASE LINEAR SETS THE STANDARD 
FOR HIGH POWER. 

Current loudspeaker design theory 
takes for granted the availability of 
a high power reserve. An idea once 
considered frivolous by many. Today 
it is considered essential for the 
best possible reproduction of 
recorded material. 

To reproduce a musical peak, a 
loudspeaker requires up to 10 times 
the average power being delivered. 
If the amplifier lacks a sufficient 
power reserve, it will clip, producing 
distortion and audibly destroying 
sonic quality. 

The Phase Linear Dual 500 -Series 
Two Power Amplifier is capable of 
delivering in excess of 505 watts per 
channel from 20Hz -20kHz into 8 
ohms, with no more than 0.09 %Total 
Harmonic Distortion. That's unsur- 
passed power for unsurpassed 
realism. 

CONVENTIONAL DUAL -500 
OUTPUT OUTPUT 
TRANSISTOR. TRANSISTOR. 

The Dual 500 utilizes an advanced 
design in output devices to overcome 
the problems associated with ampli- 
fier clipping at realistic listening 
levels. As a result, the power 
handling capability is greatly 
improved. In fact, the 
power semiconductor 
complement of the 
Dual 500 features the 
highest power handling 

capability in the audio industry. 
A massive rear mounted extruded 

aluminum heat sink assembly pro- 
tects the 36 output devices against 
overheating and includes a self - 
contained. thermally activated forced 

air cooling system. You don't have 
to worry about over -heating under 
normal operating conditions. 

Instantaneous indication of output 
activity is easily maintained with an 
exclusive 32- segment LED display, 

while a special 4- segment clipping 
indicator warns of hazardous 
overloads. High /Low Impedance 
Operation modes are automatically, 

AGAIN. 

or manually activated for increased 
amplifier efficiency when using 
low impedance speakers. 

HEARING IS BELIEVING. 
See your local Phase Linear dealer 

for the most powerful argument for 
the DUAL 500: a demonstration. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
OUTPUT POWER: 505 WATTS 

MINIMUM RMS PER CHANNEL 
20Hz- 20,000Hz INTO 8 OHMS, 
WITH NO MORE THAN 0.09% TOTAL 
HARMONIC DISTORTION. 

CONTINUOUS POWER 1000Hz per 
channel, with less than 0.09% Total 
Harmonic Distortion: 

8 ohms - 600 watts 
4 ohms - 800 watts 

INTERMODULATION DISTORTION: 
0.09% Max (60Hz: 7kHz = 4:1) 

DAMPING FACTOR: 1000:1 Min 

RESIDUAL NOISE: 120uV (IHF "A ") 

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO: 
110dB (IHF "A ") 

WEIGHT: 65 lbs. (32 kgs.) 

DIMENSIONS: 19" X 7" x 15" 
(48.3cm X 17.8cm X 38.1 cm) 

Optionally available in E.I.A. standard rack 
mount configuration. 

Optional accessories: Solid Oak or 
Walnut side panels. 

girde-4reart 

n 

THE POWERFUL DIFFERENCE 

Phase Linear Corporation 
20121 -48th Avenue West 
Lynnwood, Washington 

98036 

MADE IN U.S.A. DISTRIBUTED IN CANADA BY H. ROY GRAY LTD. AND IN AUSTRALIA BY MEGASOUND PTY. LTD 
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1 /22) î ti SCENE 
By Norman Eisenberg 

R/C CARD FOR DELAY LINE 

Now available from Eventide Clockworks is a 
microprocessor- controlled Remote Control card for 
use in the company's well -known model 1745M 
Digital Delay Line. A modular PC card, it plugs in- 
to an unused connector in the Line to allow delay 

STAGE LIGHT CONTROL 

Described as "a major breakthrough in portable 
stage lighting control" is the ALICE Model 1 from 
Automated Lighting Concepts, Inc. of Denver, 
Colorado. With its patented programmable cir- 
cuitry, says the company, ALICE can provide 
professional scene changes with every channel of 
light fading at its own rate with or without a light 
operator. The entertainer himself can control the 
changes via a remote footswitch or hand controller. 
ALICE Model 1 units can be stacked to provide 
eight channels at 8000 watts, 12 channels at 12,000 
watts, etc. 

setting, and control of the repeat and double modes 
of operation. It also adds two special features: 
automatic flanging with digital delay quality, and a 
highly effective method of vocal and instrumental 
doubling. 

Another option available for the model 1745M is 
a Pitch Change module which allows wide -range pit- 
ch and tempo variation, and musical harmonizing. 
The R/C card is priced at $550; the PC module, at 
$850. Full details on both pieces are available from 
the manufacturer. 

CIRCLE 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

CONSOLE MATCHES SCULLY 280 
An improved electronics console which can be 
added onto any Scully 280 tape transport console is 
offered by Ruslang Corp. of Bridgeport, Ct. De- 
signed to permit the owner to expand the elec- 
tronics without losing functional continuity, the 
Ruslang console matches the Scully model in styl- 
ing and finish so that when it is bolted on it looks 
like an integral part of the whole. The new add -on 
console also accepts a pair of Dolby 361s or any 
other 19 -inch by 31/2cinch panel. Price is $49.95. 

CIRCLE 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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TWO FROM CERWIN -VEGA 

A disco mixer, model DM -1 has been announced by 
Cerwin -Vega. Featured is an autofade circuit which 
crossfades between two stereo sources at the touch 
of a button (fade time may be adjusted from two to 
ten seconds). There also is a talkover switch for the 
mic input; phono and line inputs to each side with 
level presets; separate cue circuit; independent 
stereo monitor output with level control; VU 
meters; bass, treble and stereo balance controls; 
and more. High- current output amplifiers permit 
driving several power amps in parallel. 

The GE -2 is a new Cerwin -Vega graphic equalizer. 
It provides half -octave control below middle -C, and 
full- octave control above. Thirteen frequency bands 
are provided; they are interleaved and color -coded 
to permit simultaneous adjustment of both chan- 
nels if desired. Also included is a tape- monitor cir- 
cuit with pre or post EQ. The GE -2 equalizer is 
rack -mountable. 

CIRCLE 4 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

PCM RECORDING 

Laser beams are used to record and then to repro- 
duce sound of "high- fidelity purity" in the pulse - 
code modulation (PCM) system developed jointly 
by Mitsubishi, TEAC and Tokyo Denka. The new 
system projects an extremely small laser beam onto 
a disc, converts 1 /40,000th -of -a- second segments of 
sound into binary. pulse code signals, modulates 
each one into FM digital signals, and then records 
them. Since the reproduced sound is not a function 
of amplitude or groove depth in the record, says a 
TEAC spokesman, pure high fidelity results. 

The three companies involved feel that this new 
technique can lead to an entirely new kind of audio 
system, which they call a "super hi -fi" system 
within the price range of home audio systems. Sug- 
gested applications of the new technique include 
recording several long selections (e.g., symphonies) 
on one disc; a juke -box application with a single disc 
containing dozens of songs which can be selected by 
using the system's short access time and multi - 
channeling of music by utilizing separate tracks for 
each instrument. 

The first disc developed so far, made of polyvinyl 
chloride, plays up to thirty minutes, but the devel- 
opers expect to extend this time to two hours. 
While marketing plans remain inconclusive, the 
unit is expected to cost about $800. 

CIRCLE 5 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

PEAVEY'S MARK 2 SERIES 

From Peavey Electronics comes word of its MC and 
MR series mixing consoles designed for portable or 
fixed installation sound -reinforcement applications. 
MC consoles are available in eight, twelve, sixteen 
and twenty -four input configurations. The MR -7 
mixer is a special seven -input, rack -mountable con- 
sole. Peavey states that these units are designed for 
optimum operational flexibility in sound rein- 
forcement; as an example of "applied engineering 
considerations," they cite the master controls 
which include two sub -mixes and a monaural mix 
which is the sum of the two sub -mixes. This, points 
out Peavey, allows the operator optimum flexibility 
of control -"rather than having a stereo output 
which must be combined for monaural, this function 
is provided internally with all required level con- 
trols, metering, and 600 -ohm transformer -coupled 
output line amplifier." 

Send and return jacks on the rear panel are 
separate, and a completely separate monitor send is 
provided on each channel. Each input has four ban- 
ds of EQ and an effects send that applies a signal 
derived after the EQ circuitry and prior to the pan 
and channel -level controls. An internal spring -type 
reverb system is also included in the MR and MC 
series. Rated response is within ± 2 dB from 30 Hz 
to 20 kHz. 

CIRCLE 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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AMPLIFIER NEWS 
FROM PHASE LINEAR 

Phase Linear has introduced a new 500 watt per 
channel power amplifier. Known as the Dual 500- 
Series II, it is rated at 505 watts per channel 
(minimum RMS) into 8 ohms from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 
with distortion spec'd at no more than 0.09 percent 
THD. The power semiconductor complement 
features a power output stage rated "at a conserva- 
tive 8000 watts, providing a more than adequate 
margin of safety." Other features include LED out- 
put metering; individual channel input level con- 
trols; high/low Z operating modes (automatically or 
manually activated) that allow impedance loads 
downto 2 ohms; high- frequency limiters to prevent 
output overload. The Series II, advises the 
manufacturer, is designed for professional use as 
well as for demanding home stereo applications. 

CIRCLE 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

PCM CASSETTE DECK EXPECTED 

A pulse -code modulation (PCM) cassette deck based 
on helical -scan, rotary head technology, and 
claimed to offer "better than open -reel fidelity" 
may become available later this year at a price of 
about $2,000 according to Melco Sales, Inc. who are 
handling it for Mitsubishi Audio Systems. Using 
half -inch cassettes for up to two hours of play, the 
deck operates on two channels for PCM signals and 
one for bias. Initial specifications released include: 
frequency response, from DC to 20 kHz within ± 
0.5 dB; dynamic range of 80 dB; disortion of less 
than 0.03 percent; wow and flutter, undetectable. 
The PCM deck has a sampling frequency of 47.52 
kHz, and a digitization of 13 -bit logical com- 
pression. Dimensions are 900 mm high; 315 mm 
wide; 272 mm deep. Weight is 21 kg. These figures 
translate approximately to 35 inches high; 12.3 in- 
ches wide; 10.6 inches deep; and 46.3 pounds. 

CIRCLE 8 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

BOSE POWER MIXER 

New in Bose's professional product line is the model 
PM -1, described as a powered mixing console. In- 
cluded is a power amplifier that supplies either 400 
watts in mono or 200 watts on each channel in 
stereo; a three- section parametric equalizer; a 6- 
channel low -noise mixer; and additional options and 
features, including a versatile arrangement of out- 
puts for line, effects and so on. In addition to the six 
mic inputs there is a seventh channel with two more 
inputs that, depending on what is connected to 
them, can give the PM -1 the capacity of an eight - 
channel mixer. The line outputs provide up to 7 

volts RMS. Distortion across the band from 50 Hz 
to 15,000 Hz is rated at less than 0.2 percent. 
Weighing 70 pounds, the PM -1 is supplied in a 
luggage -type wraparound. Available as an extra is a 
stand that holds the unit about three feet above the 
floor. 

CIRCLE 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

NEW PRO AMPLIFIER 

The model 215 from Neptune Electronics of Por- 
tland, Oregon is a rack -mount sized stereo power 
amplifier rated to supply 150 watts RMS per chan- 
nel into a 4 -ohm load with less than 0.1 percent 
THD. Hum and noise are listed as better than 105 
dB below rated output into 4 ohms. The output im- 
pedance is stated as being designed for any load 
equal to or greater than 4 ohms, although no specs 
are listed for 8 -ohm loads. Weight is 16 pounds and 
dimensions are compact enough for transporting 
around. Features include input level controls, multi - 
LED output level indicators, two speaker outputs 
(1/4 -inch phone jack and 5 -way binding posts); built - 
in short -circuit protection, etc. 

CIRCLE 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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3M ANNOUNCES DIGITAL 
RECORDER 

The result of joint research effort conducted during 
the past two years by 3M and the BBC is the new 
digital recording system recently shown in 
prototype form by 3M. Using one -inch wide tape, 
the mastering system can record 32 audio channels. 
There also are two other units, including a 2/4 -track 
stereo model. Claimed advantages of digital recor- 
ding are a very high S/N ratio, and the complete ab- 
sence of tape noise, modulation noise, distortion 
and flutter, plus the lack of deterioration of signal 
quality in making multiple- generation copies during 
dubbing and mix -down, and the elimination of in- 
volved EQ and bias settings. A two -unit system (2- 

track stereo recorder plus 32 -track pre -mix recorder 
with overdubbing, remote control, in -sync track -to- 
track recording, etc.) is expected to cost "under 
$150,000" sometime this year. 

CIRCLE 11 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

MONITORING THE MONITORS 

Everyone, or so it seems, has what is called a 
"monitor" speaker system. The fact that they are 
all different in so many ways only points up the sim- 
ple idea I propounded here some issues back -that a 
"monitor" speaker is one that sounds right to you. 

Carrying this idea a step or two beyond that, a 
"monitor" speaker could be one that convinces you 
that what you have recorded is the way you want it 
to sound, and in this area we get a little lost, since 
"the way you want it to sound" may not be the way 
others want it to sound, and then you get into the 
trap of liking a speaker not because it really reveals 
what's in the recording but because it flatters the 
recording, bringing up certain tonal portions and 
suppessing others. You might get along with such a 
speaker for a few years and then find that the public 
taste has changed; what was accepted as great sud- 
denly is out of vogue. 

Just such a problem was admitted to recently by 
JBL ( "There has been such a shift away from the 
kind of sound represented by the L -100" a JBL 
executive has stated) and accordingly, its once - 
popular L -100 Century is being phased out of 
existence. Aside from admission that there is 
nothing inviolate about the phrase "monitor 
speaker" and indirectly confirming my earlier 
column on this tricky subject, this move by JBL 
should indicate that speakers for professional use 
ought not to be bought on faith, or by the num- 
bers -but by careful listening, and maybe some per- 
sonal soul- searching. 

With this cautionary note out of the way, I feel 
better about reporting news of some recently an- 
nounced "monitors." One such is the Pioneer 
SPEC -15L: 153/4 -inch woofer, horn -loaded tweeter 
with acoustic lens, input power handling capacity, 
200 watts; rated output, over 115 dB SPL at 1 

meter. Impedance is 8 ohms; weight is 160 pounds; 
dimensions are 31% inches high, 24 `/8 inches wide, 
191 inches deep. 

CIRCLE 12 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

The "Studio 4" is one of a series from American 
Acoustics Labs. It uses a 15 -inch woofer, midrange 
cast horn, and piezoelectric tweeter. Maximum 
power handling is 150 watts; output not stated. Im- 
pedance is 8 ohms; weight is 80 pounds; dimensions 
are 31 inches high; 24 inches wide; 15 3/4 inches deep. 

CIRCLE 13 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Audiomarketing Ltd. is offering the "Little Red" 
which handles up to 50 watts input power; maxi- 
mum output level is 109 dB /SPL. For 1 watt in it 
yields 92 dB /SPL at 1 meter. It uses a 12 -inch a/s 
woofer and a small dome /cone tweeter. Impedance 
is not stated. Weight is 45 pounds: dimensions are 
24 by 16 by 12 inches. 

CIRCLE 14 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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N 
MIN SOUND REINFORCEMENT 

A new west -coast manufacturer, 
Professional Audio Systems, has in- 
troduced two models of stage monitors 
and a column -type P.A. speaker 
system. The two monitor models are 
outwardly identical; the design is a 
slant -front cabinet with a bass -reflex 
loaded 12 -inch woofer and a compact 
radial horn with compression driver. 
Specifications for the PAS Slave 
Monitor include impedance of 8 ohms, 
power capacity of 100 watts RMS, fre- 
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quency response of 45 Hz to 18 kHz 
and coverage angles of 120° horizontal 
and 60° vertical. The PAS Energised 
Monitor is identical to the Slave 
Monitor except for the addition of a 
low- distortion, solid -state power 
amplifier rated at 60 watts RMS into 8 
ohms or 100 watts into 4 ohms. PAS's 
Pavilion is a three -way, vertical linear 
array P.A. speaker system. Bass fre- 
quencies down to 40 Hz are reproduced 
by a pair of 12 -inch drivers in a bass 
reflex enclosure, while a high - 
definition 8 -inch speaker covers the 
critical midrange frequencies and a 
compression driver with radial horn 
handles the top end up to 18 kHz. 
Coverage is given as 120° horizontal 
and 60° vertical, power capacity is 200 
watts RMS and the system impedance 
is 8 ohms. All three Professional Audio 
Systems models are built of black 
vinyl- covered birch plywood with ex- 
truded aluminum corners and feature 
perforated steel grilles for maximum 
speaker protection. 

CIRCLE 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Long a leader in professional sound 
reproduction, Altec Corporation re- 
cently introduced a new line of por- 
table loudspeaker systems. A number 

of models are included in the line which 
were specifically designed for a variety 
of P.A., sound reinforcement and 
monitoring applications. All of the new 
models are rated at 125 watts of power 
handling ability. Several of the new 
models are notable for their use of 
Altec's innovative Tangerine radial 
phase plug in their compression 
drivers. This new phase plug design 
resembles a peeled tangerine since it 
uses radial slots rather than the usual 
concentric slots for better high - 
frequency response. 

CIRCLE 16 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

POWER AMPLIFIERS 

Another high -power amplifier is the 
SMF Stereo 150 from Dallas Music In- 
dustries. As the name implies, the unit 
is a two -channel model delivering 150 
watts RMS per channel into 4 ohms (or 
up to 200 watts RMS into 2 ohms with 
additional fan cooling) at less than .1% 
distortion. The SMF was designed 
with "roadability" and reliability as 
the highest priorities. The 1/8-inch ano- 
dized aluminum chassis is contained in 
its own metal -edged wooden cabinet so 
that the owner can avoid the time and 
expense of mounting the amp in a rack 
himself (rack -mount adapters are 
available as an option, however). Ther- 
mal cutouts and short -circuit protec- 
tion were eliminated from the Stereo 
150 on the theory that the circuit 
breakers will protect against cata- 
strophic failures while unnecessary 
shut -downs occurring during a per- 
formance are extremely unwelcome. 
Each channel of the amp has its own 
completely separate power supply to 
eliminate the possibility of interaction 
between channels due to power supply 
inadequacies; this can be particularly 
troublesome in bi -amp applications 
where the treble channel may be ad- 
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versely affected by a power -hungry 
bass channel. Quarter -inch phone jack 
output connectors (two per channel) 
are found on the back panel while the 
inputs are on the front for better ac- 
cessability; a '/a -inch phone jack and a 
3 -pin XLR are provided for each chan- 

feature and output transformers are 
available as an option. For recording 
use, a Type N module provides a mix - 
down of the four main outputs for 
control -room monitoring; in P.A. ap- 
plications, the buses are used as sub - 
mixes and the mixdown output is then 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT 
ACCESSORIES 

International Music Corporation has 
announced the new Texas Transducer, 
model TT -1. The pickup attaches to 
any acoustic instrument with reusable 
mounting cement (included with the 
unit) and has a ten -foot detachable 
cord. Suggested list price of the Texas 
Transducer is $29.95. 

CIRCLE 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Another very useful synthesizer ad- 
junct is a new joystick device from 
Mediamix. The unit was originally 
designed for use with an Oberheim 
two -voice synthesizer, but is now be- 
ing offered on a turnkey modification 
basis for Moog, ARP or Oberheim 
units, or as a kit for use with any 
synthi -system. The stick itself is 
spring- loaded to return to the center, 
no- modification position unless it is be- 
ing held. As it is normally connected, 
the Mediamix joystick controls pitch 
bend in the X -axis (left -right motions) 
and filter sweep in the Y -axis (forward- 

nel's input plus a "Link" connection to 
facilitate paralleling amplifier chan- 
nels. Also found on the front panel are 
two volume controls, power switch, 
two circuit breaker reset buttons and a 
Mono /Stereo switch which applies the 
same signal to both channels in the 
mono modes. 

CIRCLE 17 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

MIXING CONSOLES 

The Model 12x4 mixer from Inter- 
face Electronics is a fully modular, 
four -output mixing console for up to 
twelve input channels. The 12x4 was 
designed to be equally suitable for 
small recording studios or for P.A. use. 
Input modules feature mic -line switch, 
preamp gain set in 10 dB steps, two in- 
put pad settings, monitor -only soloing, 
four cue sends (pre- or post- fader), 
pushbutton bus selectors for track or 
submix assignments and panning be- 
tween odd- and even -numbered buses. 
Numerous options are available from 
Interface including your choice of 
switched -frequency equalizers or para- 
metrics in the input modules, and 
various filters and equalizers for the 
output channels. All mic inputs are 
transformer -balanced as a standard 

MAY 1978 

used as the main P.A. feed. Frequency 
response is specified as ±1 dB from 20 
Hz to 20 kHz, distortion is under .03% 
at 0 VU at 400 Hz, and noise is said tc 
be very low under all conditions. The 
mixer is housed in a black anodized 
case measuring only 18x26x8" for ease 
in transporting. 

backward motions). The maximum 
amount of modification in each axis is 
set by a rotary pot, and each axis may 
be turned on and off separately. Ac- 
cording to Mediamix, the joystick 
opens new vistas of musical expression 
because of the ability to manually alter 
pitch and filter simultaneously. 

CIRCLE 18 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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Come here, kid. 
I'm gonna 
make you aStar! 

The soaring purity of a performance that takes your breath 
away, the crowd -catalysing thunder that starts a rush for the 
stage - that is not the sound of a little box stuffed with 
cheap components. Look beyond the spotlights and under 
the dirt and bruises of a hundred one night stands and you'll 
find Community, the equipment that professionals depend 
upon to electrify their fans in city after city. Why Com- 
munity? Because it's the best there is. 

We've devoted the last ten years to developing the 
ultimate in p.a. equipment for people who make their living 
by their sound: professional musicians, contractors, touring 
companies of all shapes and sizes and the up- and -coming 

bands with smart management. We'd like to add you to the 
list. Too many talented musicians lose out because they're 
burdened with equipment that can never produce the pro- 
fessional power and punch that could put them over the top. 

Your Community dealer can demonstrate a system for you 
that can start you on your way today. And tomorrow, when 
you've got fifty thousand ears to please, he'll be ready with 
another Community p.a. that will knock their socks off. 

You know you're good. 

Now it's time to tell everybody else. 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Don't ever let anyone tell you 
that stars aren't made. It happens 
every day. And one item that can 
make it happen a lot sooner is 
professional sound equipment. 

4044. ,R . 

Want some more information? 
Just sign right here. 

COMMUNITY LIGHT & SOUND. INC 
5701 Grays Avenue Phila. PA 19143 (215) 727 -0900 
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By 
Lothar A. Krause, Jr. 

Of the multitude of problems en- 
countered in touring sound reinforce- 
ment and fixed installation systems, 
proper grounding (or lack of) is one of 
the most irritating and difficult to cor- 
rect. The purpose of this article is to 
aid or to at least give some general ad- 
vice on proper grounding techniques. 

AC Power Distribution 
The majority of equipment used in 

portable and fixed installation sound 
reinforcement applications is designed 
for use on 115 Volt, 60 Hz AC power. 
The accepted means of 115 AC power 
distribution is the single phase three - 
wire system. The system is character- 
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ized by the use of a black wire which is 
"hot" (I never have understood this), a 
white wire which is neutral and an 
uninsulated wire which is used for 
ground. This is the way things should 
be if everyone has done his job correct- 
ly. Every outlet or junction box in a 
building should be wired the same 
way. In a sound reinforcement system, 
a single miswired junction box can 
cause what is commonly called a 
"Ground Loop." Ground loops create a 
constant 60 Hz hum which is guaran- 
teed to drive engineers and artists up 
the wall. Before attempting to track 
down the demon ground loop, let's see 
where he came from (maybe some 
knowledgeable electrician will read 
this article and help prevent him from 
being born). 

In this article, we shall be concerned 
with AC distribution systems which 
originate from a 220 -Volt AC service 

drop. In this system, there are two 110 
Volt conductors and a neutral. In a 
correctly designed system, the loads 
on each side (110 to neutral) are 
balanced. As an example, if you have 
two 10 -Amp loads, each of which is 
connected to one side of the 220 -Volt 
service, you will have a balanced condi- 
tion and no current will be flowing 
through the neutral conductor. If, on 
the other hand, you have a 5 -Amp load 
on one side and a 10 -Amp load on the 
other, you will now measure 5 Amps of 
current flowing through the neutral. 
This is where our problems begin. 

I cannot recall how many times I 
have been told by an union electrician 
that a group of AC outlets are on the 
same phase (side) on the 220 -Volt ser- 
vice. Before I finally learned the hard 
way, I would set up my system, turn 
on the equipment and listen to the 60 
Hz hum. What I am trying to say is 
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that you should never assume that all 
the outlets you intend to use are on the 
same phase. This is especially true if 
they are not located on the same wall 
or are in different parts of the building. 
It only takes one piece of equipment 
being plugged into a different phase of 
the AC distribution system to result in 
a loud system hum. 

Please refer to Figure 1, Typical 
Fixed Installation AC Distribution 
Diagram. This diagram represents a 
typical sound reinforcement installa- 
tion. If power amplifiers A and C were 
the only loads on the line, you would 
have no current flowing through the 
neutral conductor. Now, consider the 
total system. With the additional 
loads of power amplifers B and D, the 
load is no longer balanced. Because of 
the difference of 15 Amps (between 
power amp B and power amp D), you 
have 15 Amps flowing through the 

MAY 1978 

neutral circuit. For illustration pur- 
poses, we shall assume that the resis- 
tance of the neutral wire is 2.0 Ohms. 
Ohm's law tells us that the voltage 
drop between power amplifier A and 
the mixing desk is 30.0 Volts. If yoú 
could actually place an AC voltmeter 
between the white conductor at the 
mixing desk and the white conductor 
connected to power amplifier A, you 
would measure a potential difference 
of 30.0 Volts. If all other factors were 
ideal, this difference would not result 
in difficulty. All equipment designed 
for commercial use has a power trans- 
former which performs a dual role. 
From a functional standpoint, the 
transformer prevents the equipment 
enclosure from becoming hot y120 
Volts) when referenced to ground. 

If my memory serves me well, I can 
recall having a very shocking ex- 
perience with a five -tube AM radio. 

These things were very dangerous 
because they did not have the trans- 
former to keep the AC from the chas- 
sis. If your memory is really good, you 
can recall that there were no such 
things as a three -prong plug. It is easy 
to see how you could have a hot chas- 
sis. If the plug was rotated so that the 
white wire was connected to common, 
everything would be okay, or would it? 
If the load were unbalanced as shown 
in Figure 1, there would still be the 
30.0 Volt difference measured between 
the chassis and a solid -earth ground. 
This does not represent a very great 
health hazard but think of what would 
happen if the 30 Volt AC difference 
were between the shield (ground) of 
your input cable to the power amplifier 
and the power amplifier chassis. The 
result would be a ground loop and 
probably a very loud hum. 

The green ground wire used in three- 
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wire systems will prevent dangerous 
differences in potential between dif- 
ferent pieces of equipment. I don't 
know the exact name for the object 
which allows you to plug a three -wire 
plug into a two -hole socket. They func- 
tionally perform two duties: First, 
they lift the chassis ground reference; 
and secondly, they reverse the phase of 
the white and black conductors. The 
proper use of these adaptors is to make 
absolutely sure that the green wire 
from the adaptor is grounded to the 
third wire ground of the junction box 
or to a suitable earth ground. If the 
equipment in use does not have a 
three -wire plug, it will be necessary to 
secure the ground wire to the equip- 
ment chassis. Before doing this, please 
check for a power transformer. If there 
is no power transformer, the piece of 
equipment does not belong in a profes- 
sional application or in any other appli- 
cation where the chassis could be acci- 
dentally touched. After all of this trou- 
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FIGURE 1 

ble, simply rotate the adaptor until 
you find the point of minimum hum. 
This is really a lot of unnecessary 
work, especially after learning how 
easy it is to correctly ground the 
system in the first place. 

Basic Equipment Personalities 
This may seem like a strange topic, 

but before you decide you need to do 
something else, please read the follow- 
ing paragraphs; they really are quite 
important. 

There are several design philoso- 
phies when it comes to the circuitry 
concerning the primary (line) side of a 
piece of equipment. Please refer to 
Figure 2, Equipment Primary AC Cir- 
cuitry. In the case of Figure 2A, it can 
be seen that there is a single pole - 
double throw switch wired for revers- 
ing the phase of the AC input. Capaci- 
tor C2 acts to prevent high- frequency 
noise from entering the equipment 

from the AC line. Capacitor C, is the 
problem child. Because all power 
transformers have some leakage to the 
core, there is nearly always a volt or so 
of AC coupled to the chassis. It makes 
sense that a voltage that is equal in 
amplitude but 180 degrees out of 
phase would help cancel out the trans- 
former induced voltage. This is true to 
a point and this is the approach taken 
by nearly all guitar amplification and 
packaged Public Address systems 
manufacturers. It is unfortunate that 
these manufacturers carry this design 
philosophy over into their commercial 
or professional product lines. 

Consider what happens when several 
(let's, for explanation purposes, con- 
sider ten) power amplifiers are used in 
a three -way or tri- amplified system. It 
is entirely possible that all ten capac- 
itors will be in parallel. The typical 
value used is .047 MF and ten in paral- 
lel would be .47 MF. This is a lot of 
capacitance and as a result, a fairly 
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AKG is a research, devel- 
opment and manufacturing or- 
ganization specializing in 

electro- acoustic tech- 
nology. Our designs have 
been awarded over 600 
transducer related pa- 
tents, and our products have earned the highest de- 
gree of user respect for quality and dependability. 

The AKG line of various microphone models is con- 
sidered to be the most sophisticated available for ap- 
plications ranging through the spectrum of 
professional uses. From studio, to in- concert record- 
ing and reinforcement, to location film sound...our 
products can be called on to solve the most difficult 
situations you may encounter. AKG has developed a 
broad range of products to meet your varying creative 
requirements and, as new audio frontiers evolve, our 

eeìdlKG's 
'View 

rofessionais 

engineers will lead the tech - 
lological pioneering. 
We set our goals rather high 

» and turn every stone to 
live up to, and improve 
upon, self -imposed chal- 

lenges. We constantly strive to 
advance beyond state -of- the -art developments. 
Some of these advancements you see illustrated 
below. Loaded with practical, innovative features, 
AKG's "New Professional" microphones are intended 
to further build upon the remarkable results achiev- 
able with the other AKG "Professionals." Ask your 
dealer or write directly. 

AKG 
acousClcs 

The Mark of 
Professional Quality... 
in microphones, headphones, 
phonocartridges, reverb units. 

PHILIPS AUDIO VIDEO SYSTEMS CORP. 
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY 

91 McKee Drive. Mahwah, N.J. 197430 (201) 529 -3800 
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large AC voltage would be coupled 
into the power amplifier ground 
system through the input signal cable 
shields. If you suspect this problem in 
your system, disconnect the AC line 
cord from three or four amplifiers. 
Carefully listen to the speaker system 
and plug in the power amplifiers, one 
at a time. If this is your problem, the 
hum level will increase each time a unit 
is energized. There is a simple cure for 
this problem. Be sure you unplug the 
power amplifier (or any other piece of 
equipment), remove the cover, locate 
C,, and then cut it out. If you are in 
doubt as to what to do, take the piece 
of equipment to a qualified service 

mission for these capacitors is to help 
prevent high- frequency noise from 
entering the equipment from the AC 
line. If the third wire cable or separate 
ground wire is used, there will be no 
need to try to cancel out the trans- 
former leakage current. 

Fixed Installation 
Grounding Practices 

Commercial sound installations 
which are permanently installed are 
the easiest to properly ground against 
light dimmer noise, AC ground loops 
and radio frequency interference. Un- 

provide a four -outlet junction box for 
anything that sooner or later will be 
plugged into the sound reinforcement 
system. A single electrical device such 
as a tape recorder plugged into a dif- 
ferent phase of the AC system will 
generate much more trouble than 
could be imaginable. 

After all this trouble, there is one 
thing which I feel must be done to in- 
sure against possible problems. Find a 
good ground such as a cold water pipe 
or an eight -foot ground rod driven into 
moist earth and attach a number 14 
cable from this ground point to each 
electronic device. I do not mean a wire 
that goes from ground to the mixer 

, 

BLACK 

GREEN 

WHITE 

BLACK 

GREEN 

WHITE 

C2 Power transformer 

C1 

_ (A) Typical consumer equipment a.c. input circuitry. 

C2 Power transformer 

(B) Typical commercial equipment a.c. input circuitry. 

technician. If you have a large number 
of power amplifiers with this type of 
input, no amount of input polarity 
switching or reversing will get rid of 
the hum. 

Figure 2B is fairly representative of 
the line bypassing technique used by 
most commercial equipment manufac- 
turers. The concept is basically the 
same except that a double pole -single 
throw switch is used and two line 
bypass capacitors are employed. It 
should be obvious that in this config- 
uration, each side of the line is by- 
passed equally and any number of 
power amplifiers can be used without 
the resulting hum buildup. The main 
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FIGURE 2 

fortunately, the sound system often 
comes in low on the list of priorities. I 
have found this to be especially true in 
religious institutions. They seem to 
want to save a few dollars in the begin- 
ning and in the long run, spend much 
money trying to correct a very bad 
situation. 

In fixed installations, it is im- 
perative that every piece of equipment 
associated with the sound system be 
connected to the same AC power 
distribution point. This does not mean 
a set of wall outlets assumed to be on 
the same circuit breaker. You should 
have a separate circuit breaker for the 
sound system. It is also a good idea to 

and then from the mixer to the limiter 
and etc. If you have ten separate 
pieces of electronic equipment, you 
should have ten separate ground wires 
connected to your common ground 
point. If all equipment is in a rack, you 
should connect a ground cable to each 
piece of equipment in the rack and 
then connect all of these cables to a 
single point on the rack. Your common 
ground should then be connected to 
the rack, along with all of the individ- 
ual equipment grounds. This may 
seem like a lot of trouble, but in the 
long run it will be worth the time and 
expense. 

(continued) 
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One of the best, 
playing the best. 

Al DiMeola is one of the year's top poll -winning 
guitarists. His music covers the widest range of expression, 
from the subtle to the powerful. His equipment must be 
ca ?able of the same range of sound as he is, so Al uses the 
Dual Sound Pickup. The Dual Sound is the only pickup 
that could capture all of his music, and capture it right. 
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DiMarzio 
Musical Instrument Pickups, Inc. 
643 Bay St., State,' Island, N.Y. 10334 
212) 981 -9286 
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AC Power Distribution and 
Ground Technique for Touring 
Sound Reinforcement Systems 

The basic principles of single phase 
feed and proper ground carry through 
used for fixed installation sound rein- 
forcement systems also apply to port- 
able systems. The one big difference is 
TIME; you simply do not have enough 
of this valuable commodity when you 
are on the road. It is not unusual for 
large multi -way systems to require 
over 100 Amps from a single phase 
line. The distribution of this much 
power has been reduced to an art form 
by large touring companies. They have 
developed cable, connector and distri- 
bution systems which keep the setup 
time to a minimum and also provide 
the reliability and safety required by 
the management companies. 

In the following paragraphs, I shall 
endeavor to describe an AC power dis- 
tribution system that could be used for 
a typical sound reinforcement applica- 
tion. The system may be scaled up as 
required by the use of larger wire sizes 
and appropriate connectors and circuit 
breakers. If you do not have the 
knowledge or proper tools required to 
build your own distribution system, do 
not attempt it! Go to a reputable com- 
mercial electrical distributor and ask 
for the name of someone who can do 
the job. If they hesitate to help, you 
will find that the local chapter of the 
I.E.W. union can provide assistance. 
Please remember that it is your money 
and reputation on the line and if you 
see that things are not going exactly 
as they should, stop the work and find 
someone else. 

The first step in designing your 
system is to determine your total load 
requirements. This is not as hard as it 
might at first seem. Every piece of 
equipment used in your system will 
have a fuse that is labeled as to its cor- 
rect size. To determine your total load, 
simply add up the fuse sizes. If, for ex- 
ample, you are using four power ampli- 
fiers for the speaker system and each 
amplifier requires an 8 -Amp fuse, your 
total load will be 32 Amps. Normally, 
there will be separate amplifier racks 
for stage left and stage right. This will 
dictate the use of a split feed for the 
32 -Amp system. There are two good 
reasons for a split feed. First, the 
reliability is increased by the use of 
separate circuit breakers for stage 
right and stage left. Secondly, the 
possibility of ground loops is reduced 
because each of the feeds is balanced 
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(16 Amps each) and is derived from a 
central point. Please refer to Figure 3, 
Typical Portable AC Power Distribu- 
tion System. As illustrated by Figure 
3, each of the power amp racks is fed 
through an AWG number 12 flexible 
rubber cable and is protected by 20.0 
Amp circuit breakers. The remainder 
of the system is fed by AWG number 
10 flexible rubber cables and protected 
by 30.0 Amp circuit breakers. This 
system is slightly overrated but I 
would rather be on the safe side. You 
must keep in mind that some of the 
cable runs will be quite long and if you 
are using a marginal cable size, there 
could be an excessive voltage drop. In 
addition, all cables should be flexible 
rubber insulated type designed for out- 
door applications. The main feed cable 
which consists of three AWG number 
2 conductors should be a minimum of 
150 feet long. 

All connectors and their associated 
junction boxes must be of the twist - 
lock type and suitable for the current 
involved. The only exception to this 
rule is the junction boxes located on 
the stage for the performers' instru- 
ment amplifiers. The twist -lock con- 
nectors are designed for use at a speci- 
fied current carrying capacity and if 
you are using the correct wire size, 
everything should fit. If there is some 
problem with the mechanical fit, you 
are probably doing something wrong! 

Proper grounding of all junction 
boxes and connectors is absolutely 
essential in portable systems. The 
ground conductor of each cable must 
be securely fastened to the connector 
or junction box ground common point. 
Before plugging in the AC distribution 
system, take an Ohm meter and check 
for proper grounding for every ex- 
posed metal junction box. After estab- 
lishing this ground integrity, check the 
ground prongs of all connectors with 
reference to the junction box grounds. 
When you are sure that all the ground 
connections are correct, proceed to 
check the neutral for proper distribu- 
tion. Don't spot -check a few connec- 
tors or junction boxes; check every 
single possibility. Repeat this for the 
hot side and if everything checks out, 
you will be pleased with the results. 

Onstage Equipment Grounding 
When setting up a stage, the impor- 

tance of proper guitar amplifier 
grounding cannot be overemphasized. 
It is possible for someone to be electro- 
cuted by a "hot" guitar amplifier. 

Because there is no standard as to how 
most instrument amplifiers are con- 
structed, you cannot afford to risk a 
potential difference between the sound 
reinforcement system microphone and 
metal guitar strings. This is the most 
critical ground loop in your entire 
system. It is one thing for a P.A. to 
hum, but it is something else when 
someone gets killed because of the im- 
proper use of a ground lift adaptor or 
faulty third -wire ground. You must 
check with an AC voltmeter every pos- 
sible path between instrument ampli- 
fiers and sound system microphones! 
This is an ironclad rule, and yet I will 
guarantee that you will find at least 
one hot chassis on a large stage. When 
you find a ground loop, do not shake 
the plug around in the junction box un- 
til the crud is knocked off. When the 
stage starts moving around or a stage - 
pass- wearing hazard steps on the con- 
nection, it will again become faulty. To 
protect yourself and the artist, run a 
solid ground wire between the instru- 
ment amplifier and the metal junction 
box. If the instrument amplifier 
develops a hum, have a qualified 
"roadie" check it out; there is some- 
thing wrong inside the amplifier. 

Remember those little capacitors 
discussed in the beginning of this arti- 
cle? I don't care if you have to cut 
capacitors or run a ground around the 
building, do not have a hot amplifier 
on the stage. 

In Conclusion 

Hopefully after reading this article 
and studying the diagrams, you will 
pick up a few usable ideas. I can truth- 
fully say that even when you have 
done everything by the book, some- 
thing will come along and foul this up. 
On- location recording will probably 
give you more ground problems than 
you will encounter in a year of straight 
sound reinforcement work. The basic 
problem is the splitter box used for the 
main P.A. send, monitor system send 
and the recording truck send. When- 
ever you have three ground systems 
tied together, you are asking for trou- 
ble. Most splitter boxes are fitted with 
ground lift switches for one of the out- 
puts, but even then, you still have two 
or three ground systems tied together. 

The most irritating instance of recor- 
ding truck- P.A.- monitor loops I can 
recall is when we were trying to tape 
"The Rolling Thunder Review" in 
Clearwater, Florida. The television 
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To get a superb performance, 
you need a precision machine. 

To command a great performance, a cassette shell and 
cassette tape must be engineered to the most rigorous standards. 

Which explains why we get so finicky about details. Consider: 

Precision Molded Cas- 
sette Shells -are made by 

continuously monitored 
injection molding that 

virtually assures a 
mirror -image parallel 

match. That's insurance 
against signal overlap or 
channel loss in record or 

playback from A to B 
sides. Further insur- 

ance: high impact styrene 
that resists temperature 

extremes and sudden 
stress. 

An Ingenious Bubble 
Surface Liner Sheet - 

commands the tape to 
follow a consistent running 

angle with gentle, 
fingertip- embossed 

cushions. Costly lubricants 
forestall drag, shedding, 

friction, edgewear, and 
annoying squeal. Checks 

channel loss and dropouts. 

Tapered, Flanged 
Rollers- direct the tape 

from the hubs and program 
it against any up and down 

movement on its path to- 
wards the heads. Stainless 
steel pins minimize friction 
and avert wow and flutter, 

channel loss. 

Resilient Pressure Pad 
and Holding System - 

spring- mounted felt helps 
maintain tape contact at 
dead center on the head 

gap. Elegant interlocking 
pins moor the spring to the 

shell, and resist lateral 
slipping. 

TDK Cassettes- despite all we put into them, we 
don't ask you to put out a lot for them. Visit your TDK 
dealer and discover how inexpensive it is to fight 
dropouts, level variation, channel 
loss, jamming, and other problems 
that interfere with musical enjoyment. 
Our full lifetime warranty* is your 
assurance that our machine is the 

r 

Five -Screw Assembly 
for practically guaranteed 
warp -free mating of the 
cassette halves. Then 
nothing -no dust or tape 
snags -can come between 
the tape and a perfect 
performance. 

Perfectly Circular Hubs 
and Double Clamp 
System- insures there is 
no deviation from circular- 
ity that could result in tape 
tension variation produc- 
ing wow and flutter and 
dropouts. The clamp weds 
the tape to the hub with a 
curvature impeccably 
matched to the hub's 
perimeter. 

Head Cleaning Leader 
Tape- knocks off foreign 
matter that might inter- 
fere with superior tape 
performance, and prepares 
the heads for... 

Our famous SA and AD 
Tape Performance -two 
of the finest tapes money 
can procure are securely 
housed inside our cassette 
shells. SA (Super Avilyn) 
is the tape most deck 
manufacturers use as their 
reference for the High 
(Cros) bias position. And 
the new Normal bias AD, 
the tape with a hot high end, 
is perfect for any type of 
music, in any deck. And 
that extra lift is perfect for 
noise reduction tracking. 

machine for your machine. TDK Electronics Corp., 
Garden City, N.Y. 11530. Canada: Superior 
Electronics Ind., Ltd. 

The machine for your machine. 
'In the unlikely event that any TDK cassette ever tails to perform due to a defect in materials or workmanship, simply return it to your local dealer or to TDK for a tree replacement. 
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Stage left 
20a. circuit breaker 

1r 
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From single phase three wire feed point three 
conductor AGW No. 2 rubber insulated 

flexible cable 

l 
Main breaker 

100 a. 

AGW No. 12 

AGW No.12 

Monitor 

30a. circuit breaker 

AGW 
No. 10 

AGW No. 12 

AGW 
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Stage right 
20a. circuit breaker 

Stage 

30a. circuit breaker 

To junction boxes 

Monitor system Guitar amps and 
Stage related equipment 

20a. 20a. 

Stage left power amps 

Total load 16a. 

Mixing desk 
limiters delay lines 

Total load 5a. 

Stage right power amps 

Total load 16a. 

production people were there with 
their hundreds of kilowatts of SCR 
controlled studio lights, Metro Audio 
was tied in for an additional load of 15 
or 20 kilowatts and the P.A. and 
monitor system was contributing at 
least 20 kilowatts to the total load. 
The building in which this was taking 
place was the oldest single structure 
wooden building in existence (so I was 
told), and the AC system seemed to 
prove its age. To make a long story 
short, anytime we tried to use all three 
feeds from the splitter box, both the 
P.A. system and every input on the 
recording desk had a very loud 60 Hz 
hum. On a job of this magnitude, you 
didn't have much time for excuses and 
people really don't want to hear them. 
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FIGURE 3 

All they know is that the television 
production time is costing thousands 
of dollars a minute and the audio is not 
working. After several minutes with 
the producer and other people, we 
reconfirmed our beliefs that the only 
thing that television people are inter- 
ested in is video. This is an unfor- 
tunate fact but as time goes on, things 
are improving. I have some really good 
friends in the audio production end of 
television and with more people like 
them, the line of thought toward audio 
will change. 

In this particularly bad situation, it 
was in fact Mr. Joe Ralston, who was 
with the audio unit, who recommended 
a fix. It seems as if the recording truck 
was taking its power from one point 

and the P.A. was taking a feed from a 
separate point. I might have been sus- 
picious of this except that the two 
junction boxes were only four feet 
apart. We did the obvious thing, which 
was to take a single feed, but, alas, the 
hum was louder. It seems that the 
lighting cables was inducing a current 
into the AC lines powering the record- 
ing equipment and P.A. Joe simply 
said, "Why not power the P.A. from 
the recording truck ?" We discon- 
nected the feed from the wall circuit 
breaker, took a long power cable and 
attached it to one of the recording 
truck's air conditioning outlets and 
turned on the P.A. The silence was 
golden! 
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Caution: playing 
this keyboard can produce 

creative side effects. 

The Crumar Orchestrator 
Easily the most versatile and dynamic polyphonic keyboard on the 

market! A Brass Section with four differe -it fitter controls. Strirgs with both 
Violin and Cello with controllable EQ on keyboard. Piano and Clavichord. 
Two full octaves of rich sounding Bass. P us, :he flexibility to use all of these 

effects separately or tocether. Completely portable 1:46 lbs.), the Orchestrator is 

an entire orchestra at your fingertips -'or a lot less money than an Omni. 

The Orchestrator gives a musician endless creative possibilities, 
from back up melodies to lead lines. And, it's the perfect studio keyboard 

for sessions, adding an incredible range 
of sound to anyone's music. 

\ ¡ 
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Crumar. 
Designing for 
the creativity that's 
in every musician. 

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY, 
INCORPORATED 
105 FIFTH AVENUE 
GARDEN CITY PARK, N.Y. 11010 
(516) 747-7890 
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AMMON =NO PRO SHOP 
Hen4GuiifrTTh e 

PioxL Bwiine&i By The Anna! 

Compiled from Recording Institute of America's interviews with key executives and "hit - 
makers", plus Reference Directory and Dialogue's Viewpoints of industry "stars ". 

Listen to the ' industry "pros" describe the 
workings of the Music Business. Hear the 
most respected attorneys of the entertain- 
ment field define and discuss the legal 
terminology of Recording Contracts, Song- 
writer Contracts, Professional Management 
Contracts. Over 31/2 hours of professional 
reference ... could be the most important 
200 minutes of your life! 

-a must for every creative tape recorder owner! 

HOME RECORDING TECHNIQUES is 
three hours on two 7 -inch, 71/2 ips, 4- 

track tapes, including a booklet of 
diagrams on: 

sample mi- 
crophone 
placement 
instrument 
set -up 
console and 
machine 
patching for 
special ef- 
fects 
and MUCH 
MORE! 

ONLY $15.95 
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Plus ... RIA Reference Directory, including 
sample songwriter affiliation forms, sample 
artist contracts, writer contracts, etc., in 
addition to a Directory of Record Manufac- 
turers, Music Publishers, Personal Managers, 
Producers and Booking Agents. Also Record 
World's "Dialogues" with over 50 candid 
interviews from Record World magazine, and 
a cross -section of "star" personality interviews. 

You get all the above (regularly $49.95) 

for only $39.95 for M R readers. 

/ L 

ORDER FORM - MAIL TODAY 

f2CCoOfRDIIR1G Magazine 
14 Vanderventer Ave., Port Washington, N.Y. 11050 

: Please send I 1 copes of Music Industry 
Cassette Library- at $39 95 each 

7 Please send I 1 copies of -Home Recording 
Techniques' at S15 95 
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Another full -service custom studio by Express Sound Co., Inc. 

Overland Recording Studios, Costa Mesa, CA. (714) 957 -0633 

Helping you with your 
business is our business. 

From ground zero, we can help you sell 
your banker with the necessary pro forma 
facts and figures, blueprints, equipment 
specifications, and total costs. 

If you want to up- grade, we'll show you 
exactly what your options are. 

We've designed, constructed, equipped, 
interfaced, and fine -tuned professional 
sound rooms by the score for recording 
studios, discos, clubs and homes. 

We'll do it all - or any part - on time, 
within budget. 

And when you're operational our service 
contract delivers 24 -hour back -up. 

Now - how can we help you? 

Express Sound Co., Inc. 
1833 Newport Blvd., Costa Mesa, CA 92627 
(714) 645 -8501 

0 DV:1\M tW® 
CIRCLE 88 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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CODOREs 
By Larry Rebhun 

When Modern Recording's editor 
called and asked me to write an article 
on the Commodores, I had definite 
reservations about taking the job. I 

felt out of place sitting behind a type- 
writer; I am an engineer, not a writer. I 

fail to understand any keyboard that 
has less than 500 switches on it, and 
my Olivetti only has 54. 

I obviously took the assignment, 
and then began to admire Modern 
Recording's willingness to go with an 
article written by an engineer, rather 
than by a journalist. 

During the course of the Commodore 
sessions, I was able to meet some fine 
people who overcame their fear of 
having a writer in their midst and who 
took some time to help me out. I would 
like to thank them. I hope the album's 
a hit. 

[Mr. Rebhun is presently on staff at 
Cherokee Studios in California. -Ed.] 

On a Night Like This 

It has been raining in Los Angeles 
for what seems like years. As I drive 
up to Motown's studios in Hollywood 
I wonder how anyone could possibly 
feel like making music on a night like 
this. 

Inside the door, however, the at- 
mosphere is totally different. Motown 
has built their studios in a low, in- 
dustrial park -type building, and it 
seems really warm and friendly. 

The Commodores are in the studio 
named Sunset. I am a bit early, and co- 
engineer Jane Clark is setting up the 
console for some vocal overdubs. Jane 
shares the engineering seat with Cal 
Harris. Both have worked at Motown 
for many years, on staff, and know the 
studio inside out. They, along with 
producer James Carmichael, have been 
involved with the Commodores from 
the start of the group's phenomenal 
success. 

Over the next half hour, everyone 
arrives except Lionel Richie -who is 
slated to sing tonight. Talking to 
"Reverend" Carmichael and Cal, I 

begin to get a sense of how versatile 
this group really is. Four of them are 
proficient drummers, some play bass, 
guitar, keyboards and whatever else 
they may need. Bassist Ron LaPread 
says, "We've got six different writers, 
six different producers, six different 
arrangers and we come from six dif- 
ferent ways." 

This is evident from the atmosphere 
at a Commodores session. Everyone 
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there is in action. If they aren't on the 
mics, then they are out in the studio 
running down vocal parts. It's almost 
as if there are no walls -no separation 
from the control room to the studio 
and the vocal booth. There is a con- 
stant flow of people, and everyone is 
smiling. 

has a hardwood floor, with area rugs 
under the drums and piano. On the 
right side of the studio is a low, 
suspended ceiling which juts out into 
the main area. This is where the drum- 
mer is usually placed. There are no 
walls or separate booths used for the 
Commodores' basic tracks. 

Producer James Carmichael takes care of business from his place at the board. 

Out in the studio, there is a "live" 
mic, and the group is huddled nearby. 
Cal hits the talkback and asks 
"What's happening ?" Tommy's [gui- 
tarist Thomas McClary] head pops up 
and he says they are studying some 
lyrics. I wander over hoping to hear 
some of those harmonies developing, 
and find "Clyde," the lead vocalist, 
studying the "lyrics" on the centerfold 
of some magazine. 

No Set Rules 

Cal and Jane are a little hesitant to 
speak about the microphone place- 
ment that they use on these sessions. 
Not that they want to be secretive, 
they simply are reluctant to give 
readers the idea that what they do is 
the way. 
"We don't have any set rules," Cal ex- 
plains. "We just play it by ear. We 
have a general starting place and if the 
situation requires something different, 
then we'll accommodate it. All the 
songs are different." 

Jane gave me the rundown on that 
starting point. The room at Motown 
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An Electro -Voice RE20 is put into 
the kick drum, and a Shure 545 picks 
up the snare. Cal likes to use Neumann 
KM -86s on the high -hat and each of 
the three toms. Finally, he sets up a 
pair of U -87s for left and right over- 
head mics. 

The guitar and bass amplifiers are 
arranged in a circular pattern along 
with the drums and keyboards. Milan 
Williams is the keyboard player, and 
his clavinet and Fender Rhodes are 
taken direct. There is a beautiful Stein- 
way Grand in the studio, but Jane 
notes that if it is used on the basic 
tracking session, it is just for feeling. 
The final acoustic piano is always over- 
dubbed in order to minimize leakage 
(KM -86s). 

Ron's bass is taken direct, and as far 
as miking the guitar amps, Cal uses 
any good dynamic, such as an SM57, 
or even a Shure 545. 

By placing the amps on the edge of 
the circle, Cal is able to minimize any 
visual obstructions between group 
members, and this can't but help keep 
the rhythm tracks tight. 

The Commodores don't lay down a 
reference vocal during tracking, prefer- 

ring to concentrate totally on the basic 
drums, bass, guitars and keyboards. 

I must repeat that the above tech- 
niques are all starting points; there are 
many times when microphone place- 
ment or selection is changed, simply to 
try something different. 

Traffic Jams & Ego Incidents 

"Rev" Carmichael takes his place at 
the producer's desk. William King, 
who plays trumpet and handles chore- 
ography, is finishing up a game of 
chess, so he moves the board down to 
the couch. (I've never seen a group so 
into chess. These guys even have a 
computer that they play against - 
someone lost a game in five moves.) 
Clyde is setting up in the isolation 
booth to our right. Richie is late so 
Clyde's going to give the background 
vocals a try on "Flying High." About 
two bars into the first pass, Richie 
walks in. He tells everyone that he was 
stuck in traffic on Santa Monica 
Boulevard, so he turned the radio up 
and was boogying to a Bee Gees song 
when he found himself in the middle of 
the street all by himself. Then he saw 
an ambulance barreling down on him 
and got the hell out of the way. 

Everyone breaks up, and Richie 
heads out to the booth where Cal has 
two RE2Os set up. They are running 
through two LA -3A limiters onto sep- 
arate tracks, to be bounced together 
later. Clyde and Richie are going to do 
the bottom part of a three -part har- 
mony in unison. After a few passes, it 
seems that they are having a bit of 
trouble. "Rev" is on the talkback with 
a few words about diction and intona- 
tion. Clyde jokes that the microphone 
must be in the wrong position, and 
they make a few more attempts. All of 
a sudden, Clyde is in the control room, 
and he pulls up a chair. 

"What the hell are you doing in 
here ?" 

"It's not working. Let Richie do all 
the parts himself." 

That's eventually what happened. I 
mention this incident because I've 
seen this scene many times, in various 
sessions, but this time there were no 
hard feelings or ego trips. Everybody 
in the studio was still having a good 
time, and Clyde really didn't care if he 
sang on the tune or not. Here, the song 
was the important thing. 

Clyde had his turn later, on "Such 
Woman." He was double tracking a 
verse at a time, when he decided to hit 
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one line in harmony. Richie was at the 
producer's desk and was giving some 
direction. Both he and Carmichael 
liked the line, but it had to be a little 
tighter with the first track. It took a 
while, but the Commodores ended up 
with a dynamite vocal on that cut. 

The Rooms 

The console at Motown's Sunset 
room is a modified Quad- Eight. It has 
a 24 -in and 24 -out, and is automated. 
There is a section in the outboard 
racks that allows the engineer to 
preset five different sets of mute func- 
tions. The racks also contain an 1176 
Limiter, a 4 -inch scope to monitor 
phase on the Stereo Bus and Dolby 
twenty -four units. The Commodores' 
album is being recorded on a 3M 79 
machine at 15 ips, with all 24 tracks 
being Dolby -ed. 

The monitor section of the console is 
an Automated Process unit. Engineer 
Clark usually sets up the monitor mix 
and balances the stereo cue that the 
Commodores use. There are also two 
monaural cue sends available should 
the need arise. 

The control room has a fairly "live," 
balanced sound to it. The monitors 
don't look familiar. Explains Harris, 
"Those started out to be a Westlake 
system, but they've been modified. 
Just about every two or three weeks 
they change something. They have 
two Gauss 15 -inch woofers, and a 
Cetec wide- dispersion horn. We're 
driving them with Yamaha amplifiers 
now, and they seem to have made quite 
an improvement." 

Motown has been trying a new echo 
unit from EMT, the model 250. This 
analog /digital device has a delay time 
of up to ten seconds, and costs about 
$15,000. Jane is playing with the con- 
trol panel, which looks as though it 
had come right from the transporter 
room on the Starship Enterprise. 

The way the engineers handle moni- 
toring is like this: they use the large 
monitors to get the sound they want - 
and to get the energy in the room 
cooking -and then switch to the small- 
er Auratones on top of the console. 
The Auratones let both engineers and 
the producer know what the song will 
sound like on a radio, and also allow 
chess games and conversation to con- 
tinue in the control room while the 
staff attends to whomever is on the 
microphone. 
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Production Credits 

Producer Carmichael has quite a 
track record. He first was an arranger 
for most of Motown's top acts, and 
then shifted into production duties. 
Cal Harris and he have known each 
other since before working at Motown. 
They have done all the Commodores 
albums. On the one that is now in the 
works, Carmichael shares production 
credit with the Commodores. This 
album has already "shipped" plati- 
num, and will follow the other six gold 
and two platinum ones that the group 
already has collected. 

"Rev" is usually the man who calls 
the session to order. Everyone then 
gets together near the piano for a little 
discussion of exactly who is doing 
what that evening. As far as musical 
decisions go, everyone gets in on them. 

"It's pretty open," says Carmichael. 
"Everybody that's involved has input, 
and most things are done the demo- 
cratic way. More often than not, we'll 
go with an idea that has more people 
for it than against it- except in very 
special cases, when I just have my way 
about it." 

This democratic attitude contrib- 
utes in a large way to the atmosphere 

when everyone attended Tuskegee In- 
stitute in Alabama. Richie, King and 
McClary were Business Administra- 
tion Majors. LaPread was an Electron- 
ics Major, and Williams was an Elec- 
trical Engineering student. "Clyde" 
Orange was the only music major in 
the group. 

After going to New York and finding 
a manager, the Jays were signed to 
Motown and became the Commodores 
-a name picked right out of the dic- 
tionary. On their first major tour, they 
opened the show for the Jackson Five. 
It was a special event earlier this year, 
when the Commodores sold out Madi- 
son Square Garden, time and again, as 
the top act of the show. Michael 
Jackson was in the audience. 

As it turns out, the Jacksons are 
down the hall, and Michael and Ger- 
maine stop in to say hello. Clyde comes 
in from the vocal booth and everyone 
takes a break. 

Richie tells about the first time pro- 
ducer Carmichael met the Commo- 
dores in the studio. James had been 
working with the Jacksons and var- 
ious other vocal groups, so the guys 
didn't want to seem unprofessional. 
James asked who the baritone was, 
and Richie thought fast and said Clyde 

Engineer Jane Clark handles the controls while Cal Harris sits in. 

in the Commodores sessions. The six 
group members, producer and engi- 
neers work together as if they all were 
Commodores. 

An Aside of History 
The Commodores began as the Jays, 

was. James asked about the tenor, and 
Richie said ... uh ... he was. Anyway, 
they divided up the vocal parts. Carmi- 
chael then asked them to sing a chord. 
It was painful, but now everyone is 
laughing about it because it broke 
down a lot of the tension and preten- 
tiousness in that first encounter. 
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Clyde smiles and jokingly suggests 
that Michael and Germaine sing some 
background on a Commodores' song, 
but they have to leave. 

Track Arranging 

The general progression which takes 
place during, a Commodores' album 
was explained to me by Jane Clark. 
The guys first lay down the basic 
tracks, then do some overdubbing on 
guitars and keyboards. The back- 
ground and lead vocals are put on 
next. Then Cal and James figure out 
some synthesizer sounds on an ARP 
2600, or an Oberheim, and James uses 
his arranger's talent to write the 
string and horn parts, which go on 

last. Here, too, choice of microphones, 
for the most part, was not important. I 
asked Jane what mic had been used for 
a certain acoustic guitar overdub. She 
thought about it for a second, and then 
said that they often use an 86, but 
they used a U -87 on that one and, well, 
it sounds fine. 

The engineers didn't use a lot of EQ 
either. I saw a couple of 4 and 6 dB 
boosts at 3 kHz and 10 kHz, but most 
of it was pretty straightahead. 

Jane seemed to handle most of the 
punch -ins, and patching. Both she and 
Cal are very calm, quiet people, and 
yet they seem to fit in perfectly with 
the high energy music crashing out of 
the monitors. They sort of keep the 
studio on the ground. "Rev" Carmi- 
chael spans both worlds here. Having 
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known both engineers for so long, he 
has total trust in them, and therefore 
is completely free to handle artistic 
matters. 

There is one thing that happened 
during the session which I feel almost 
duty -bound to relate. I found myself in 
a room with two women engineers at 
the same time. This is a rarity in the 
music business, believe me, and I must 
commend the folks at Motown for 
their conscientiousness in that area. 

36 Hours a Day 

The Commodores usually keep at it 
until 2 or 3 in the morning. That's a 
good 7 or 8 hours, and they work 6 
days a week. They seem to be used to 
it, though. Tommy says they would 
work 36 hours a day if they had to. 

When they aren't in the studio, 
they're on the road. You really have to 
be into your craft in order to survive 
90 cities in 150 days, which was only 
the U.S. leg of their recent world tour. 
They'll be heading out again after this 
album is complete. And somewhere in 
there, they've managed to squeeze in a 
starring role in a new feature film. (I'm 
getting exhausted just writing all this 
stuff down!) 

A Last Look 

Tonight's session ends with general 
agreement on tomorrow's agenda, and 
these guys are ready to party until the 
morning. 

I walked out into the studio for a 
last look. It really is a nicely laid out 
place. The ceilings must be twenty -five 
feet high, and have alternating 
squares of absorptive and reflective 
material. The isolation booth is in the 
corner next to the Control room, and 
this allows for greater communication 
between engineer and vocalist(s). In 
the Commodore sessions, the booth's 
placement had an additional advan- 
tage in that the artists' attention was 
directed towards the console, and 
whatever crazy scene was happening 
out in the studio tended to be a bit less 
distracting. 

One feeling that I came away with: 
everyone involved in this project was a 
professional, in the best sense of the 
word. Despite all the joking and kid- 
ding around, these people definitely 
got the job done. 
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Carvin 
THE PROFESSIONAL'S CHOICE 

Carvin wants to become your professional sound 
company by offering the best equiprren for less. The 
savings are yours becaJse you buy directly from us - the 
ma-it.facturer. Try us for 10 days and prove to yourself that 
we re better or your money back! 

As Pietu-ej 

VT -112 TJBE AMP - DIRECT S275 List $475. 
CON :ERT TUBE VT1500 4 Celestion Speakers - D'RECT S670 List S1175. 
ASG500 - Stereo 500W RMS Bi -Amp - DIRECT $475 List S895. 
R520 RADIAL HORN - with JBL 2470 Driver - DIRECT S330 List S500. 
HOR' LOADED 1330 with JB_ K130 - DIRECT S270 List S450. 
DC1E0 Stereo Guitar with M -22 (22 pole) Pickups - DIRECT S36C List S730. 
016CQ Quad Board w Ch Parametric EQ. Joystick banning. Etc. - DIRECT S2950 List S75300. 

Carvin Dept. MR -15, 1155 Industrial Ave , Escondido. Calif. 92025 
Phone 714 -747 -1710 
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When seen in the cold light of logic, 
the application of artificial rever- 
beration effects in a recording studio is 
a little puzzling. The situation regar- 
ding such effects is analogous to one a 
close friend of mine encountered recen- 
tly. He hired a landscaping contractor 
to remove some fallen and cut -down 
trees and branches from his newly 
acquired property. Soon afterwards, 
the same contractor offered to sell my 
friend some bargain -priced seasoned 
firewood. Well, my friend jumped at 
the low price, only to discover that his 
"bargain" looked suspiciously like the 
stuff the contractor had a few days 
before hauled away. 

Reverberation makes a similar two - 
way trip in most contemporary record- 
ing situations. Typically, in the in- 
terest of isolation, studios are design- 
ed to provide a minimum amount of ac- 
tual reverberation, and the effects of 
the small amounts that remain are 
usually nullified by baffles, mic place- 
ment, etc. However, once the mixdown 
procedure begins, there is generally a 

logic. In order to maximize the produc- 
tion flexibility afforded us by multi- 
track techniques, many decisions 
about the sounds of musical elements 
must be deferred until mixdown. Since 
reverberation effects are fairly easy to 
add in a mix and very difficult to 
remove from a track once recorded, our 
multi -track logic would dictate that all 
reverberation effects be dealt with dur- 
ing mixdown. In view of this, we will 
confine the beginning of our discussion 
to devices and procedures employed 
during mixdown. 

Working Definitions 
To help us keep this discussion clear 

and relatively uncluttered, we ought to 
establish some working definitions of 
the various reverberation effects, 
devices and related terms. 

AMBIENCE -Refers to the acous- 
tical nature of a particular location or 
environment, whether real or artifi- 
cially enhanced. 

original signal. However, in a control 
room situation the decay time of a 
reverberation device is seldom referred 
to in a strictly quantitative way. In 
most cases where variable decay time 
is available, it is adjusted to suit the 
listening tastes or requirements of pro- 
duction personnel, without reference 
to specific numbers. (However, digital - 
type echo chamber units have cali- 
brated decay times that are push- 
button selectable.) The decay time (at 
a given frequency) of a room or acous- 
tical echo chamber is determined chief- 
ly by physical size and the acoustic 
reflectivity of room surfaces. 

DELAY -The process of storing an 
audio signal for a very short period of 
time, and then retrieving that signal. 
Also, delay refers to the aural effect 
produced when an original signal and a 
delayed version of that same signal are 
combined. 

DRY -A descriptive term applied to 
a signal that has no reverberation ef- 
fects added to it. 

ECHO -Formally, a single repeti- 
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need to add reverberation effects. So, 
after going through all the trouble of 
eliminating natural reverberation, we 
find ourselves buying our own wood 
back -using artificial means to add 
"liveness" to the mix. On the surface, 
very illogical. However, the realities of 
contemporary multi- track -four or 
more- recording impose their own 

DEAD -Used to describe an acou- 
stical environment that produces very 
little perceptible reverberation. 

DECAY TIME -Narrowly defined, 
decay time means the time required 
after the original signal ceases for a 
reverberating signal (of a specific fre- 
quency) to decay in amplitude to a 
level 60 dB below the level of the 

tion (or at most a few repetitions) of an 
initial sound. However, in a control 
room situation "adding echo "' means 
the effect achieved when a portion of a 
signal is sent to an echo chamber and 
the resulting reverberation signal is 
mixed with the original signal. 

ECHO CHAMBER -A separate, 
closed room whose surfaces have been 
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treated for maximum reflectivity of 
sound. Generally, a signal is sent from 
the mixing board via the echo send 
lines and a power amp to a speaker in 
the chamber. A microphone is located 
in the chamber in a place where it 
receives mostly reverberated (reflect- 
ed) sound and little or no direct sound 
from the speaker. The low signal level 
of the microphone is brought up to 
usable level by a preamp and is then 
returned to the mixing board to be 
mixed as described. The term echo 
chamber is also applied to electro- 
mechanical or electronic devices that 
mimic the effect of an actual room. 

ECHO RETURN -The line that car- 
ries the reverberated signal from an 
echo chamber to the mixing board. 
Also, "echo return" is used to denote 
the fader or volume control used to set 
the amount of reverberated signal 
returning to the mix. 

ECHO SEND -This term can be ap- 
plied to any or all of the following: 

1) The individual controls that deter- 
mine how much of the signal at a par- 
ticular mixer input or fader is to be 
sent to an echo chamber. 

2) The mixing bus which electrically 
combines several of the individual con- 
trols mentioned in 1. 

3) The line feeding an echo chamber. 
LIVE -Used to describe an 

acoustical environment that produces 
a substantial amount of reverberation. 

POST -ECHO -An arrangement, 
usually switch -selectable, in which the 
amount of signal sent from a mixer in- 
put to the echo send bus is dependent 
not only on the setting of the individ- 

ual echo send control, but also on the 
setting of the input fader (see Fig. 1). 

PRE- ECHO -A switch -selectable 
connection scheme in which the 
amount of signal sent to the echo send 
bus from a mixer input is dependent 
only on the setting of the individual 
echo send control, and independent of 
the setting of the input fader (Fig. 1). 

"REVERB" -Also known as tape - 
echo and slap -echo. This is the effect 
often heard on 1950s rock productions. 

Reverberation -The physical 
phenomena associated with sound 
waves striking surfaces of an acousti- 
cal environment. Also, the aural ef- 
fects produced by these reflections. In 
extremely reverberant environments 
the initially reverberated sound will 
almost equal the original sound in in- 
tensity. In all cases, however, once the 
initial sound ceases, the reverberating 
sound diminishes in intensity with 
time (see "Decay time" above). 

REVERBERATION DEVICE - 
Any means of producing reverberation 
effects -e.g., acoustic, plate, spring or 
digital echo chambers, multi -head tape 
loop machines, tape delay, digital 
delay, digital "reberb." 

REVERBERATION EFFECTS - 
Artificial effects produced by rever- 
beration devices intended to enhance 
or mimic natural reverberation. Also, 
special effects created by these devices 
that have no natural counterparts. 
The important reverberation effects 
are: Echo, "Reverb" and Delay. 

WET -Used to describe a signal 
which has been combined with reverb- 
eration effects. 
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Need for Delay 
The reverberation effect most often 

applied during mixdown is the kind of 
echo that closely resembles the natural 
reverberation of a large room. The 
systems that produce this effect use an 
echo chamber (or chambers) and some 
sort of delay device. Of course, the 
acoustic echo chamber, when properly 
designed, gives the closest approxima- 
tion of natural reverberation, but 
modern electromechanical (i.e., plate 
and spring) and digital devices can pro- 
duce excellent results. 

The need for a delay device in pro- 
ducing natural- sounding reverberation 
effects becomes clear when we consider 
what happens to sounds and the way 
they are heard in a relatively "live" 
room. 

The first sound to reach the listener 
is the sound that comes directly from 
the source. After a short delay -the 
length of which is determined by the 
room size and relative locations of 
source and listener -the first reverb- 
erated sound arrives at the listener's 
location. Subsequent reverberations 
arrive after successively shorter time 
intervals and at diminishing inten- 
sities. In very large "live" rooms, like 
high school gyms, there can be a very 
noticeable time gap between the ar- 
rivals of the direct sound and the first 
echo or reverberation. Generally 
though, the first and subsequent 
reverberations are perceived to blend 
together to create an overall effect. 

The introduction of a delay device in 
the echo send line of an artificial 
reverberation system aids in recreat- 
ing the effect of a large "live" room by 
providing the initial delay before the 
generation of the first reverberated 
signal. This delay can make an acous- 
tic echo chamber sound larger than it 
actually is. Since most acoustic 
chambers are built with space- saving 
in mind, any means of creating an ap- 
parent increase in chamber size is 
desirable. 

Delay of some sort is generally re- 
quired when plate or spring type 
devices are used to simulate natural 
reverberation. These systems depend 
on producing mechanical vibrations in 
some resilient medium -either a sus- 
pended metal plate or slightly 
stretched spring. The vibrations are 
produced and detected by electromag- 
netic drivers and pick -ups, similar in 
nature to speaker drivers and phono 
pickups, respectively. The vibrating 
plates or springs continue to vibrate 
after the original signal stops, thereby 
producing a reverberation -like effect. 
However, since the physical size of the 
vibrating elements is relatively small, 
the vibrations begin to be detected 
after a delay that is much too short to 
be realistic. 

MCInFRN RFCnRnING 
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A Complete Recording Control Center 
For Every Music Lover. 

The Sansui AX-7 Mixer with Reverb. 

The Sansui AX -7 mixer 
with reverb is a unique new 
component that is ideal for 
every musician, audiophile 
and serious recordist. With 
an AX -7 you can create pro - 
fessional quality recordings 
at home, using your existing 
high fidelity components. 
You don't have to spend 
money to redesign your en- 
tire high fidelity system. You 
can experience a whole 
new world of recording for 
less than $240 *. 

Mix up to 4 live or re- 
corded sources and then 
remlx using 3 stereo tape 
decks. Produce your own 
demos and masters com- 
plete with sound effects. 

The possibilities are 
lirnüttess. Combine the input from any of your 
high fidelity compcnents,such as your tuner 
or amplified turntable, with musical instrument 
pickup, vocal or any other source. You can 
pan from left to right or any point in between. 

To add a new and unusual dimension 
to your recordings you can add precisely con- 

trolled amounts of reveroe -- 
ation to one or more of the 
four man inputs. Add a lot, 
add a little. It's your show. 

Each 'input has its own 
individual level control and 
20dß switchable attenuator 
to prevent overloading. You 
may get carved away but 
your AX -7 won't. For the op- 
timum in tonal quality, the 
AX -7 "s special adaptor cir- 
cuits allow the insertion of 
equalizations, noise reduc- 
tion, decoders and other 
audio processing devices. 
And the Sansui AX -7 mixer 
with reverb is mountable in 
any EIA widtin rack. 

Ready for a hands -on 
demonstration of this unique 
new component? Just see 

your franchised Sansui dealer. He'll show you a 
whole new world of musical p easure. 
`Approximate nationally advertised value. Actual re' ail price set at 
the option of the individual dealers. 

SANSUI ELECTROMCS CORP. 
Woodside, New York 11377 Gardena. California 90247 

SANS_II ELECTRIC CO . LTG , Tokyo, Japan 
SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A . Antwerp, Belgium 

In Canada: Electronic Gistr but_ +rs 

CIRCLE 87 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

WLS tLL_ 
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LEFT CHANNEL 
RIGHT ZHANNEL 

The world's finest audiophile recorder 
has become even finer 

With its large professional VU meters using LED peak overload indicators, its full electronic logic control 
of tape motion and its precision tape cutter and splicer, the new B77 stereo tape recorder sets new standards 
of convenience for the discriminating recordist. 

Add to this the legendary ReVox superiority in audible sound quality and you have the finest audiophile 
recorder in the world at a price that will pleasantly surprise you. 

Willi Studer wouldn't have it any other way. 

To learn more about the even finer ReVox B77, write to us for complete information and the address 

of your nearest demonstrating ReVox dealer. 

>úU E REVOX 
Studer Revox America, Inc., 1819 Broadway, Nashville, Tennessee 37203 / (615) 329 -9576 In Canada: Studer Revox Canada, Ltd./ (416) 423 -2331 

CIRCLE 84 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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Traditionally, delay for echo -send 
purposes has been achieved by utiliz- 
ing the time -lag between the recording 
and playback of a signal on a moving 
piece of magnetic tape (see Fig. 2). The 
actual delay time is then the time it 
takes for a given spot on the tape to 
move from the record head to the play- 
back head. At 15 ips tape speed on a 
professional deck, the delay time pro- 
duced is about 130 milliseconds (130 
thousandths of a second). This choice 
of delay time may not suit the needs of 
a particular situation, but unless a con- 
tinuously variable speed control for 
the tape machine is available, the user 
is more or less stuck with two or three 
fixed delay times as determined by 
tape speed. The distance between 
record and playback heads usually is 
not adjustable. 

Digital delay devices, which use a 
solid -state memory to store and 
release audio signals, have great ad- 
vantages over tape machine delays. 
Delay times of these devices are con- 
tinuously variable from near zero to 
the hundreds of milliseconds. Also, a 
digital delay device will have a fre- 
quency response that is the same for 
any choice of delay time, while a tape 
machine delay has a frequency re- 
sponse that depends on tape speed. 
Finally, as a comfort to those who 
work long mixdown sessions, digital 
delays do not have to be rewound 
every thirty minutes. 

Direct Applications 
Until now, we have not discussed 

direct applications of any of the rever- 
beration devices mentioned. But, now 
that we have some understanding of 
the use of delay in conjunction with an 
echo chamber we can look at a mixing 
set -up for producing natural -sounding 
stereo reverberation (see Fig. 3). 

The preferred method of generating 
stereo echo is with a reverberation 
device having one input and two out- 
puts. The two outputs would be de- 
rived from two different microphones 
in an acoustic echo chamber, or from 
two different pick -ups in the case of a 
plate or spring type. Digital "echo 

Input from 
Multi -track 
Tape 

Echo oll 

EQ 

21° 

Echo Send Level 

Post 

PAN POT 

Fatler 

(9; 

Echo Send Bus 

n 

i 

Left Stereo Bus 

Echo Send Master 

DELAY 
Storey Lcho 

haro: her 

Echo Reterns 

MIXING SET -UP WITH STEREO REVERBERATION 

Fig. 3 

Right Stereo Bus 

V L R 

To Stereo Tape 

Machine Inputs 

chambers" are available, but they are 
generally single channel input and out- 
put units. 

The need for two separate outputs 
from the echo chamber exists because 
a single output returned to the mix 
and placed in stereo- center does not 
create a broad enough stereo effect. To 

clarify, let us consider again the situa- 
tion in a "live" room. The reverberant 
sound reaching the listener's right ear 
is different in phase and perhaps other 
characteristics from that reaching his 
left ear. Some attempt at simulating 
this difference must be made in order 
to achieve pleasing stereo effects. 

From Echo 
Send Line 

To Echo 
Returns 

Mono Echo 
Chamber 

Auxiliary Stereo 
Tape Machine 

lit l 1.> 
Fig. 4 
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WhAT ELSE 

IS ThERE TO 

ThINI( ABOUT! 

SubscRibE TO 

MA NM 
REC IING 

NOW! 

MODEM 
ACCORDING 

14 Vanderventer Avenue 
Port Washington, N.Y. 11050 

/ wish to subscribe today and save up to $14.00 

$22.00 for 24 issues - Save $14.00 check money order 

$12.00 for 12 issues - Save $ 6.00 enclosed for the amount of $ 

(Foreign subscribers add $3.00 for each year 

Foregn subscriptions payable ONLY In U -S. 

funds by International draft or money order .I 
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THE MARK 2 SERIES 
Transformer balanced inputs and outputs 
A & B master sub mixes with 
sum master 

12 LED ladder displays 
8, 12, 16 and 24 channel 
console versions 

7 channel 19" rack 
mount version 

Stereo pan each 
channel 

In /outs on each channel 

Variable input attenuation 
each channel 

4 -band EQ each channel 
Pre monitor send each channel 

LED peak overload indicator each channel 

+20 dBM levels at all outputs 

Years of research, testing and "on the 
road" experience have gone into the 
development of an entirely new liine of 
professional state -of- the -art mixers from 
Peavey...The Mark 2 Series. 

This is just an indication of the many 
features we've designed into this new series. 
It would be impossible to fully describe or 
make you really appreciate the operational 
flexibility of the Mark 2 Series in this 

advertisement. We won't even try. Write us 
and we will send you complete information 
about the most dynamic sound value on 
today's market...The Mark 2 Series Mixers. 

PEAVEY ELECTRONICS 
711 A Street / PO. Box 2898 
Meridian, Miss. 39301 

CIRCLE 89 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

-1(41 
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From Echo 

Send Line 

Fig. 5 

Mono 
Echo Chamber 

Auxiliary Mono Tape 

Machine #1 

Auxiliary Mono Tape 

Machine #2 

To Echo 
Returns 

There is a way to simulate stereo 
echo with a single -channel echo cham- 
ber, but the acceptability of the results 
is a judgement best left to the user. In 
this set -up (Figs. 4 & 5) instead of plac- 
ing a single -channel delay device in the 
echo send line, the echo return signal is 
split and sent either to two auxiliary 
monaural tape machines or to two 
tracks of an auxiliary stereo tape 
machine and then returned to the con- 
sole. If the mono machines are used, 
the minor random differences in tape 

speed between the two will produce 
enough phase variation to closely ap- 
proximate a stereo effect. If the stereo 
machine is used, the playback head 
azimuth can be adjusted sufficiently 
far off of "normal" to create a small 
constant phase difference at higher 
frequencies between the output signals 
from the two tracks. Some re- equali- 
zation of the playback amplifiers in the 
tape deck is required to offset the loss 
in high- frequency response. 

Next month, in Part II, we will con- 

tinue to describe methods of achieving 
both natural -sounding and exotic spe- 
cial effects. In addition, we will list and 
describe a fair sampling of commer- 
cially available reverberation devices. 
Finally, we will make an attempt at of- 
fering some guidance in the applica- 
tion of these devices and the effects 
they produce. 

END Part 1 

Play it like the best of them! 
Guitar Player Magazine 

shows you how. 
Guitar Player Magazine brings you the knowledge 

and experience of the top guitar artists playing today. The superstars in 
in all areas of guitar like Clapton ... Zappa ... Benson ... Atkins ... Kottke 

...many others. 
It explores their styles. Their playing secrets. The 

instruments and equipment they use. To help you understand the 
influences that shape their music. To make you the best player you 

can be. 
Each issue of GP is filled with interviews, feature 

articles, columns on: instruments ...electronics...practice and 
performance techniques... music business. Everything you need 

to know. 
GP is the guitar magazine. A publication devoted 

totally to music -for players of all styles, all levels. 
Subscribe now: in the U.S., 12 

montly issues for $15; outside the U.S., $17. You're 
guaranteed a refund for the unfilled portion of your 

subscription, if at any time you decide you no longer 
wish to receive GP. 

Just send your name, address and 
payment to: 

Guitar 
PLAYER 

Box 615-MR, Saratoga, CA 95070 
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Grover Washington, Jr. - the man they ca I ' Vr. Nag c" - is quickly climbing 
to the top of the music world ... And an important dement in the mag cal 
sounds produced by Washington and his group, Lo:::ksmith, is sound equipment 
from Dynacord. 
"Dynacord equipment gives us the gooc, clean sand we were looking for," 
Washington says. "It allows us to get to :he esse ice of our music." 
We'd like to add that Dynacord equipmert is jurab e, very portable and 
AFFORDABLE. 
Grover Washington, Jr., says, "As far as I'm coiceined, Dynacord is the best." 

MOSQUITO S E'ttu 

CíiLiu IálTO- s.i,aaker System 

L?I.G--pa:.l.ci tctu 

41 Jr IF Ii 
ti !Jr 

For free, complete catalog Je of Dynacced Sound Equipment and Demonstration, call (215) 
482 -4992 or write, P.O. Box 26038, Phila., Fa. 19128. 
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BY LEN FELDMAN 

New Amplifier Standards Coming 
After nearly three years of on -again off -again con- 

ferences, meetings and committee reorganization, the 
Institute of High Fidelity is about to issue new 
measurement standards for audio amplifiers. By the 
time you read this, the new standards may have 
already been adopted by IHF membership and a four - 
year comedy of errors may have ended. Back in 1974, 
when the Federal Trade Commission decided to tell 
the audio industry how it must rate the power output 
of audio amplifiers intended for consumer use, the IHF 
panicked and summarily declared that its Amplifier 
Measurement Standards (which had been in use by the 
industry since 1966 in its latest revised form) was "ob- 
solete" and was not to be used. Unfortunately, the 
FTC Power Rule dealt only with power output ratings 
and rated harmonic distortion. As any reader of this 
publication knows, there are many more parameters of 
an amplifier that need to be measured and quoted if 
one wants to describe the performance of that product. 

After a cooling off period, the IHF realized that 
there would have to be new standards written, which 
not only incorporated the FTC power measuring tech- 
nique but which also standardized the many other 
measurements which must commonly be made on an 
audio amplifier. Under the recent guidance of Mr. Ed- 
ward Foster, an independent consulting engineer who 
runs his own laboratory (Diversified Science Labora- 
tories) and also writes for several high fidelty con- 
sumer publications, that new standard is now ready 
for adoption. 

As Technical Director of the IHF, I sat in on all of 
the committee meetings at which the final standard 
was drafted, and while details of the entire standard 
cannot be spelled out in this brief space (I will tell you 
where to write for the entire new standard as soon as it 
is available in print), I'd like to touch upon what I 
consider to be some of the important highlights of the 
new standard. 

IHF Dynamic Headroom 
Prior to the promulgation of the FTC Power Rule, it 

had been common practice for amplifier manufacturers 
to offer "music power" or dynamic power ratings of 

their products in addition to the continuous power 
rating. Once the FTC rule came into being, however, 
many amp makers abandoned this practice because 
the FTC discouraged (though it did not prohibit) multi- 
ple wattage ratings. In addition, the old technique for 
measuring "dynamic power" did not lead to meaning- 
ful ratings, in the opinion of many audio engineers. 
Still, it felt that some sort of dynamic power indication 
was needed. You have all probably encountered the 
situation wherein two amplifiers, both having the 
same continuous power rating when delivering music 
signals, do not produce the same loudness levels before 
clipping. These differences arise because power supply 
regulation may be quite different between the two 
similarly rated amps. An amp having very "stiff" sup- 
plies will deliver no more short -term transient power 
than it will "continuous" power, while an amp with 
"softer" power supplies may be able to deliver consid- 
erably more power for a short term (as it is often called 
upon to do when amplifying musical signals) than it 
can when fed with a continuous sine -wave signal. 

The Committee was faced with two tasks here: how 
to specify this dynamic power capability without using 
a wattage figure, and what method to use in determin- 
ing the short term power handling capability of the 
amplifier under test. With the aid of studies conducted 
by Hitachi Company (in connection with their highly 
efficient Class G amplifier circuitry), it was decided to 
specify a new type of test signal. The test signal will 
consist of twenty milliseconds of a 1 kHz tone burst, 
followed by 480 milliseconds of the same frequency 
reduced in amplitude by 20 dB. Thus, the repetition 
period of the test signal is 500 milliseconds, or one -half 
second. 

After first determining the rated continuous power 
output of the amplifier and accurately calibrating an 
oscilloscope by means of a continuous signal of that 
power rating delivered by the amp, the new test signal 
is applied to the amp and the output of the amp is ob- 
served on the calibrated oscilloscope. Level of the high - 
amplitude (20 millisecond) portion of the special test 
signal is increased beyond the "continuous power" 
level until clipping of the 1 kHz signal is observed on 
the 'scope. The voltage at this clipping level is ob- 
served and the ratio of this voltage to the voltage 
equivalent to the continuous power rating of the 
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amplifier is translated into decibels. This dB figure will 
henceforth be known as the IHF Dynamic Headroom 
of the amplifier under test. As an example, suppose an 
amplifier is rated at 50 watts per channel continuous 
power. Using an 8 -ohm load, that would be an RMS 
voltage of 20 volts first displayed on the 'scope. Sup- 
pose now, that using the special short -term test signal, 
a voltage of the high- amplitude segment of that signal 
reaches 30 volts, as displayed on the 'scope face. The 
ratio of the two voltages is 30/20, or 1.5, which works 
to be 3.52 dB. Thus, this amplifier would be rated as 
having an IHF dynamic headroom of 3.52 dB. A high 
dynamic headroom would not necessarily mean a "bet- 
ter" amplifier but would at least tell the consumer how 
the amp will behave (with respect to music signals) as 
compared with its continuous power output rating. 

New Signal -to -Noise Reference Levels 
In the past, it has been common for amplifier makers 

to rate signal -to -noise of their products with respect to 
full rated output for the high level inputs of that ampli- 
fier. This makes it difficult for consumers to compare 
the S/N of products that have widely differing power 
output ratings. Here's an example. Suppose a 100 - 
watt per channel amplifier has a high -level S/N of 90 
dB. That means that the residual hum -and -noise level 
across 8 -ohm loads would be 90 dB below 100 watts, or 
1 X 10-' watts (0.1 microwatts). A 10 -watt per chan- 
nel amplifier, on the other hand, having the same S/N 
spec (referred to its rated output) would only have a 
residual hum -and -noise power of 1 X 10 -° watts (0.01 
microwatts), or one -tenth as great as that of the higher 
powered amp. Yet an unsuspecting consumer would 
assume that the two amplifiers are equally "noisy." 
The new standard proposes that all signal -to -noise 
specifications be referred to a nominal output level of 
1 watt. While this will make all S/N numbers look 
"poorer" or lower, it will, for the first time, enable 
legitimate comparisons between amplifiers of widely 
differing power output ratings. For the higher powered 
amp used in our example, S/N would be 70 dB (below 
1 watt) while for the lower powered unit, S/N would be 
80 dB -or 10 dB better, as it should be. 

In the case of signal -to -noise measurements of low - 
level (phono, mic, etc.) inputs the situation in recent 
years has been even more confusing. Some manufac- 
turers have used an input reference level correspond- 
ing to the input sensitivity of their phono- equalizer- 
amplifier combinations. That is, if 2.5 millivolts were 
required to produce full output from the preamp -amp 
combination, signal -to -noise measurements were re- 
ferred to that level. This approach requires that the 
master volume control of the system be set at its 
highest gain setting. Others chose to reference signal- 
to -noise measurements of low level inputs to an arbi- 
trary input level such as 10 millivolts, 7.5 millivolts, 
5.0 millivolts or what -have -you. Using this arbitrary 
input, they would turn down the master volume con- 
trol until the combined preamp -amp delivered rated 
output. The input would then be removed and residual 

hum -and -noise would be measured with reference to 
the full -output point established. Of course, readings 
in dB will vary depending upon the reference input 
level used, and, as in the case of the old high -level input 
measurement technique, depending upon the rated 
output of the amplifier in question. Obviously, these 
diverse reference levels made it impossible to make 
meaningful comparisons between products insofar as 
phono S/N was concerned. 

To further complicate the matter, some amp makers 
used weighting networks (which generally roll off high 
and low frequency hum and noise components in a 
manner that is supposed to approximate the subjec- 
tive annoyance factor of hum and noise) in making the 
S/N measurements. More than one weighting network 
is in common use, including "A" weighting, and the 
newer CCIR weighting. 

In the newly proposed standards, all of these am- 
biguities have effectively been eliminated. The com- 
mittee decided that the input level for phono S/N 
measurements shall be a 5 mV signal at 1 kHz. Fur- 
thermore, as in the case of high level inputs, the output 
of the amplifier is adjusted for a level of 1 watt. In the 
case of a preamp -only unit (or a preamp -control 
chassis), output level is adjusted to 0.5 volts. Now, 
regardless of the "gain" of the system or the power 
output of an associated power amplifier section, 
signal -to -noise measurements of the phono preamp 
section of competing products may be compared fairly 
and consistently. 

As an example of how this will affect "published" 
S/N readings for a typical integrated amplifier, let's 
assume such an amplifier (having a 50 -watt power out- 
put rating) was measured using the older method and 
referred to its actual phono input sensitivity (2.5 
millivolts) and that, using an "A" weighting network 
(the preferred network in the new standards as well), 
the result was a signal -to -noise ratio of 75 dB in phono. 
Using the new method, this number will be greater by 
6 dB because of the difference in input level (5.0 mV as 
opposed to 2.5 mV) and reduced by 17 dB because of 
the new standard output reference level (1 watt in- 

stead of 50 watts). Thus, the new standard "A' 
weighted phono S/N would be only 64 dB, a less "im- 
pressive" number, to be sure, but one which more 
realistically depicts the performance of the system 
under actual use conditions. 

It may take some time for manufacturers to become 
accustomed to the new signal -to -noise measurement 
approach (especially since it will force them to "back 
off" on the numbers), but once they do the entire in- 
dustry (and prospective buyers of audio equipment) 
will be better off for the change. 

The new standard runs some thirty -odd manuscript 
pages and contains many other much -needed measure- 
ment standards. It is the hope of the IHF that once the 
standard is circulated it will be quickly adopted by 
conscientious manufacturers in much the same way 
that the new IHF /IEEE Tuner Measurements Stan- 
dards issued a couple of years ago have gained almost 
world -wide acceptance. 4 
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NORMAN EISENBERG AND LEN FELDMAN 

Russound/FMP Model QT -1 

Switching Control Center 

General Description: The QT -1 from Rus- 
sound/FMP Inc. could be described tersely as a switch 
box that expands the options of an existing tape - 
monitor facility in a sound system, but that simple for- 
mulation does not begin to explain the device's enor- 
mous versatility and the vast possibilities of compo- 
nent interfacing it can bring to a sound system -mono, 
stereo, or four -channel. In fact, it is literally impossible 
to explain it all fully in the space allotted here, 
although a good idea can be conveyed. 

The QT -1 permits a system to accommodate up to 
four tape recorders, plus up to four channels of an- 

L 

/nn10O DCfRf 
RECORDING ING AB REPORT 

ciliary signal processing devices including external 
noise -reduction units, graphic equalizers, quadriphonic 
decoders, reverb enhancers and the like. Signal inputs 
and outputs, from and to the various units in the 
sound system, are made at the rear of the QT-1. Opera- 
tion, including switching and patching, is done on the 
front panel. 

Rear connectors, which are hi -fi pin types, number 
seventy -two in all. These are arranged in vertical 
groups of four each for seventeen groups, with desig- 
nations for left, right, left -back, and right -back chan- 
nels. In addition there is a stereo pair for input to a 
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matrix decoder, and a stereo for the "C" bus output. 
Front -panel connectors are miniature phone -jack types 
of which there are forty- eight. Sixteen patch cords are 
supplied with the box; if additional cords are required 
they should be ordered from Russound; alternately 
Switchcraft type 770 or type 780 "Tini- Plugs" with 
low -C shielded cable may be used. 

The connectors on the front panel are grouped under 
general functions: "IN," "COPY BUSS," "OUT," 
"EQUALIZER," "NOISE REDUCTION ENCODE" 
and "NOISE REDUCTION DECODE." In addition 
to the numerous patching options among these connec- 
tors, the front panel also provides several switching 
options: four switches for record; four for playback; a 
mono /stereo /quad selector; a mix selector; a matrix 
decode input selector; a decoder output selector; and a 
monitor selector. 

The basic hookup of the QT -1 involves patching the 
box as a whole, via appropriate rear -panel jacks, into 
the tape -monitor loop of an existing sound system. 
From there on, you are "on your own " -weaving sig- 
nal paths as you please, depending of course on what 

"response" is that of the devices connected to it; 
distortion is non -existent.) By the same token, how- 
ever, with as many as four tape decks providing 
signals at the same time, the combined decks may 
have some loading effect on the signal source unless 
the output impedance of that program source is quite 
low, or the input impedance of each deck is sufficiently 
high so that four of them in parallel have little signifi- 
cant loading effect. Russound has wisely inserted 3.3K 
ohm resistors in the output line for each tape recorder, 
allowing mixing without overloading the recorder out- 
puts. It also should be noted that about 6 dB of output 
loss will be encountered when operating more than one 
machine due to the mixing network insertion loss. 

The QT -1 did all that it is intended to do. Examina- 
tion of its inside revealed the intricate wiring involved 
in its design. The front panel facilities are linked to a 
circuit board that runs the width of the device. Chassis 
metal is sturdy and well finished. The device comes 
fitted in a walnut vinyl -clad wooden box, but it may be 
removed for flush mounting since the front panel over- 
laps the chassis by a generous amount. 
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Russound QT -1: Diagrams of front panel (supplied) can be used to mark and remember owner's favorite hookup. 

other equipment is in the system and how you want to 
use it. The instruction manual furnished with the QT -1 

contains details on component hookups, and the use of 
the patch bay options and controls. It illustrates 
typical front -panel patch arrangements and includes 
several loose sheets on which the front panel with no 
hookups is illustrated -these sheets can be used, suit- 
ably marked by the owner, as reference "road maps" 
for repeating special hookups devised by the owner. 

Test Results: The QT -1 is a passive device and so is 
not subject to the usual test measurements of power, 
response, distortion, etc. (It uses no power; its 

A simplified wiring diagram is shown in the accom- 
panying illustrations. Study of it will reveal how versa- 
tile the QT -1 is as a control center. In addition to play, 
record, monitor, copy, decode and equalize options (at 
any point in the signal path) it is also possible to mix 
down from four- to two -channel, or from two -channel 
to mono (this switching capability is not shown in the 
simplified diagram for the sake of clarity). 

General Info: Dimensions are 13'y,ß inches wide; 4'/ß 

inches high; 5% inches deep. Price: $249.95. Supplied in 
walnut -finish cabinet with operational manual, blank 
panel prints for reference marking, and sixteen patch 
cords. Additional patch cords, four for $9.95. 
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Russound QT -1: All of this equipment (and more) connects permanently to the QT -1, which in turn only requires 
one set o1 Tape out/Tape in monitor circuits on your amplifier. 

Individual Comment by N.E.: This is the kind of 
device of which one is tempted to say: "How come no 
one thought of making it before now ?" Actually, the 
general idea of the QT -1 is hardly new, and over the 
years many audio buffs, myself included, have fash- 
ioned home -brewed "goes-into-and-outa' boxes" in an 
effort to cope with the ever -increasing number of 
devices and their attendant interconnections that can 
find their way into an audio system. And of course the 
all -out professional patch panel is a staple item in 
every respectable studio. But to my knowledge the 
Russound /FMP box is the first of its kind to provide a 
reasonably compact, and incredibly well thought -out, 
unit with up to four -channel capability that is vastly 
more useful than the interface options found on normal 
system components, and still significantly smaller and 
less costly than a full- fledged patch bay. As such it fits 

right in with the "semi pro" interest primarily, 
although it also would appeal to the advanced home 
sound enthusiast on the one hand, and to the full pro- 
fessional seeking a handy "interface tool" aside from 
his regular patch board. 

In short, the QT -1 is for the guy or gal who has just 
about "everything" (or plans to get it sooner or later) 
in audio and doesn't make full use of it all because of 
the bewildering maze of cables and plugs involved. 
Mastering the use of the QT -1 doubtless will take some 
study and time on the owner's part, but the equipment 
owner whose collection includes the number of devices 
this box can handle is likely to find the effort well 
worth expending. 

Individual Comment by L.F.: Asking me to 
comment dispassionately about the Russound /FMP 
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Model QT -1 may be a bit unfair since I have owned one 
of these handy units for some time and have come to 
depend on it heavily. Before getting it I had been 
gradually amassing the makings of a home recording 
studio - including a four -channel open -reel deck, a two - 
channel mastering open -reel deck, a couple of cassette 
decks, some separate Dolby decoder /encoders, a dbx 
model 122 and an equalizer, not to mention a few 
matrix four -channel decoders and CD -4 demodulators. 

I don't care what integrated amplifier, or separate 
preamp, or receiver you own. If you are faced with 

before the QT -1) with the messiest rat's nest of twisted 
signal cables you ever have seen. It was while contem- 
platingthis mess that I decided to get the QT- 1, and I 

have been enormously pleased with it ever since. The 
illustrations with our report show the blank front - 
panel layout and a suggested back -panel connection as 
published in the owner's manual in which only two 
open -reel decks are included. Would you believe that in 
my system I managed to use all but four of the 72 rear 
panel jacks- outdoing even the diagram supplied by 
Russound! 
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Russound QT -1: Simplified schematic. 

that kind of array of components, there's no way in the 
world you can have enough tape- monitor circuits to 
handle it all. Of course, many of the items named (such 
as the equalizer and the dbx 122) give you a tape 
in /tape out pair to replace the tape- monitor circuit 
used when connecting the unit. But if you refuse to be 
locked into a given signal path sequence, you either 
must keep reconnecting cables each time you want to 
change a given setup, or you must end up (as I did 

It is important too to point out that with this com- 
plex setup, the QT -1 has never been guilty of introduc- 
ing any ground or hum loops. My sixty -eight audio 
cables at the rear are no longer visible from up front, 
and I no longer have to unplug and replug and of them 
for any new fancy signal paths I dream up. The QT -1 is 
truly one of the those devices that prompts the com- 
ment: "How did I ever get along without it ?" 
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General Description: The Celestion 66 is a British - 
made speaker system distributed in the U.S. by the 
recently formed company of Celestion Industries, Inc. 
The parent company is an old well -established firm and 
the model 66 has been used abroad as a monitor speak- 
er, including at the BBC. Celestion drivers, in addition, 
are often used in speaker systems made under other 
brand names including sound -reinforcement rigs. 

The model 66 incorporates some design features that 
have become fairly familiar by now, such as a vertical 
enclosure and the use of an auxiliary bass radiator (a 
passive 12 -inch cone that responds to air pressure 
within the enclosure). The active woofer is a 12 -inch 
cone; this driver is crossed over at 500 Hz to a dome - 
centered midrange driver (21/2 inches) which in turn 
crosses over at 5 kHz to a small dome tweeter. No con- 
trols are provided. Cabinet finish may be teak or wal- 
nut; the front grille is black cloth on a frame held in 
place by a screw under the cabinet. Input binding 
posts at the rear are color -coded for polarity. Nominal 
input impedance is listed as 8 to 4 ohms. Minimum rec- 
ommended input power is 10 watts; maximum is 80 
watts. The speaker is intended for floor placement. 

Test Results: One of the striking things about our 

Celestion 
Model 66 

Speaker System 

tests of the Celestion 66, aside from its excellent 
sound, was the speaker's power -handling ability which 
far exceeded the manufacturer's conservative claims. 
We just kept pumping power into the model 66s and 
monitored some of the peaks as close to the 400 -watt 
level, which the speakers took in stride. This "loud and 
clear" aspect of its performance was accomplished 
with consummate cleanliness of sound and no decrease 
in the general transparency that was observed at lower 
output levels. At the opposite extreme, feeding no 
more than 10 watts into the model 66, we obtained 
eminently clean, linear reproduction with no "tonal 
dropout." The system thus satisfied us as being both 
rugged and capable of very wide dynamic range. 

In terms of frequency response, the model 66 is 
rated -again "conservatively" -for bass down to 50 
Hz. The ±4 dB variation given by Celestion was con- 
firmed down to the 50 -Hz mark, but there is plenty of 
clean bass below 50 -Hz, albeit with a rolloff character- 
istic. Our tests showed bass output to at least 25 Hz 
and most of it was clean, even when pushed very hard. 

High -end response was observed to beyond 20 -kHz, 
with a rolloff starting at about 15 kHz. The large im- 
portant midrange area was of exemplary smoothness 
and linearity. Very slight directivity effects were 
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noted above 5 kHz which were in sum less pronounced 
than in many speakers and which increased relatively 
little as frequency was raised. White -noise response 
had a smooth, generally uncolored pattern that was 
fairly widely dispersed. 

The rated impedance of the model 66 is given as 8 to 
4 ohms and the actual impedance did average between 
that -6 ohms- across most of the range. Transient 
behavior was very good, with the system responding 
accurately to percussive signals but not with the 
"over -etched "pseudo- dramatic quality imparted by 
some speakers. 

General Info: Dimensions are 40 inches high; 15 
inches wide; 11% inches deep. Weight is 66 pounds. 
Price per system is $449.50. 

Joint Comment by N.E. and L.F.: As readers of 
Modern Recording must be aware by now, we do not 
test -report too many speaker systems in these pages 
because we feel that the vast number of available 
speakers can be adequately gauged by MR's audience 

on the basis of their own listening judgements. We 
tend to confine our speaker reports to those units of 
special interest in terms of unique design and /or extra - 
special performance with emphasis on the "monitor" 
aspect. In the case of the Celestion 66 we discovered a 
speaker system that qualifies as both a high -class 
"home stereo system" speaker as well as first -class 
studio monitor -if by that much -abused term is meant 
a sound reproducer that is accurate, linear, very stur- 
dily constructed and capable of handling higher -than- 
usual input power from a driving amplifier. The Celes- 
tion 66 has all this plus a "satisfying" kind of stereo - 
image projection that is quite convincing in terms 
both of front -to -rear depth and lateral spread. And like 
all really good speakers it has virtually no tonal 
character of its own to fool you into thinking you are 
hearing something that is not really in the source 
material. With the model 66 you can be pretty certain 
that what you hear is the program material rather 
than some designer's notion of what the material 
ought to sound like. 

CIRCLE 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Fisher CR -5120 Cassette Recorder 

General Description: The Fisher CR -5120 is a 
front -loading stereo cassette recorder that employs 
two motors and three heads (separate for erase, record 
and play), a relatively unusual configuration for a 
cassette deck in its price class. In most other respects 
it resembles a typical cassette machine in the $400 
range, with such expected features as built -in Dolby, 
bias and EQ selectors, the usual signal input and 
output connections and so on. At that, the Dolby 
system here provides for both normal tape encoding 
and decoding, as well as for decoding Dolbyized FM 
broadcasts, including a switch to engage the 25 -msec 

FM deemphasis characteristic. Provision also is made 
for adjusting the Dolby FM level using the CR- 5120's 
VU meters. 

The cassette compartment is at the left, with the 
unit's AC power switch and the transport controls ar- 
ranged in a horizontal row below the cassette door. 
The usual controls are provided for record, rewind, fast 
forward, play, pause and stop /eject. To record, the re- 
cord and play levers must be pressed simultaneously. 

The tape counter and reset button are to the right of 
the cassette compartment, and to their right are swit- 
ches for the memory rewind feature and the record- 
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Fisher CR5120: Record /play response at 0 dB (upper 
trace) and 20 dB (lower trace) using TDK -AD tape. 

level limiter. Below this group are additional switches 
for source /tape monitor; the Dolby options; and the 
bias and EQ settings. The bias switch, which is 
operative only in the recording mode, has three posi- 
tions for normal, ferrichrome and chromium -dioxide 
tapes. The separate EQ switch has similar markings 
and is operative in both the record and play modes. 

Below this group are the signal jacks for headphone 
output, and for left and right channel mic inputs. 
There also is a selector switch to choose between mic 
and line inputs. At the top of the panel are indicator 
lights for the monitor switch, the Dolby circuit, the 
memory feature and the limiter. 

The VU meters at the right are calibrated from -20 
to +5, and above each is a peak indicator which comes 
on for a line input level of about +3 VU. The record - 
mode indicator is between the two meters. Below the 
meters are the input level controls, separate for each 
channel; below them are a similar- acting pair of output 
level controls. 

Line input and output jacks are at the rear, where 
the Dolby adjusting screw is found, as well as the FM 
deemphasis switch. At the rear there also is a ground- 
ing terminal and the set's AC power cord. 

Test Results: Response measurements came in 
somewhat below specifications for normal high- output 
tape, and fairly below the specified high end in the 
"chrome or equivalent" tape test. In the former run, 
the high end made it within the ±3 dB limit to 14.7 
kHz as compared to the 15 -kHz mark specified. In the 
latter run, the high end made it within ±3 dB to 15.5 
kHz whereas 18 kHz is specified. Explanations and 
comments (with somewhat differing viewpoints) on 
this are found further along in this report. 

Spectrum analysis sweeps of response taken at 0 dB 
and at -20 dB record levels are shown in the accom- 
panying 'scope photos. TDK type AD tape was used 
for "normal" bias and EQ, while TDK type SA tape (a 
cobalt -doped ferric type intended for optimum results 
in the Cr02 bias and EQ settings) was used for the 

alternate settings. In terms of uniformity of response 
within the useful pass band, the AD tape actually did 
better than the SA tape with this recorder's factory 
adjustments. The same holds true, oddly, for the 
signal -to -noise ratios observed, each of which was 
measured relative to the 3 percent harmonic distortion 
level of recording. In terms of S /N, by the way, only 
one figure is specified (for chrome or equivalent tape 
with Dolby on) and it was not met in our tests. The 
overall S/N picture however was generally good, 
though not as good as in some other cassette models 
(admittedly higher- priced than this one). 

Mechanical performance was very satisfactory 
within the design configuration of the unit. Wow and 
flutter measurements were low and tape movement in 
the various modes was smooth. The various features 
provided all worked as claimed. The peak indicators 
flash at the equivalent of +3 dB on the meters, but 
they respond instantly to these levels, even if they oc- 
cur during musical transients. The limiter could pro- 
vide useful during "live" mic recordings. The addi- 
tional Dolby facilities, over and above the usual tape - 
noise reduction feature, provide the user with a means 
for listening to Dolby FM broadcast without having to 
buy either a separate Dolby decoder or a passive con- 
version box to change tuner deemphasis from 75 to 25 
microseconds. 

General Info: Dimensions are 17h/a inches wide; 
6% inches high; 121/2 inches deep. Weight is 22.5 lbs. 
Advertised price is $399.95. 

Individual Comment by L.F.: One thing is clear 
from our measurements of the Fisher CR -5120. Three 
heads do not necessarily make for a superior- perform- 
ing cassette deck, advertising claims notwithstanding. 
Certainly, being able to monitor recorded results as 
they are taking place is a much -needed feature for the 
serious recordist, and one which of course is not possi- 
ble with even the best -performing two -headed decks. 

Fisher CR -5120: Record /play response at 0 dB (upper 
....)trace) and -20 dB (lower trace) using TDK -SA tape. 
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(in being able to monitor this way is only one aspect 
of recording. 

As is clear from our measured results, the record/ 
play frequency response of this machine was not so 
good as claimed for either of the tapes used. As a mat- 
ter of fact, were it not for both of these tapes having a 
tendency to provide a slight high -end peak under most 
operating conditions, the response probably would 
have been even poorer. 

The reason for this, I believe, has to do with Fisher's 
particular three -head configuration. The three heads 
here are contained in three separate structures (unlike 
some other recent three -head machines in which the 
separate record and play heads are combined in one 
head body). This arrangement means that the slightest 
variation in tape alignment (which naturally occurs 
from cassette to cassette) will cause an incorrect 
azimuth relationship between the fixed record and 
play heads in such three- headed machines. More ex- 
pensive decks that utilize this sort of three -head con- 
figuration almost always provide a means for ad- 
justing the azimuth of the separate record head, an ad- 
justment that should be made for every new cassette 
that is inserted into the machine. Nakamichi, in its 
models 700 and 1000 -II, uses twin blinking LEDs to 
indicate perfect alignment as a self- contained 400 -Hz 
tone is recorded. Tandberg, in its model TCD -330D, 
uses a high- frequency test tone for the same purpose, 
and the unit's own meters serve to indicate maximum 
output of recorded high frequency. The Fisher unit has 
no provision for such alignment from tape to tape, and 
that -I feel -is its weakest point. We have measured 
many two -headed cassette decks in this price category 
which deliver better overall record /play frequency 
response than did the CR -5120 with our tape samples. 
Undoubtedly, inserting another cassette and repeat- 
ing the tests would have yielded different (better or 
worse) results, depending on how closely the tape path 
aligned with the final fixed positioning of the record 
and play heads of this particular sample. 

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC 

Frequency response, normal tape 
chrome or equiv. 
Wow & flutter (WRMS) 
S /N, normal tape, w/o Dolby 

w/ Dolby 
SIN, chrome or equiv. wlo Dolby 

wl Dolby 
THD at 0 VU, normal tape 

chrome or equiv. 
Record level for 3% THD: 

normal tape 
chrome or equiv. 

Fast -wind time, C -60 

Input sensitivity, mic 
line 

Output level, line (for 0 dB) 
headphones 

Power consumption 

Other features of this machine worked well, but 
there's one it lacks. In my opinion, a deck in this price 
class (two- headed or three -headed) should certainly in- 

clude mic/line mixing facilities. The CR -5120 does not. 

Individual Comment by N.E.: I do not always 
read Len's "Individual Comments" before writing my 
own, but this time I did. While I agree with Len's 
general feeling that a three -headed machine should 
provide a means for azimuth alignment, I also feel that 
with this machine one must consider the price to begin 
with, and then the general performance offered by the 
unit. Obviously, in offering the CR -5120 Fisher is mak- 
ing available at least the convenience of three -head 
operation, if not the ultimate performance possible 
with such a format. It may not be the fairest approach 
to a piece of equipment to criticize it for what it lacks, 
when admittedly other machines that have those 
things do cost significantly more. The lack of a built -in 
input mixing facility may or may not concern the indi- 
vidual buyer. However, at $400, the CR -5120 does 
have an advanced Dolby feature, and separate EQ and 
bias three -position switches. 

As for response, obviously our test sample did not 
make published specs. However, the response we did 
measure was still as good as, if not even a jot better 
than, response measure on competing models. Signal - 
to -noise ratio was generally not so good as found on 
some other cassette models, but a perhaps mollifying 
factor here might be the generous signal headroom for 
the 3 percent THD level we observed ( +9 dB for AD 
tape, and +6 dB for SA tape). 

In all, it would appear that Fisher has opted to offer 
a cassette deck that deliberately includes certain 
features while slighting others, in order to establish 
some kind of footing in a fairly competitive market. 
Obviously, the CR -5120 will not be all things to all 
recordists. But for the buyer whose budget for a cas- 
sette machine goes no higher than the $400 mark, it 
may be worth consideration. 

MANUFACTURER'S SPEC 

± 3 dB, 30 

±3 dB, 30 

0.04% 
N/A 
NIA 
N/A 
64 dB 
1.4% 
1.4% 

N/A 
NIA 
84 seconds 
0.2 mV 
100 mV 
1 volt 
N/A 
N/A 

Hz to 15 kHz 
Hz to 18 kHz 

CIRCLE 21 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

LAB MEASUREMENT 

± 3 dB, 20 Hz to 14.7 kHz 
± 3 dB, 20 Hz to 15.5 kHz 
0.04% 
53 dB 
62 dB 
50 dB 
56 dB 
1.0% 
0.9% 

+9.0 dB 
+ 6.0 dB 
80 seconds 
0.15 mV 
75 mV 
1 volt 
65 mV/8 ohms 
20 watts 
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GROOVE VIEWS 
nn 

JOAN ARMATRADING: Show Some 
Emotion. [Glyn Johns, producer; Glyn 
Johns, John Astley, engineers; recorded 
at Olympic Studios, London.] A &M 
SP 4663. 

Performance Outstanding 
Recording: Excellent 

A &M seems to have this unwritten 
agreement with its artists: you hang 
around long enough and eventually we'll 
get around to breaking you. I for one 
am glad that it seems to be Armatrad- 
ing's turn, for this Linda Ronstadt over- 
kill has become monotonous and boring. 
What Ms. Armatrading has to offer is 

the best of several worlds. With every- 
thing tinged with the musical air of 
her native British West Indies, she 
blends blues, jazz and rock into her own 
inimitable style. Cap that off with a 
unique voice and you have one of the 
most important new finds in music 
today. Her songwriting deals with feel- 
ings and realities -it lives -while Ron - 
stadt and Raitt rely upon recaptured 
oldies and Joni Mitchell does a hip'n' 
relevant compilation of Nietzsche and 
billboard slogans. The first thing one 
notices -or doesn't -about this album 
is how inconspicuous the production is 

-until one deliberately listens for it and 
comes to realize what an exact job 
Johns has done. There is nothing over- 
shadowing or lacking, everything is artis- 
tically tailored to her style and needs. 
In short, Glyn Johns did an extremely 
laudible job as Master Weaver. 

The title track, "Show Some Emotion," 
is one of the many great tracks on this 
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Reviewed by: 
SEDGWICK CLARK 
NAT HENTOFF 
JOE KLEE 
GIL PODOLINSKY 
STAN SOOCHER 
RUSSELL SHAW 

LP. Opening with a jazzy bass put in the 
center of the mix, and a cymbal ride in 
full stereo, they are quickly joined by a 
guitar playing some reverbed jazz chords 
left, a soft vocal center, with a pinch of 
vibratoed Rhodes center as well. Sud- 
denly the vocal line turns harsh with 
acoustic guitar left and electric guitar 
right, both playing the same descending 
riff, counterbalanced by a subdued 
Hammond organ right which adds two 
chords to the progression. The double 
riff continues throughout the verses, 
backed by comping Hammond and 
Rhodes right, drum and bass center. 

Come the chorus, the Hammond is 
punched up in the mix, adding a rich 
layered texture of chords. During this, 

Georgie Fame is playing a Rhodes that 
is quickly panned back and forth. At 
the instrumental break in the song the 
electric guitar drops out in an effort to 
utilize more space in the music. There's 
an acoustic riff left, Hammond right, 
with the drums and bass center, keying 
on the accents of the music. As the song 
flows into its last stages, the electric 
guitar comps right and solos left, re- 
placing the acoustic altogether. A great 
jazz track! 

You guessed it, I'm a firm believer in 
Joan Armatrading. G.P. 

JEAN MICHEL JARRE: Oxygene. 
[Produced and engineered by Jean 

JOAN ARMATRADING: Beautiful blend 
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Michel Jarre at his private studio.] Poly - 
dor PD -1 -6112. 

Performance: Conceptual synthesizer 
Recording: Very good 

This, the number one album in Eur- 
ope, offers several points of interest. 
First, the music was composed by the 
performer and, unlike most efforts on 
synthesizer is not Stravinsky adapted 
to the synthesizer a la Tornita, or a 
disco -ized movie soundtrack. Secondly, 
this was all recorded at a home studio, 
which raises the possibility that "yes, 
you too can...." Strictly in terms of 
recording, this is very clean and precise. 
In terms of music, it has its moments - 
as well as its lulls. The album is divided 
into "Oxygene, parts 1 -6." The third 
track begins with synthesized wind, 
giving way to what may be a meteor 
storm, or rain, panned left to right. 
Next, a string synthesized chord is held 

JEAN MICHEL JARRE: Interesting 

center while left a bass synthesized line 
is played, countered right by its treble 
cohort. Following that is a very dull 
thumping kick with a third, higher 
pitched synthesizer, both centered. The 
right synthesizer plays most of the 
melody, accented by the center synthe- 
sizer which fades away as the wind re- 
enters (backed off in the mix). It re- 
solves to the chirping of birds as the last 
thing audible. Interesting for a couple of 
plays, but a steady diet inevitably 
breeds monotony. G.P. 

RANDY NEWMAN: Little Criminals. 
[Lenny Waronker and Russ Titelman, 
producers; Lee Hirschberg and Lloyd 
Clifft, engineers; recorded at The Bur- 
bank Studios, Burbank, and Warner 

MAY 1978 

When 
Steve Mille BillyCobham and 
George B.nson all use the 

AD 230 Delax.. 
You know it's good! 

AD 230 AD 220 
Continuously variEble delay 

up tc 600 mil 'seconds 

4 bandwidth sele3tions up 
to 20 KHz 

Built in flaiger with 
separate controls 

Studio duality signal to 
npise ratio 

LED ladder-type 'U meters 
for input and de ay levels 

High /low mpedence with 
either 1/4' or 3 -pin 

ccnnez;tors 

Continuously variaale 
delay Jr) to 50D n II seconds 

3 bandwidth se ec:ions up 
to 10KHz 

Built li Flange. 

Extreme y low reise 
circuitry 

Input sensitiv tv and output 
level controls 

19" rack mous- cabinet 

And you can bet that these experercei 
electronic poneers know how to jLdge a delay 
line. The Ibanez Analog Delay wish Multi Flange.- 
does what rip other analog device o' its kid has 
been able tc do - beat the digital delays 3t ter 
owl game and at a price that almcst any bent car 
afford. It's unbelievably quiet, features selective 
bandwidth, and I-as the most versatile rEnce of 
controls of any comparable device. 

You can Jet double- tracking, slapback eno, 
long delay, flanging, automatic vib-ato, -e'.ab, 
and nost any other time delay effect possit le. Ask 
about it at your Ibanez dealer today. 

.1. d. .1, fl i 

N.C.CON c;c-IMO =lit 

IBANEZ, P.O. BOX 469, CORNWELLS HEIGHTS, PA 19020 327 BROADWAY, IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401 
IN CANADA: EFKAY MUSICAL INST. LTD., 6355 PARK AVE., MONTREAL, P.O. H2V 41-15 
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SUGGESTED LIST 
$119.95 

.` 

Made in U.S.A. 

- SPECIFICATIONS - 

EO control range + 12db 
Distortion Less than .1% 

Input impedance 500K ohm 
Output impedance 50 ohm 

Maximum Input level 12 volts peak 
Gain with control settings at 0 Unity 

Signal to noise ratio Greater than 85db 
Power requirements 105 -125 VAC c 50mA 

20Hz to 20KHz + 1db 
Maximum output level .. -t 15dbm [ref :1 mwatt /800ohm], 8VRMS into 10K ohm 

Frequency response 

KEAS ELECTRONICS, INC. 210 W. MAI316 
--CH1 UTE 

KANSAS 66720 

00 
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RANDY NEWMAN: Short sighted? 

Brothers Recording Studios, North 
Hollywood, Ca.] Warner Brothers BSK 
3079. 

Performance: Eccentric 
Recording: Intricate, yet "big" 

76 

Randy Newman's Little Criminals con- 
tinues this uniquely talented singer¡ 
songwriter's look at life in America and 
abroad in the past and in the present 
with peculiar insight into the cynical 
side of events. Randy's got little melo- 

dies and tiny little lyrics, and he's got 
a raspy little voice that goes "speak, 
speak, speak." He is America's answer 
to England's Ray Davies of the Kinks 
(compare the intro and melody of "You 
Can't Fool The Fat Man" with Davies' 
"Look A Little On The Sunnyside "). 
But while Davies' sharp observations 
long for a return to the simple life, 
Newman, with his eye for the little 
quirks of human nature, attacks his sit- 
uations full- force, carving the land- 
scapes of his songs from the failings of 
his characters who are his victims. 

For this Newman album producers 
Waronker and Titelman have put to- 
gether a group of respected L.A. session 
players including guitarist Waddy Wach- 
tel, bassist Willie Weeks, and drummers 
Andy Newmark, Jim Keltner, and Rick 
Marotta. The drummers' styles are so 
interchangeable, though, that if their 
credits weren't listed individually we 

wouldn't know who was playing on 
which song. Aside from Milt Holland's 
percussive contributions and Ry Coo - 
der's mandola on "Kathleen (Catholi- 
cism Made Easier)," the real instrumen- 
tal spice is the addition of Eagles Joe 
Walsh and Glen Frey on guitar. Frey, 
along with Tim Schmit, J.D. Souther, 
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It took TAPCO to introduce the kind of class 
the professional audio world demands in compact 
mixers. The 6201 stereo mixer. 

The value of the 6201 begins with improved 
circuitry and an elbow -length -list of useable functions. 
Functions like a single knob Autopad! that uses a new 
differential gain control to give you far more headroom 
and a mix with lower distortion than any other compact. 
It's the pre -everything monitor send on every channel 
that makes a clean, independent monitor mix a reality. 
Balanced inputs, mike/line switching and handy phantom 
powering result in an Extremely versatile 6 channel board. 

Consider the shape of the 6201. The sloped 
control panel is designed so all pots are within 
comfortable reach. The chassis is constructed of a rugged, 
lightweight structural foam that is 7 times more rigid 
than steel. There's convenient access to inputs and 
outputs even in rack installations. And with built in rack- 

mount adaptors, the 6201 functions perfectly in the 
stucio or on the road. 

Now that we've introduced TAPCO's new 
concept in compact mixers, visit ycur nearest 
TAPCO dea.er for a personal introoucticn to the .' c$o`' j 
6201 (stereo) and the 6001R 'monaural). Or Xs. *P 
mail in the coupon below for more infor- opa' , 
mation. The suggested pro net for the T / / 
6201 is $529; the 6001R is $439 .0'b1=4,.51 %' z- 

/ 
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bi-amp revox white sennheiser dbx 

Music stores are O.K. 
if you want to buy a guitar. 

But they can not give the PROFESSIONAL 
musician or small recording studio the kind 

of equipment or service you need. 

The SOUND BOX 
has professional state of the art sound 
equipment and accessories at prices 

you can handle. 

Send in the coupon below 
for our latest catalogue. 

We think you will be impressed! 

THE SOUND BOX 
for those who demand more 

than the music store can offerl 

P.O. Box 2094 NAME_ 
Rockville, Maryland STREET. 
20852 CITY 

301-881 -2663 SZTIFATE 

c 
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THE CAT 
"SRM" 

SYNTHESIZER 
NOW WITH 

2 NOTE MEMORY. 
There are many synthesizers with 2 voice capability, but the CAT "SRM" has a unique 2 note 
memory system. What is the difference between 2 voice capability and 2 note memory? Well, if 
you've tried certain 2 note synthesizers, you know how frustrating It can be when you let go of 
the two notes and both oscillators Jump to the last note released. Not the CAT "SRM ". 
Our keyboard circuitry incorporates a special 2 note memory system which memorizes both the 
highest and lowest notes depressed to let you sustain intervals even after lifting your hand off of 
the keyboard. Now you can play the cleanest 2 note polyphonic lines you'll ever need. 

An LFO delay is also available on the "SRM" this means you can get delayed vibratos, delayed 
filter sweeps and even delayed pulse width modulation - without touching the panel during a 
performance. An LFO monitor lets you see the LFO speed with a solid state lamp that flashes at 
the LFO frequency setting. All waveshapea on both VCO 1 and VCO 2 has its own volume control 
affording you complex timbres and various modulation effects. These mixable waveahapes offer 
you STUDIO VERSATILITY in a compact synthesizer. 

Only by mixing waveahapes can we offer you our 4 note sequencer patch, where you can actually 
get 4 sequenced notes whose frequency spacing, rhythm and tempo can all be varied. All these 
features and more make the CAT "SRM" one of the most versatile synthesizer in its class and for 
HUNDREDS of dollars less than many other 2 oscillator synthesizers. For a complete 
demonstration contact an Octave dealer or write to us for a complete catalog. Octave 
Electronics, 32 -73 Steinway St., L.I.C., Now York 11103, (212) 278 -7422. 

THE CAT "SRM" 
WHERE QUALITY IS OUR MOST IMPORTANT FEATURE. 

1CVEElectronics Inc. 
Division of 6yn- COralon Musical Instrument Corp- 

32-73 STEINWAY STREET, LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y. 11103 
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and Eagle Don Henley also lend vocal 
support on several songs and give cred- 
ibility to Newman compositions like 
"Rider In The Rain," a perfect parody 
of the Eagles' Desperado album. 

Waronker and Titelman make the pro- 
duction of the record essential to the 
mood of the songs. For instance, 
Randy's voice is mixed with varying 
amounts of echo and delay, creating 
a changing presence that complements 
the different points of view of his 
protagonists. And while his overall 
vocal work isn't very exciting, the 
monotone of Newman's voice does serve 
to underline the plight of his anti -heroes. 
Also, Randy's keyboard work on the 
album is consistently good with the 
stereo piano spread across the front of 
the mix. And, although his melodies 
aren't outstanding, the combination of 
voice, song, and arrangements makes 
Little Criminals a strong contender for 
Newman's most effective album so far - 
or at least his most commercial. S.S. 

ERIC CLAPTON: Cause for celebration 

ERIC CLAPTON: S /owhand. [Glyn 
Johns, producer; no mention of studios 
or engineers.] RSO RS -1 -3030. 

Performance: More consistent 
Recording: Good 

Eric Clapton has had a seesaw career - 
primarily by his own doing. His heroin 
addiction terminated what appeared to 
be an excellent beginning to a solo 
career in the form of Derek and the 
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Whichever half-inch 8 track machine you choose, 
the Sound Workshop 1280 remains the 
most together reco ,..' g console in its field. 

Th0 12$16 -8EQ with c ptional Meter 3ridge 

t ( 
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the Sound Workshop 1280 recording corsole 

Sound Worksh It sounds better. 00 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS i 1324 Motor Parkway. Hauppauge, New York 11787 516- 582 -62'0 
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THE DINGOES: 

Dominoes. Cured of heroin, he unfor- 
tunately slid into alcoholism, resulting 
in several tours where he suffered stage 
fright and refused to take the spotlight, 
passing all solos to his back -up guitar- 
ist. The explanation was that Eric 
wanted a new image, willing to 
exchange guitar strings for vocal cords. 
Alcohol and chain smoking had taken 

A polished find 

its toll. Albums like 461 Ocean Blvd. 
and E.C. Was Here stiffed. Yvonne 
Elliman used her participation in his 
back -up band as a launching pad for a 
solo career. Carlos Santana jammed on 
a few dates of a tour and put Clapton to 
shame. Word had it he was through. 
Last year's Blue LP didn't do much for 
me, so I was all set to let Slowhand 

be the last nail in the coffin. Surprise! 
I can't write that obituary yet. Again, 
Glyn Johns has had a major hand in 
making a successful album. All these 
years most of us have been saying, "just 
play guitar." On this outing we get a 
compromise -but an honest one. He 
sings, and his voice, although shakey, 
is still more pleasant than Dylan's or 
Jagger's. He doesn't burn on guitar, but 
there is some good playing and the hint 
that maybe next time out he'll crank. 

"Lay Down Sally," a country skiffle 
tune, opens with dual electric guitars 
left and right, playing a short, chunky 
repetitive riff reminiscent of the intro 
to "Maybelline," "Hot Rod Lincoln" or 
Robert Mitchum's "Thunder Road." 
Behind that is Rhodes, bass and drums, 
all centered and mixed slightly to the 
back of the guitar. Clapton's voice 
comes in on top of that, sharing equal 
billing with the guitars. Female chorus 
comes in left and right, a la the guitars, 
with the left being in a higher, more 
brilliant register. After two verses the 
guitar solo comes in left. It is not 
punched up or in any way highlighted. 
A couple more verses and "Sally" fades 
away. All in all, it's okay. It's not 
vintage Clapton, but compared to his 
last three attempts, Slowhand is cause 
for celebration. G.P. 

DINGOES: Five Times The Sun. [Eliot 
Mazer, producer; Smiggy, Sandra, engin- 
eers; recorded at A &M Recording Stu- 
dios, Hollywood, Ca.] A &M SP 4636. 

Performance: Fluid 
Recording Flawless 

The flew Leader in DIGITAL DELAY 
For natural. unobtn.siue sound reinforcement in cny church, theater, or hall. 

For c.icrus, doubling, and ecio effects in re.:ording or broadcast. 
THE PROBLEM: Digital delay lines (DDLs) are the 
established standard for time delay, due to their high 
S /N, low distcrtion, long delays and wide bandwidth 
at all delay lengths. But DDLs have ben too 
expensive for malt' applications. 

Analog delay fines have been acceptec as a 

substitute because they provide some useful effects 
at a modest price. But their perormarce-ard flexi- 
bility are severely limited; frequency resporse and 
dynamic range deteriorate as delay Iergth is 

increased. 

THE SOLUTIOP . . IfLrALAB DIGITAL DELAY 
DeltaLab introcucesttneProblem-Solver: a rew high - 

performance DDL at 3 rrice comparable to ordinary 
analog units. Itteatutes 

Three outpu-s with independently szectable 
delays. 
Delay lengths from 5 mS to 160 mS. 
Frequency respcnsa 30 -15K Hz at all delay 
lengths, all sutputs. 
No audible -Iaise- ( Cynamic range >9C dB.) 
No aLdibtes distcrtiDi. (THD < 0.2%, mostly 
pure seconi harmer.) 
No audible side effects -hum, whistles. birdies, 
quant zing iàse, or corn ander noise -pumping. 
Input and xtpt2 levels adjustable fr m 0 to 
+24 dBm. 
Price: appr.x 5120). 

WHO IS DELTALAB? In digital audio, experience 
counts. DeltaLab is a new consortium of engineers 
and scientists with a combined experience of over 50 
years in aerospace. digital electronics, and high - 
quality audio. Our previous designs (under other 
brand names) include some of the most respected 
products in audio today. 

For more information, including the name of your 
nearest distributor, write or call: DeltaLab Research 
Inc.. Att. Peter Tribeman (617) 458 -2545. 

DeltaLab Research, Inc. 
?5 DRUM HILL ROAD, 
CHE LMS FORD, MASS. 01820 

Available at Quality Dealers 

- DIGITAL DELAT mODULE- 
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A JBL MONITOR KNOWS ITS PLACE. 
A studio monitor is only a tool. It is not 

supposed to enhance, add to, subtract from, 
or in any way modify sound. 

That's your job. 
What a studio monitor is supposed to do 

is tell you precisely what's on tape. Because 
you have to know everything that's there. 
And everything that isn't. Before it's too late. 

Thats why JBL monitors are in thousands 

of recording and broadcast studios around 
the world. In fact, according to the Recording 
Institute of America, JBL's were used to make 
30 of last year's top 50 albums. 

A JBL monitor plays what it's told. Nothing 
more. Nothing less. If that sounds good to 
you, contact your nearest JBL. Professional 
Products Studio Equipment Supplier. 

And put a JBL monitor in your place. 

The 4301: Our newest 2 -way monitor. Com- 
pact and effìcierr, for s-na I bro..dcast control 
rooms, and hone s_udios $168. 

The 4311 The most pooular monitor going. A 
compact, full -range 3 -'5, $333. 

The 4315: An ul-ta- -shafow 4 -way, for maximum 
sounc in minimum spare. $783. 

JBL studio monkor= c ' ie in three other 
models, too. All fully compatible fer accurate 
cross referencing. 

JBL 
GET IT ALL. 

-r 
+1bun. c. Pimfessicnal Divisicn. 8500 Belb3a ouevare. Northridge.( 
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SUBSCRIBER SERVICE- 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS 
Planning to move? Please let us know six 
weeks in advance so you won't miss a single 
issue of MODERN RECORDING. Attach old 
label and print new address -in space provided. 
Also include your mailing label whenever you 
write concerning your subscription to insure 
prompt service on your inquiry. 

N 9 

4 

4 

Attach 
Label 
Here 

z 

MODERN RECORDING Magazine 
14 Vanderventer Ave Pon Washington. N Y 11í150 

String Synthesizers 
strings... 

... ORthey can have: 
violins /cello /piano, variable chorusing , 

keyboard split, synthesizer interface, 
variable sustain controls, jacks for foot 
controls, dual violin /cello mixers, 
separate mixable piano output, stereo 
string & computer interface options. 

2snQx n' hinx 0:,7,0 

from áA You're gonna love it ! 

TELL ME MORE 
Send .- Assembly 8 Using Manual for 
Stringz 'n Thingz ($5 enclosed) 

) Send FREE catalog of other PAIA kits. 

name: 

Address: 

City: State: zip 

DEPT. 211011 o' 1020 W. Wilshire Blvd. 

ELECTRONICS OklahamaCilr. OK 73116 
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The Australian continent is good for 
much more than kangaroos, platypus 
ducks, and Helen Reddy. The Dingoes 
(named after a dog native to the nation) 
are probably the most legitimate and 
polished find ever to waft their way 
across the International Date Line and 
into the lobes of American and Euro- 
pean listeners. 

A young band, they quite resemble 
early Eagles, with their vaguely countri- 
fied fusion textures; little doses of steel, 
bleating harp, mandolin, and occasional 
infusions of slightly corny, yet com- 
pletely credible, outdoor lyrics. The 
folksy "Way Out West," replete with a 

bluesy accordian run, brings this to mind. 

LOL CREME /KEVIN GODLEY: Conse- 
quences. [Creme /Godley, producers; 
Martin Lawrence, engineer; recorded at 
Strawberry Studios and The Manor 
Studios, England.] Mercury SRM -3- 

1700. 

Performance: Erratic to disappointing 
Recording: Exceptional 

This is the project that started as a 
solo album demonstrating a new musical 
device called the Gizmo, then grew in 
stature and resulted in tearing 10cc 
asunder. My overall feeling about this 
collection is, to paraphrase an old 10cc 
song, "Sound For Sound's Sake." As a 

LOL CREME AND KEVIN GODLEY: The Gizmo wasn't worth it 

While not of the recital category, the 
playing is perfect considering the 
modest goals of the music. John DuBois, 
a keyboardist of almost unparalleled 
taste and grace, tinkles softly on many 
of the tunes. Kerryn Tolhurst, steel gui- 
tar player, is another favorite in these 
quarters, agilely gliding through "Sing- 
ing Your Song." No Pete Drake (or in a 
closer idiom, Jerry Garcia) he neverthe- 
less conceptualizes a legitimacy rare for 
a non -country player. 

The production sense is exceedingly 
appropriate. The pedestrian abilities of 
the players are stretched to workable 
limits. Underlying this is a fresh, bubbly 
appeal, combining innate pop composi- 
tional expressions with an airy, light 
lyrical and melodic approach. R.S. 

Creme/Godley/Stewart/Gouldman (who 
together comprised 10cc) fan of the 
first row, I will gladly wade through any 
amount of filler to get to the solid 
ground, for it's always worth the swim. 
The average guy on the street, however, 
is going to balk at the $23 list price 
(about $15 retail) of this three -record 
set boasting a man vs. nature theme. 
The recording of Consequences took 
sixteen months, working seventeen 
hours a day, seven days a week. Martin 
Lawrence, who engineered the project, 
estimated they averaged just over a 

minute of finished product a day. You 
can afford to be precise when you own 
the studio. 

Side one ultimately amounts to being 
a good demo record for the abilities of 
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In the BlacklI 
Performance, beauty, quality - three attributes 
that have always been the hallmarks of SAE pro - 
ducts. SAE systems in the past have had them, this 
system's predecessor had them, and the new In 
TI-e Black system has them and much more. 

Tie 2900 Parametric Preamplifier offers our new 
flexible parametric tone control system, full dubb- 
ing and tape EQ. New phcno and line circuitry 
results in unparalleled clarity and definition with 
distortion of less than 0.01% THD & IM. 

The 2203 Stereo Power Amplifier with full, com- 
plementary circuitry delivers 100 Watts RMS per 
channel from 20 -20K at less than 0.05% Total Har- 
monic Distortion, from 250mW to full rated power. 

The 8000 Digital FM Tuner has linear phase filters, 
phase -lock multiplex, and of course, our famous 
digital readout tuning indicator system. 

Combine these products together and ycu have 
a system that ensures superior performance in all 
areas, excellent control flexibility, and the sonic 
quality that is typically SAE. 
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Scientific Audio Electronics, Inc. 
P. CI. Box 60271 Terninal Annex, Las Angeles. CA 90060 
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DON'T MISS OUT 
on back issues 

RteC;l of MR! 
RDING f n DFQN 

Ecol-'r DIN G 

Just send $2.25 including postage and hand- 
ling per issue to 

Modern Recording 
Back Issues Dept. 
14 Vanderventer Avenue 
Port Washington, N.Y. 11050 

Check Box: 
December 1977 March 1978 
January 1978 April 1978 
February 1978 May 1978 

Sorry! All other back issues are out of print. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

e4TDIC AMPEX 

eS 
jees CO 

CASSSETTE TAPES 
AMPEX C-903 plow stackette $4.99 toi 3 

BASF Studio C-90 2 39 
2 80 
1 99 
1 93 
2 84 
3.84 
247 
347 

599 for 
499 for 3 

3.29 
1.79 
1 14 

1 56 
2 88 
t 62 
2 40 
3.30 
t 98 
2 88 

Fop FX C-90 
Maxell LN C-90. 
Maxell UD C-60 
Maxell UD C-90 
Maxell UD C-120 
Maxell UDXL 1 or 2 C-60 
Maxell UDXL 1 or 2 C-90 
Memorex C-90 3 pk 
Scotch C-90 3 pk 
Scotch Master 2 or 3 C90. 
Sony C 90 
TOO U C EA 

10KOC90 
1 DK D C-1801180 minutes i 

TDK AD C-60 
TDK AD C-90 
TDK AD C-120 
TDK SA L 60 
10K SA C 90 

REEL-TO-REEL 
Maxell 00 50-6011200 ft I 

Maxell 00 35-9011800 t1 1 

Maxell UDXL 35-90B (1800 ft I 

Maxell UD 35-1801360011 10Y "I 
Scotch 2t211800ft 1 

Scotch 207 20711800 11 I 

TDKL-1800r1800ft.1 
8-TRACK 

AMPEX 382 87 90 mm 

Maxell LN 8T 90 min 
Memorex 2 pk 90 min 
Scorch 2 pk 90 min 

4 31 

4 99 
607 

1299 
3.79 
499 
4 64 

1 49 
1 99 

3 99 toi 
3 -99 toi 

J 8 R Music World 
33 Park Row. N Y C. 10038 Dept. MR 

(212) 732 -8600 
MAIL ORDERS. For shipment within 48 hours send 
money order or certified check Iwo weeks delay 
on personal checks Please add $2 50 per order tor 

shipping & handling N.Y.S. Residents add tax NO 

C O D s ALL TAPES 100 %GUARANTEED 
Mreimum Order 12 Tares 

Write for free tape catalog 
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the Gizmo, an invention of Godley/ 
Creme that enables an ordinary guitar to 
reproduce concert strings with amazing 
truth. In recording the original proto- 
type, which was held together by tape 
and string, the attachment emitted noise 
as well. To compensate, Dolby noise 
reduction systems and special echo ef- 
fects to enhance the sound and elimi- 
nate the noise were used. After obtain- 
ing the proper violin sound, a string 
section was assembled through multi - 
tracking. Next, they constructed a 
voice -bag of the type popularized by 
Peter Frampton, only larger, to enable 
a larger sound. By sending the string sec- 
tion through the bag and tracking it 
several times, they had "The Wind," 
a three -minute track. The saxophone 
sound heard on side one was achieved 
be recording each note of a guitar solo 
separately and then fading in on the 
track so there would be no percussive 
element. The track was then sent 
through a speaker and out of a rubber 
hose with perforated cigarette paper on 
the end. The raspy characteristic of the 
sax was obtained by putting enough 
pressure on it to force the sound 
through the holes in the paper. So much 
for side one. 

Side two sees the addition of piano, 
percussion and vocals to the Gizmo, re- 
sulting in the vocal track "Honolulu 
Lulu," a song reminiscent of lOcc's 
"Don't Hang Up." The song opens with 
a multi -tracked stereo chorus, a la "I'm 
Not In Love." An electric Hawaiian 
guitar sound is centered, with acoustic 
piano and Gizmo strings in the back- 
ground. The vocal -instrumental inter- 
play continues, with a tympani cres- 
cendo building in the background, cli- 
maxing with the crashing of waves. This 
effect was achieved by recording more 
than two hundred buckets of water 
thrown against the wall of the car park 
at the studio. In this way, the sound of 
a wave was built up and the rhythm was 
added in the studio by dropping small 
pieces of plasticine into a bucket of 
water. This was then edited to create 
syncopated time. As the multi -track 
voices go into a chorus of "alohas," 
backed with intermittent Gizmo brass 
and acoustic piano, a marimba enters 
playing an Oriental cliche along the 
lines of "Flower Drum Song." As the 
song reaches the last refrain, hand 
claps, bass strings and acoustic piano 
are the main musical ingredients, all 
centered. Finally, the tune ends with a 
diluted choir yelling "wake up!" All 
this took six weeks to record, with the 
spontaneity of one idea leading to ano- 

ther becoming the norm for the remain- 
der of the project. 

Sides three through five deal with the 
full spectrum of the human voice, both 
dialogue and diction, and the orchestra- 
tion of human diction. With divorce 
proceedings as the plot, the story begins 
with parallels to Rick Wakeman's 
Journey Tp The Center Of The Earth, in 
this instance using Peter Cook, who 
does a good Peter Ustinov, as the nar- 
rator and cast of characters. To carry 
this for three sides becomes tedious to 
the point where you begin skipping 
around in search of music. You simply 
don't need three sides to prove the diffi- 
culty of recording the human voice. The 
final side is a concerto, though in name 
only and not in form, using piano and 
the Gizmo. 

The intent of this venture was to prove 
the worth of the Gizmo, but the manner 
in which is was done indicates that they 
bit off more than they could chew, for 
the end result leaves you searching for a 
connection between the theme of man 
vs. nature and what you've just heard. 
Without the accompanying booklet, 
one is lost. 

Similar to the lesson learned when the 
Beatles disbanded -for lOcc's impact 
on studio production is on a par with 
the Beatles' impact overall -I can only 
conclude after listening to Godley/ 
Creme and Stewart /Gouldman (10cc) 
that the collective decisions of the four 
resulted in successful art, and that two 
halves do not produce enough quality 
to make a whole. With this project out 
of their system, I fervently pray there is 
a possibility of a reunion, for Conse- 
quences is not worth the price of 
separation. G.P. 

THE RUMOUR: Max. [Robert John 
Lange, The Rumour, producers; Ted 
Sharpe, engineer; recorded at Rockfield 
Studios, Monmouth, England.] Mercury 
SRM -1 -1174. 

Performance: Dreary 
Recording: Basic 

Why someone decided to let The 
Rumour record without Graham Parker 
is beyond me. I think it's safe to assume 
that by now every label has its own 
answer to Bruce Springsteen. This band 
sounds the same with or without Parker, 
which should tell you something in 
itself. To put myself out of this misery 
I'm quickly going to find the least offen- 
sive track and have done with it. 

"I'm So Glad," a band original, says 
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9 outstanding reasons 
why you should choose O tari 

1. MX- 5050 -2S Two -Channel Half - 
Track Popular worldwide 15 & 71 
or 71/2 & 33/4 ips Optional dc capstan 
servo Also reproduces quarter - 
track Other features listed below. 

2. MX- 5050 -FL One -Channel Full - 
Track 7V2 & 33/4 ips Also re- 
produces two -track. 

3. MX- 5050 -QXHD Four -Channel 
Quarter -Inch 15 & 71/2 ips 
Variable speed ( ±7 %) dc capstan 
servo Other features same as 
two- track. 

4. MX- 5050 -8D Eight -Channel Half - 
Inch Full eight track performance and 
features 15 & 7V2 ips Variable 
speed ( ±7 %) dc capstan servo. 

5. Mark II -2 Two -Channel Quarter - 
Inch All MX -5050 features plus: 
Separate transport and electronics 

15 & 7V2 ips Variable speed 
( ±7 %) dc capstan servo. 

6. Mark II -4 Four -Channel Half - 
Inch Same features as Mark Il -2. 

7. MX -7303 Eight -Channel One - 
Inch Compatible one -inch eight -track 
format 30 & 15 ips Reel tension 
servo Long life heads Floor 
console. 

Call or write for full specifications and pricing. 

8. ARS -1000 Automated Radio 
Station Reproducer Two speeds 
7V2 & 33/4 ips Two channel stereo 
Ruggedized for continuous operation. 
9. DP -4050 8 ::1 In- Cassette Dupli- 
cator Easily operated Open -reel 
master (7Y2 or 33/4) and six slaves 
Six C30's in under two minutes. 

All Otani recorders feature: 
Professional quality and reliability 
Selective reproduce on all channels 
600 ohm +4 dBm outputs 
XLR connectors 19 dBm headroom 
Motion sensing Edit and cue 
Built in test tones Portable, 
rack, or console mounting 

Otani Corporation, 981 Industrial Road /San Carlos, California 94070 (415) 593 -1648 /Manufactured in Japan by Otani Electric Co., Ltd. 
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nothing lyrically other than "I'm so 
glad we're in love." Drums, piano, horns, 
bass and guitar start the song off, all 
centered. The vocals enter center, aided 
far in the background by a Hammond 
organ. Acoustic piano riffs and flatly 
recorded horns emerge to take you into 
the title line chorus. The Hammond is 

lost and may as well not even be there. 
The horns, too, could use a good boost 
in the mix. There are occasional guitar/ 
piano arpegio riffs that do little more 
than fill out the song. The bass and 
drums have the necessary presence in 
the mix, off -setting the vocals well, but 
the rest is in great need of some supple- 
mentary vitamins. Fade the tune out 
and that's it. Exciting, wot? G.P. 

on Townshend's "Street In The City," 
producer Johns uses strings to back 
Pete's high -pitched squeak. Since the 
song is not much to begin with, the 
strings don't do much for it. In fact, the 
public may be the butt of a Pete Town - 
shend joke, for these tracks sound very 
much like the scratch background tracks 
that are normally erased. 

"Heart To Hang On To," which comes 
off sounding like Dave Mason's 
"Shouldn't Have Took More Than You 
Gave," begins with acoustic guitar, 
bass and a shuffled snare. First Ronnie 
sings, then Pete sings the second verse. 
Next comes The Overused Instrument 
Of All Time, Keyboard Category: the 
Fender Rhodes, used in conjunction 

ice cu 
Z.z. SUSTAIN COUPLER 
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Trons$orrns any Fender Revert Amp! 

The Ice Cube ' is the first Professionol 
Quality gain-boost/overdrive device to 
use your amplifier's built -in controls and 
power. Highly reliable, with no batteries 
or cords to wear out, the Ice Cube' is 

virtually indestructible. 
Manufacturer's suggested retail: $19.95 
JHD Audio, 1370 Logan Ave., Unit E 

Costo Meso, California 92626 
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PETE TOWNSHEND /RONNIE LANE: Why the collaboration to begin with? 

PETE TOWNSHEND, RONNIE LANE: 
Rough Mix. [Glyn Johns, producer; 
Glyn Johns, Jon Astley, engineers; re- 

corded at Olympic Studios, London.] 
MCA 2295. 
Performance Half -baked 
Recording: Completely baked 

This album lacks both continuity and 
purpose. First Pete does one of his 

tunes, then Ronnie one of his, and then 
they both collaborate with Eric Clapton 
on a third. Why they recorded together 
is beyond me. Done separately, Town - 
shend would merely have been credited 
with another ho -hum solo LP and Lane 
saddled with another bomb. Each track 
utilizes few instruments, such that they 
often sound empty. To compensate, as 

with The Overused Studio Technique, 
Now A Gimmick, Of All Time, Open 
Category: instrument quickly panned 
from left to right. Ronnie and Pete ex- 
change a few more choruses, then the 
middle is introduced by an electric gui- 

tar and background brass, which disap- 
pear as quickly as they appeared. Now 
the whole process is repeated to this 
point, only on the first vocal exchange 
suddenly Townshend is singing from an 
echo chamber. Two lines' worth of 
natural ambience is pointless, but then 
that's keeping to the order of things 
here. 

Why Pete became involved with Lane 

or Johns is beyond me, but the relation- 
ship was not fruitful. Rough mix, dumb 
plot. G.P. 
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BILLY PRESTON: A Whole New Thing. 
[Billy Preston, Truman Thomas, pro- 
ducers; Michael Schuman, engineer; re- 

corded at Village Recorders, Westwood, 
Ca., and Kendun Recorders, Burbank, 
Ca.] A &M SP 4656. 

Performance: Bland 
Recording: Good 

This guy is not the Randy Newman of 
soul music. As long as he insists on pop- 
ulating his albums with his own compo- 
sitions, each succeeding disc is going to 
suffer from the same fatal flaw -namely 
a lack of imagination. Most of his works 
concentrate on either affirmative love 
statements or declarations of personal 
state of mind. 

As an example, listen to the title track, 
which is in essence a statement that he, 
Billy Preston, has his stuff together. 
That might all be well and good, but if 
everybody who felt that way went into 
the studio to tell the world about it, 
there wouldn't be enough PVC left. 

There are, nevertheless, some interest- 
ing musical points. As opposed to 
the stagnant singing numbers, most of 
the brighter moments come during the 
three instrumentals. "Attitudes" boasts 
some snappy piano sweeps and "Hap- 
py" features a bouncy synthesizer. Un- 
fortunately, the other nonvocal, "Wide 
Stride" leaves a solitary keyboard note 
seemingly hanging in midair. 

This is a typical Preston production; 
an extravaganza featuring loads of 
horns, backing vocals, etc. This is so 
much extra show without substance; yet 
on their own merits, both the mix and 
flavor are good. Too bad the content 
is so lifeless and hackneyed. R.S. 

MARTHA VE LEZ: American Heartbeat. 
[Stephan Galfas, producer and engineer; 
David Scance, associate producer; studio 
unlisted.] Sire SR 6040. 

Performance: Polished and potent 
Recording: Generally germane 

A rare breed of singer it is who can rise 
above occasionally lackluster arrange- 
ments and make a series of personal 
statements through the muck. 

Martha Velez is such a vocalist. 
Although the generally worthy arrange- 
ments behind her sink to disco on a few 
tracks, she can pierce this veil and make 
you believe she means everything she 
sings. It is easy to see how she does it. 
Although she doesn't have an espec- 
ially strong voice, her smooth polish, 

MAY 1978 

BILLY PRESTON: Another extravaganza 

range, and sense of nuance allow her 
to pass with flying colors just about all 
the time. 

Lord knows, this stuff is not easy to 
sing. Velez, who had a hand in writing 
most of the tracks, is an unpredictable 
composer who places difficult demands 
on herself. Her scope, also, is seemingly 
unlimited. She can span the gap from 
out and out rockers like "Leaving Love 
That's Good," and the happy "We're 
Gonna Last" (now that's positive 
thinking) through the cocktail lounge -y 

"Once In A While," on to the countri- 
fied "Draggin' Your Eyes." And if you 
don't believe the last description; con- 

MARTHA VELEZ: A rare breed 

sider the instrumentation: pedal steel 
and autoharp. 

Producer Stephan Galfas is quite cle- 
ver at sticking unorthodox axes where 
you would least expect them, but where 
they magically fit. Besides "Draggin'," 
he yanks out a Chinese zither and gong 
to accentuate trippy, imagistic mom- 
ents during "Crossover." A bunch of 
shrewd people are working here. R.S. 

CHUCK MANGIONE: Feels So Good. 
[Chuck Mangione, producer; Mick Guz- 
auski, Stillman Kelly, engineers, record- 
ed at Kendun Recorders, Burbank, Ca.] 
A &M SP -4658. 

Performance: Luke warm 
Recording: Okay 

I've never been excited about Chuck 
Mangione's music. There's not enough 
energy behind it to call it jazz, it's not 
funkified enough to be dismissed as 
disco, nor bland enough to be rele- 
gated to the elevator. It's more like TV 
or movie score music. He has some 
nice melodies and themes, and there's 
nothing wrong with that, but he weaves 
no spell. 
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jazz-the 12ejuvenatolZ, 
kansas city- 

to paw- 

In the '30s and '40s, part of the jazz 
mythology had it that swinging is a 
young man's game. After forty or fifty, 
a player had either literally expired, 
pickled in booze, or had dropped into 
limbo, his place in clubs and at record- 
ing dates taken by a newly fashionable 
generation of improvisers. But jazz it- 
self was young then. But now, on the 
other hand, we have a lot more evidence 
as to how many long- distance groovers 
there actually are. The old myth does 
not hold for Count Basic, Benny Carter, 
Dizzy Gillespie, and many more. 
Indeed, a case can be made that the jazz 
spirit can be so rejuvenating that some 
musicians seem to sound more vigorous 
as they age. 

Take Jay McShann. All that most 
jazz buffs know about him these days is 
that he once headed a Kansas City band 
which allowed Charlie Parker to come 
East. It turns out, however, that 
McShann has not only been swinging 
with joyous ease all the years since 
but has also become a much more auth- 
oritative jazz presence than he was back 
then. The new Jay McShann /The Last 
of the Blue Devils (Atlantic) is one of 
the most deeply, rollingly satisfying jazz 
experiences of recent years. 

McShann himself plays full- bodied, 
blues -laced piano and sings with ageless 
charm while being backed by a zest- 
ful combo that includes such crisply 
youthful elders as trumpeter Joe 
Newman, bassist Milt Hinton, and tenor 
saxophonist Buddy Tate. I have been 
hearing Tate, by the way, for forty 
years and I swear he sounds stronger 
and more resilient every year, as on this 
date. This session is the very model of 
infectiously relaxed, hot jazz that can 
also rejuvenate listeners because it really 
does shake up the blood. 

So, too, is Stephane Grappelli a des - 
troyer of the notion that jazz is the 
preserve of only the young. During the 
past few years, as he approaches his sev- 

By Nat Hentoff 

enties, this infinitely melodic, broad- 
ly swinging violinist is playing more 
imaginatively, and with more gusto, 
than he did as a member of the Quintet 
of the Hot Club of France (which in- 
cluded Django Reinhardt) in the '30s. 

Now, Grappelli has made a set, Paris- 
ian Thoroughfare (Arista/ Freedom), 
which, like the new McShann album, is 
a classic distillation of the jazz ethos. 
With a strong, resourceful rhythm sec- 
tion- pianist Roland Hanna, bassist 
George Mraz, drummer Mel Lewis - 
Grappelli is brilliantly inventive in the 
set's title tune (a composition by Bud 
Powell) as he also ranges with com- 
pelling warmth and pulsating grace 
through such challenges as two Hanna 
originals and a Chopin prelude. 

Grappelli is a particular jazz phenom- 
enon in that his appeal transcends the 
jazz audience. Trying to explain this, 
John Lewis (formerly of the Modern 
Jazz Quartet) talks of the violinist's 
extraordinarily vital and welcoming 
"personality." It's not anything Grap- 
pelli says on stand; his music radiates 
such good feeling that, as Lewis says, he 
can play to a Parisian audience of 
workers and shopkeepers who care 
nothing about jazz but find Grappelli's 
sunniness irresistible. 

Both the McShann and Grappelli 
albums have the engineering their 
music deserves -a fullness of presence 
(that 'live" feeling) and careful atten- 
tion to the natural dynamics of the 
music. The Arista is somewhat superior. 
Rarely has a rhythm section been so 
excitingly reproduced. 

JAY McSHANN: The Last of the Blue 
Devils. [ Ilhan Mirnaroglu, producer; Jim 
Crotty, engineer.] Atlantic SD 8800. 

STEPHANE GRAPPELLI: Parisian 
Thoroughfare. [Alan Bates, producer; 
John Timperley, engineer.] Arista /Free- 
dom AF 1033. 
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Over the past seven years BGW has turned 
a lot of professional heads around. We carne 
out of nowhere to successfully challenge the 
stand -pat technology of the aging monarch 
of professional amplifiers. The most 
demanding buyers in the music business row 
rely on BGW: Studio owners. Recording 
engineers. Serious musicians. Everyone who 
makes his living from recorded or live sound. 
Performers and technicians alike have gotten 
behind BGW's legendary power, impeccab'e 
performance and workhorse reputation. 

Here's what's made BGW the most 
imitated product in the pro sound business: 

A full professional line starting with the 
MODEL 100:30 watts per channel into 8 
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ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, at less than O. THD 
(80 watts mono); 

The MODEL 250 C: 100 watts per channel 
into 8 ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz. at less than 
0.1% THD (251 watts mono); 

The new MODELS 7508 and 75CC: 225 
watts per chanrel into 8 ohms. 20 Hz to 20 
kHz, at less Char. 0.1% THD (720 watts mono). 

For the tree sound professional, cuality 
isn't a luxury. It's a necessity and sc rething 
we build into every BGW amp. 

Contact our home office for complete 
technical specs. You'll understand why so 
many of your professional peers get behind 
BGW And why the competition stays behind. 

BGW Systems, Inc., 13130 S. Yukon Ave., Hawi Torne, CA 90250. Telex: 66-4454 
In Canada: Omnlmedia Corp., 9653 Cote de Liesse, Dorval, Quebec H9P I A3 

International Inc LIrles please contact the fact Dry 
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What struck me most was the quality 
of brightness given the guitar through- 
out. "Maui Waui" starts off with a short 
three -beats -of- the -drum centered, acous- 
tic rhythm guitar left, electric guitar 
right and bass centered. Next comes a 
double- tracked flute, center, later uni- 
soned by flugelhorn, both of which al- 

ternate with the electric guitar. All 
solos are centered. Interspaced through- 
out is what sounds like a phased Rhodes. 
What is interesting is that all this works 
to an effective end. Made track -by- track, 
the room ambience for the electric gui- 
tar, especially the echoed shift from 

export to Japan, at least in the spring 
of 1964, was a band of leading tra- 
ditional jazz players (Dan Morgenstern's 
liner notes remind us that Eddie Con- 
don didn't like the term dixieland) 
under the direction of of Slick Condon 
himself. Among those included in the 
trades were the great Bud Freeman, 
Pee Wee Russell and Dick Cary, as well 
as such near greats as Jack Lessberg and 
Cliff Leeman. Also on board was a trio 
of Count Basie alumni who blended in 
with the Condon crew though they 
themselves were of a different age and 
locale. There is no doubting the abili- 

CHUCK MANGIONE: Wanted: one plot 

left to right, is most effective. Pretty 
tune. Too bad no one wrote a movie 
script for it. G.P. 

EDDIE CONDON: In Japan. [Hank 
O'Neal, producer; recorded by Tokyo 
Broadcasting Service in April, 1964.] 

Chiaroscuro CR 154. 

Performance: Vintage jazz exported to 
the Orient 

Recording: Better than most record- 
ings Condon made in 

America 

Japan's leading export to the U.S. 

may be autos, television sets or hi -fi 

components but America's leading 
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ties of trumpeter Buck Clayton, trom- 
bonist Vic Dickenson and singer Jimmy 
Rushing who were all out of that fam- 
ous Southwestern jazz tradition that 
centered around Kansas City. Still 
there's enough common ground that 
they all spoke the same language. After 
all, Clayton came from Louis Armstrong 
and Vic Dickenson had played on 
recordings with Art Hodes and Sidney 
Bechet so they knew the tunes and play- 
ed their horns well. 

Yet of all the gems on this album I'd 
have to single out Bud Freeman's tenor 
sax and Dick Cary's alto horn as those 
closest to my own taste. What Freeman 
does with Bert Kalamar and Harry 
Ruby's "Three Little Words" is simply 
magnificent. While I feel that Pee Wee 

Russell is not playing his best on these 

sides he's still worth hearing even at less 
than his best and he does get off a par- 
ticularly fetching version of his classic 
"Pee Wee's Blues." 

I'm sure I don't have to remind the 
readers of this magazine how well versed 
the Japanese are in hi -fi techniques. The 
sound is excellent, crystal clear and free 
of gimmicks. I especially enjoy the 
clarity in those wildly free improvised 
ensemble choruses in which the integral 
parts probably come through better on 
this record than they did "live" in the 
hall where the record was made. J.K. 

THAD JONES & MEL LEWIS: Live In 
Munich. [John Snyder, producer; Schol- 
zen Hans Peter and Heiner Friesz, en- 

gineers; recorded September 9, 1976 at 

the Domicile Club, Munich, Germany.] 
A & M Horizon SP 724. 

Performance Thad and Mellow 
Recording: So "live" you can hear the 

pretzels snap 

To tell the truth and heresy be 
damned this is my favorite of all the big 
bands playing jazz today and that in- 

cudes Count Basie, Woody Herman, 
Maynard Ferguson and Mercer Ellington. 

As an ensemble they cook along like 
mad. They have so many top -flight solo- 
ists that this record can only spotlight 
a few of them such as pianist Harold 
Danko, saxophonists Jerry Dodgion and 
Greg Herbert, trombonist Billy Camp- 
bell, Earl Gardner's trumpet, and Thad's 
cornet and Mel's drums. They still have 
Ed Xiques on sax and Frank Gordon on 
trumpet and Pepper Adams on baritone 
sax in reserve. 

As for Thad's ability as arranger and 
composer and general all- around chief 
in charge of things musical, there seems 
to be no end to the wonders. Here's an 
arrangement of "Come Sunday" from 
Duke Ellington's Black, Brown and 
Beige as a vehicle for Thad's cornet 
work that is totally marvelous; as is 

Harold Danko's piano work on Rhoda 
Scott's tune "Mach II." Unfortunately, 
the longest track on the album and the 
one which will probably cause the most 
talk is my least favorite. I find Thad's 
"Central Park North" far too rock/fus- 
ion for my taste. This band will never 
play that sort of music as well as Blood, 
Sweat and Tears or Maynard Ferguson's 
crew, so why don't they stick to what 
they are best at? 

The decision to record this band "live" 
in Munich was a stroke of genius. The 
German audiences who wait eagerly for 
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We've 
gota 
mixer 

for you 
Each mixer is created 

especially for your 
personal needs 

by our skilled craftsmen 

if you want a 24 channel console 
with 4 sub -masters. we've got it 
Or just 8 channels mono with no 

frills. We make all kinds of 
different mixers, but with one 

thing in common -super quality at 
affordable prices. 

Let us know what kind 
of mixer you want! 

lt's simple - 
we want to 
be your 
mixer 
company! 
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KELSEY® 
8, 12 & 16 CHANNEL. 
If we were to try to tell you about at the features and scifications of our new 

Kelsey 8 - 12 _ 16 Channel M xers, wed have to -.ate out four -page adver- 

iisements. So we're just going to tell you that each input channel '3s transformer 

balanced low impedance connector and high impedance jack; gain control; two 
LED indicators; 3 equalizers; monitor send; 2 effects sends; stereo pan; and 

on/off/solo switctl. And there's an additional effects channe with afl the controls of 

an input channel plus "spin ". en the outputs, 2 VUs sw= tcirable between main and 

monitor; left and -ight faders and tone (high/low) control.!;; monitor volume; and 

switchable nadphones between solo, main and monito. And check our specs: 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
INPUT 
IMPEDANCES: Hi Z = 50 K unbalanced: Low Z 

= 200 Otim nnsfnrrner balanced. MAX INPUT 

LEVELS: HI i = + 20dBm; Low Z = 
+ 8dBm. GABLE Hi Z = 0 -46dB, continuously 

variable: Low Z = 12 58dB, continuously vari- 

able. ER: -Sigh ± 15dB at 10K. shelving Middle 

9dB at 2K, reaking, Low ± 15dB at 100 Hz. 

shelving. MONITOR: Pre-E0, unaffected by off 

switch. ECHO: Posy -EC, Post fader. LEDS: Green 

lit from - 1C to + 21: Red lit from 4- 15 to 

+ 21; 6dB headroom eft when Red ht. EQUIVA- 

LENT INPUT ROtSE: - 110dBm from Hi Z input: 

- 1220Bm fr:m Low Z input. T.H.D,.0 1kHz, 

any level up lo dipping typically less flan 0.1 

percent 

OUTPUT 
IMPEDANCE: Norfnal 600 Ohm unbalanced, 

MAX. OUTPUT LEVEL: 8.8V FMS C 10K Ohm 

{ + 21dBV). GAIN: Mike in to line out + 60dB. 

EQ: Hi ± 15dB 3.5 kHz; Lcw ± 15dB a 35 

Hz. V.U. METERS: '0 VU" = + 4dBm at output 

of buss amp., so chable frcm stereo mix to 

monitor mix. FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Mike in to 

line out - ±1dB. 30 Hz - 20kHz. SIGNAL TO 

NOISE: Mike in to sny output - typically 70dB. 

T. H.D.: Any outxr1 tkHz any level up to clipping 

typically less tSin 0.1 -percent. POWER 

REQUIREMENTS: Le-15V DC 0) 1/2 Amp. 

The Miners have a separate power snppiy, a solid mahogany cabinet, old come :omplete in an SMF 

Tour Series Road Case included in the price. What Price? $4,000. JC" No Way' 

8 Ch.Sterec -,;1,250 list12 Ch. Ste=eo- 51,700 líst16 Ch. Sterao- S2,100 list (1977 Frees) 

Its tor :eai. Prctessional stereo mixers incorporating high- reliability, ultra low -noise integrated circuits 
ano state -d-the art design. A top quality mixer at a price you can afford. 

Write or call: 

£1bsMusk I 
MI 301 ISLAND RD, MAJ -{WAH, N.J. 07430 20' 527 6300 
IN SMF STEREO 150 POWER AMPS SMF ROAD CASE KELSEY SNAKES 

/PM _ % SMF DIRECT BOXES 

Send $5.00 for your Kelsey /S lF 7- Shirts J 
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Thad and Mel's annual visits treat these 
appearances as a special occasion. The 
New York audience which hears them at 
Max Gordon's Village Vanguard week 
after week and knows they'll be able to 
hear them again next Monday are more 
blase about what is truly one of our 
national treasures. The band is recorded 
"live," clean and accurate without the 
"benefit" of echo or any other gimmick 
and that's how it should be. J.K. 

THE PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ 
BAND: The Preservation Hall Jazz Band. 
[Produced by Irving Stimler; Skip God- 
win and Don Young, recording engin- 
eers; recording date and place not listed.] 
Columbia M 34549 

Performance 
Recording: 

Preservation of an era 
Preservation of a 

performance 

You couldn't really call the band from 
Preservation Hall a revival band, what 
with more than half of the members of 
the band having birth dates within the 
first decade of the twentieth century. 
Even the baby of the band, tuba player 
Allan Jaffe, is over 40. If they weren't 
playing in the dancehalls alongside 
Buddy Bolden, Joe Oliver and Bunk 
Johnson; the Humphrey Brothers, Cie 
Frasier and Narvin Kimball were prob- 
ably in the second line marching along 
behind the Tuxedo Brass Band or the 
Eagle Band at parades and picnics. May- 
be they even managed to sneak into the 
beer halls on a slow night and listen to 
the giants play. They certainly grew up 
with the sound of New Orleans jazz in 
their ears and the taste of red beans and 
rice on their tongues. Lacking the elu- 
sive (if, in fact, it ever did exist) one cy- 
linder recording that it is claimed the Bol- 
den band made around the turn of the 
century, this is probably as close as 
we'll come to what those early bands 
sounded like. Although there have been 
other recreation attempts in the past, 
the only one which rang this true to the 
ears was the band headed by Bunk 
Johnson in the '40s. 

Like Johnson's band, this crew plays 
what must have been a rather typical 
repertoire for the time and the place. 
There are hymns like "Over In Glory- 
land" and "His Eye Is On The Sparrow." 
There are early 1900s pop tunes like 
"Memories" and "Bill Bailey." There 
are classic early jazz pieces like "Panama" 
and "Tiger Rag." 

The recording is rather straightforward. 
There are no gimmicks and nothing 

92 

spectacular happens. It ends up sound- 
ing a bit antiseptic, as though the 
band had been put into a studio and 
told to get hot, but at least everybody 
can be heard unlike so many of these 
recorded "live" LPs where the spirit 
may be better but the sound suffers 
from lack of control. 

If you're looking for highlights, my 
personal nominations would have to be 
the wandering clarinet obligato as play- 
ed by Willie Humphrey throughout and 
the remarkable banjo virtuosity of Nar- 
vin Kimball on Gus Kahn's beautiful 
evergreen "Memories." J.K. 

JO JONES: The Essentia/ Jo Jones. 
[John Hammond, producer; recorded 
August 11th and 16th, 1955 and April 
30, 1958 in New York City; engineer 
not listed.] Vanguard VSD 101/2. 

Performance: Wonderful Kansas City 
jamming 

Recording Stereo phoney, true but 
surprisingly good 

In our recent review of Jo Jones' latest 
LP for Pablo, we took issue with Nor- 
man Granz' claim in the liner notes that 
this was Jo Jones' first record as a band 
leader. As if to prove our point, Van- 
guard has reissued two LPs in their "The 
Essential" twofer series. The two LPs 
show Papa Jo in two different settings. 
One of these is a jam session format 
including, on two cuts, the Count Basie 
All American rhythm section intact. 
That's Jo Jones on drums, Walter Page 
on bass, Freddie Green on guitar and 
the Count on piano. These cuts are two 
different takes of "Shoe Shine Boy" the 
first tune that Count Basie and Jo Jones 
recorded together for Vocalion in 1936. 
On the other tunes Count Basie is re- 
placed by pianist Nat Pierce who also 
filled in for Basie after the Count's 
recent heart attack and played with the 
Basie band until the Count was well 
enough to return to active duty. There 
are other ex- Basie -ites such as trumpeter 
Emmett Berry and saxophonist Lucky 
Thompson on board plus other fine 
players including Earl Hines' trombonist 
Benny Green, Duke Ellington's trom- 
bonist Lawrence Brown and former Fats 
Waller clarinetist, Rudy Powell. 

The second LP is a trio that Jo Jones 
had with the Bryant Brothers out of 
Philadelphia -Ray on piano and Tommy 
on bass. It was actually a working trio 
for a time and recorded for Everest 
as well as for Vanguard. Ray Bryant is 

one of those funky pianists who never 

gets too far away from the blues which 
limits him as a player. Yet, within 
those limitations he plays very well and 
while his playing does sometimes get a 
bit too cute for my taste it can be very 
listenable especially with Jones' fine 
drumming to keep things swinging along. 

Vanguard admits (if you read the small 
print) that the 1955 sides are electronic- 
ally rechannelled for stereo. What sur- 
prises me is that if they didn't admit it 
I would never have been able to tell. 
I guess even faked stereo can sound 
good if it's done well and this is done 
well, providing a good vehicle for John 
Hammond's superb production. J.K. 

COLLECTION: "Clara Rockmore, ther- 
emin." Nadia Reisenberg, piano. [Shir- 
leigh Moog, producer; Robert Moog, 
engineer, recorded July 1975 at Produ- 
cers Recording Studio, New York, N.Y.] 
Delos DEL -25437. 

Performance Nonpareil 
Recording: Clean 

When I played this record without 
explanation for a friend, her immediate 
question was, "Is that Spellbound ?" 
Such is the widespread influence of 
film. Miklos Rozsa's score for the 1945 
Hitchcock opus (and for Billy Wilder's 
The Lost Weekend of the same year) 
introduced this instrument to audiences 
at large, and several sci -fi flicks of the 
'50s clinched the popular conception of 
Prof. Leon Theremin's brainchild as 
cosmic confection. 

But Prof. Theremin (who presently, at 
age 79, heads the Laboratory of Musical 
Acoustics of the School of Music at 
the University of Moscow) invented his 
instrument with symphonic intentions, 
and upon his arrival from Russia in New 
York in 1927 his first presentation 
included such onlookers as Fritz Kreis- 
ler, Rachmaninoff and Toscanini. In 
1928, he and his new students perfor- 
med a work with four theremins with 
the New York Philharmonic- Symphony 
Orchestra. That same year in France, 
Maurice Martenot developed the ondes 
martenot, which is now considered the 
precursor of the modern electronic 
synthesizer; Honegger and Milhaud, 
among many others, wrote composi- 
tions specifically for this instrument. 

Neither the theremin nor the ondes 
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Whatever you do with 

... do it better with ASHLY 
WHO'S ASHLY? 
ASHLY is a group of engineers and musicians 
who are dedicated to good sound. We design and 
manufacture exceptional audio equipment. Not 
a radical departure from what sound people 
know and trust, but state -of- the -art design 
backed by intensive research. 
Our care and attention to detail are reflected in 
our SC series signal processing by clean, quiet 
performance, accurate calibration, and rugged, 
reliable construction. 
The SC line has been greatly expanded to meet a 
broad spectrum of audio applications and now 
includes: 

%SHLY AUDIO Inc. 1099 JAY STREET 

OCHESTER, h. . 14611 (716) 328-9560 

PARAMETRIC EQUALIZERS capable of true 
narrow -band equalization 
PEAK LIMITER -COMPRESSORS with ultra -low 
noise and distortion 
ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS with continuous 
frequency and rolloff adjustment 
INSTRUMENT PREAMPS with 3 band tunable eq. 
and built -in direct outputs 

If you need more control of your sound, chances 
are ASHLY can help. Write or call for our free 
brochure or, better yet, check us out at your pro - 
audio dealer. 

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTION IN CANADA: Dealer inquiries invited 
Gerr Electro- Acoustics 
365 Aderaide Street East 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5B 4R9 
# 416- 866-0 8 
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martenot attained popularity as solo STRAVINSKY: L'Histoire du soldat; layout is far preferable in balance 
instruments. In the classical music Septet; Pastora /e; Three Pieces for Clar- and sonority than the Columbia 
sphere the instrument appears locked - inet- Suite italienne. Tashi. [Max Wilcox production. 
like today's Moog, Buchla and similar and Peter Serkin, producers; Ray Hall I had never before heard L'Histoire 
synthesizers -into performing works 
originally written for different instru- 
ments (e.g., "Switched -on Bach" and 
Tomita's concoctions on RCA). For the 
theremin to establish any permanent 
foothold a repertoire of recognizably 
worthy compositions created with the 

instrument's features in mind would 
have to exist. As that has not happened, 
and Clara Rockmore appears to be one 
of a kind, the theremin's future appears 
limited, surpassed by more flexible and 
easily learned electronic instruments. 

One thing is certain, however: One 
could hardly imagine a finer presenta- 
tion of the artist and her instrument 
than has been prepared by Delos. The 
notes by Robert Moog are exemplary 
in their clarity and thoroughness, cover- 
ing a history of the theremin, how it 
works and how it is played, and biogra- 
phical material on the Russian -born Miss 
Rockmore and Prof. Theremin. There 
are also several pictures of Miss Rock - 
more and the instrument. 

Even if the music consists of twelve 
transcriptions, ranging in length from 
2:06 to 7:39, at least one gets a defi- 
nite idea of the instrument and its qual- 
ities. Not surprisingly, the music by 
Russian composers comes off best: 
Rachmaninoff's Vocalise and Song of 
Grusia, Tchaikovsky's Valse Sentimentale 
and Serenade Melancolique, and the 
Hebrew melody Achron -pieces which 
thrive at the heavy -hearted lower 
sonorities produced by the theremin. 

A note from Prof. Theremin repro- 
duced on the jacket says that Clara 
Rockmore was "the only one in the 
world able to achieve the intricate 
mastery of the instrument... ", and I 
can hardly demur. Her musicianship is 

sensitive (even though she distorts the 
rhythms in the Berceuse from Stravin- 
sky's Firebird), and her accompanist on 
the piano, Nadia Reisenberg (her sister), 
is with her all the way. The sonic pre- 
sentation is everything one could wish, 
although Delos' surfaces could have 
been better. 

Who knows? This could be a big seller 
and introduce the theremin to a new 
generation equipped by the revolutions 
in pop music to look upon its distinctive 
sound as more than a weird noise. When 
Clara Rockmore performed, people 
thought she was in a trance (a condition 
dictated by the subtleties of the instru- 
ment). Now, if only Mick Jagger could 
hold still... S.C. 

and Edward Rich, engineers.] RCA 
ARL 1 -2449. 

Performance: Lively 
Recording: Well- balanced 

Some sharp -eyed A & R man at RCA 
and the enterprising chamber group 
Tashi have come up with an enjoyable 
record of Stravinsky rarities. All of 

du soldat or Suite italienne in these 
instrumental guises -the former for 
violin, clarinet and piano performing 
five numbers from the familiar eight - 
number suite and the latter for cello 
and piano performing six sections of 
the complete Pulcinella. One does miss 
the discarded pieces from the complete 
works, but these lively performances 
have their own rewards. 

TASHI: Appealing interpretations 

these works are currently represented 
in the catologue, but alternative record- 
ings of such infrequently performed 
music are always welcome -particularly 
in such appealing interpretations. 

Tashi (consisting of Peter Serkin, 
piano, Ida Kavafian, violin, Fred Sherry, 
cello, and Richard Stoltzman, clarinet) 
is augmented in the 1953 Septet by 
Bill Douglas, bassoon, Daniel Phillips, 
viola and Robert Routch, french horn. 
The present group seems more at ease 
with this work than the Boston 
Chamber Players' recording on DG (MR, 
Aug/Sep 1976) and the composer's 
own Columbia disc; these young players 
sense more fun and wit, and the stereo 

The shortest works here are the Pas- 
torale for violin and piano and the 
Three Pieces for Clarinet, rousingly 
played by Richard Stoltzman; his jazzy 
rendition of the last piece, in particu- 
lar, is fascinating in its anticipations of 
Copland's early works. 

Producers Max Wilcox and pianist Ser- 
kin obviously work well together. 
Just as in another highly recommended 
Tashi collaboration, Messiaen's Quartet 
for the End of Time (RCA ARL 1- 1567), 
the sound is natural, warm and never 
oppressively close. Surfaces excellent. 

S.C. 
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RECORDING INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, INC. 

When today's music conscious society made recording the new art of self- expression, the RIA 
created the nationally acclaimed ten week course, entitled Modern Recording Techniques, in the 
art of multi -track recording. All classes are conducted on location at 16 and 24 track recording 
facilities. Under the guidance of professional recording engineers as instructors, the students see, 
hear, and apply the techniques of recording utilizing modern state of the art equipment. The course 
includes: mono, stereo, multi -track (4, 8, 16 track) magnetic tape recorders -theory and operation: 
microphones -basic theory and operation; control console- function and operation; overdubbing 
principles, echo techniques, equalization and limiting principles, multi -track "mixdown ' principles 
(1 6 track to 2 track stereo); and tape editing techniques. The course concludes with live recording 
sessions so that the student may apply the techniques learned. The RIA is the largest and most 
respected network of studios offering musicians and creative audio enthusiasts the chance to 
experience the new world of creative recording. 

FOR INFORMATION ON RIA'S MODERN RECORDING TECHNIQUES COURSE, 
CALL OUR LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE IN THE FOLLOWING CITIES: 

ATLANTA, GA 
Axis Sound Studios 
(404) 355 -8680 

BALTIMORE, MD 
Sheffield Rec s Ltd. Inc 
(301) 252 -2226 

CHARLOTTE N C 

Reflection Studio 
(704) 377-4596 

CHICAGO. ILL. 
Universal Recording Studios 
(312) 642-6465 

CLEVELAND, OHIO 
Agency Recording 
(216) 621 -0810 

COLUMBUS OHIO 
Mus -I -Col Rec g 

(614) 267 -3133 

DALLAS TEXAS 
Sound Onn 
(214) 742 -2341 

DENVER. COLO 
Applewood Studios 
(303) 279 -2500 

DETROIT, MICH 
RIA /Detroit 
(313) 779 -1380 

FORT SMITH, ARK. 
Village Recording Studios 
(501) 782 -5051 

HOUSTON. TEXAS 
Wells Sound Studios 
(713) 688-8067 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND 
TapeMasters 
(317) 8490905 

AMES, IOWA 
A & R Recording Studio 
(515) 232 -2991 

LA /ORANGE COUNTY, CA. 
United Audio 
(714) 542 -4427 

NEW HAVEN, CT. 

Trod Nossel Productions 
(203) 269 -4465 

NEW YORK, N.Y 
RIA 
(212) 582 -0400 

NORTHERN N.Y. STATE 
Michele Audio 
(315) 769 -2448 

PADUCAH. KY. 
Audio Creations 
(502) 898 -6746 

PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
Starr Recordings 
(215) 925 -5265 

PHEONIX 8 TUCSON, ARIZ 
Lee Furr Studios 
(602) 792-3470 

PITTSBURG, PA. 
Audio Innovators 
(412) 391-6220 

RICHMOND. VA. 
Alpha Audio 
(804) 358 -3852 

SEATTLE, WASH 
Holden. Hamilton 

S Roberts Recording 
(206) 632 -8300 
TULSA Fi OKLA CITY, OKLA. 
Ford Audio and Acoustics 
(405) 525 -3343 
HAWAII 
Audissey Sound 
(6081 521 -6791 

CANADIAN 
REPRESENTATIVES 
MONTREAL ONT 
RIA 
(212) 582 -0400 

OTTAWA, ONT. 
MARC Productions 
(6131 741 -9851 
TORONTO, ONT. 
Phase One Recording Studio 
(416)291.9553 
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[CLASSIFIED ADS ] 

A 140 -page comprehensive directory listing 
names, addresses, and phone numbers of 
every major record company, publishers, 
booking agents, managers and independent 
record producers. Also, sample contract 
forms for each. All for $4.95. R.I.A., 15 Colum- 
bus Circle, New York, N.Y. 10023. 

If you have an 8 or 16 track studio, and are in- 
terested in becoming a licensed represen- 
tative for R.I.A.'s Modern Recording Tech- 
niques courses, call or write: Mr. P. Gallo, 
R.I.A., 15 Columbus Circle, New York, N.Y. 
10023 (212) 582 -3680. A Large profit poten- 
tial with low operating costs. 

Tascam, Teac, Sound Workshop, Nakamichi, 
Otari, dbx, MXR, Dynaco, ADS, Eventide, EV, 

Shure, Maxell, Ampex, AKG Pro, Beyer, UREI, 
Stax, Sennheiser, Tapco, Crown, Orban /Para- 
sound and more! Send for price quotes. 
ZIMET PRO AUDIO, Dept. MR, 1038 Northern 
Blvd., Roslyn, N.Y. 11576. 

WISCONSIN'S PRO AUDIO CENTER Featur- 
ing equipment from Tascam, Klark -Teknik, 
dbx, Tapco, Crown, AKG, Revox, Beyer, E.V., 
Shure and many more! Complete profes- 
sional consulting available. Large display in- 
store. In stock, Tascam 704A 1/2 " -4 -track 
decks! Flanner & Hafoos, 2500 N. Mayfair 
Rd., Milwaukee, Wi. 53226. Call (414) 
476 -9560 ask for John Loeper, Terry or Tom. 

Intensive summer workshop in recording 
techniques, electronics, electronic music, 
jazz improvisation, instrumental master 
classes. Write Frank Stachow, Lebanon 
Valley College, Annville, Pa. 17003. 

FOR SALE: SX -1050 Pioneer stereo receiver, 
two KLH speakers model -SCXs. Like new. 
$1450.00 value for $800.00 (703) 236 -5822. 

Tascam 80 -8 w /dbx, Neuman U -87, AKG 
BX -20, Fisher K10 reverb units. Teac Á7300- 
8T. 303 -988 -2156 after 6PM. 

8 -TRACK STUDIO. Complete 80 -8 w /dbx, 2 

Tascam Mod. 5's, Tascam 7300 2T, reverb, 
amps, speakers, stands, tape, much more. All 
less than 80 hours use. Worth over $12,000. 
Sell for $7,900. (603) 878 -1078. 

WANTED: Recording equipment of all ages 
and varieties. Neumann mìcs; EMT; etc. Dan 
Alexander, 6026 Bernhard, Richmond, Ca. 
94805, 415- 232 -7933. 

STAGE /STUDIO /BROADCAST AUDIO 
SYSTEMS: AKG, Allison, Amber, API, Atlas, 
Auditronics, Beyer, dbx, Edit -All, E -V, Even- 
tide Clockworks, Inovonics, 'vie, Micmix, 
MRL, MXR, Nagra, Neotek, Neumann, Orban/ 
Parasound, Orange County, Otari, Pultek, 
Ramco, Robins, Russco, Scully, Sennheiser, 
Sescom, Shure, Sony, Soundcraft, Spectra 
Sonics, 3 -M, Tascam, Technics, Telex, Urei, 
White, plus many more. Studio packages 
available. Our factory operations produce 
custom flight cases; formica racks, shelving, 
and tape consoles; wiring /switching net- 
works. MIDWEST SOUND CO. 4346 W. 63rd 
St., Chicago, III. 60629. (312) 767 -7272. 
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THE SUPERLATIVE SONY. 
THE NEW TC-766-2 HAS THE LOWEST 

WOW AND FLUTTER OF ANY DECK SONY EVER BUILT. 

SOD 4 NY SONY Y4 

AN INCREDIBLE 0.018% (WRMS) AT 15 IPS, AND 0.04% 
(WRMS) AT 7% IPS. Closed Loop Dual Capstan Tape 
Drive System. One capstan extends from the motor 
shaft itself, eliminating intervening gears that can 
hamper speed accuracy. The other tape drive capstan 
connects through an extremely steady belt -drive 
inertia flywheel. 

PHASE COMPENSATOR CIRCUIT. The goal of any record- 
ing is a "mirror image" of the original signal. Sony's 
exclusive Phase Compensator Circuit comes closest 
to achieving this by rectifying phase distortion and 
producing sound quality virtually identical to the 
original source. 

PROFESSIONAL STUDIO STANDARD VU METERS. Illumi- 
ncted, calibrated and ultra -clear for the best monitor- 
ing possible, are identical in size, shape, color and 
se ^sitivity to those on professional consoles. 

SYMPHASE RECORDING. Because of Sony's outstanding 

Ferrite & Ferrite Heads, plus the remarkably precise 
fabrication and alignment of the head gap, recordings 
retain exact positioning of signal throughout the stereo 
field. The "location" of individual sounds won't wander. 
There's no annoying phase shift. 

MORE PROFESSIONAL FEATURES. The TC -766 -2 has 
4 incredibly durable Ferrite & Ferrite heads for 
2 --rack recording and playbac k, 4 -track playbacks and 
erase, direct -coupled playback FET amplifier, flash- 
ing Standby Signal, Punch -In Record and solenoid - 
operated Logic- Controlled Transport Functions 
to let you move instantly to and from any mode without 
stopping. Standard equipment: RM -30 full- function 
remote control unit with record mute and hinged 
head cover. 

SONY® 
Brought to you by 

SUPERSCOPE.. 

© 1977 Superscope, Inc. 20525 Nordhoff Street, Chatsworth, CA 913'1. Prices and models subject to charge without notice. 
Consult the Yellow Pages for your nearest Superscope dealer. Finished in genuine walnut veneer over plywood side panels. 
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Technics introduces thee ways 
to achieve the one ideal: 
waveform fidelity. 

To achieve waveform ficei ty is an ach everneit in üielf. 
But how Technics audio engineers ac_ornpEshed it i5 an 
even greater achievement 

Like the Lnprecedented use oftwc aitomoticallf 
switcha_le IF bands in the ST -9030 FM toner. A naricw 
band for extra -sharp se'edivity. And c vice Eand fcr 
extra -high S, "N and extra-lcw d stortion. BLt just a: 
incredible is a pilot -cancel circuit whig lechn cs 

invented for optimum high-end response Even the 
basic turing -unction in the ST -9030 is L nique. Like on 

8- ganged turing capaci-or for outstanding receptio-. 
The engireering in tie SU -9070 CC p-e -amp is 

similarly unigde. There's c Quilt -in mcv ng coil pre -a-ip 
with -157 dEV noise vcitcge. A movir.g magnet 
pre -amp with an extreme_} Figh S, N of 100 dB (1C nV 
input). D rect coupled ci-cLit-y tc kaep distort on at 
minimum of C.003% (rated THD). Who- s mo-e, the 
SU -9070 has inputs for th-ee tape decks. 

Finally there's Techn cs SE-9060 o-nF. t s DC like 
our pre -amp. Has a frequency resporse of C- 00 kH;- 

(+ 0, -1 dB) And a "strapped" c rcu t for more thcr 
double the power in a multi -amp system. 

Compare specifcations and prices. Pnc you'll realize 
there's no comperison for Technics waveform fidelity. 

_T -9030. THE) 'stereo, 1 kHz): Wide-0.03%. 
Nar-ow- J'.3 %. S:N (stereo): 73 dB. FREQUENCY 
RESPONSE 20 1-1z -18 kHz + 0. 1 , -0.5 dB. SELECTIVITY: 
Nar -ow -90 dB. CAPTURE RATIO: Wide-0.8 d3. IF, 

IMA3E and SPUR 0-IS RESPONSE REJECTIONS (9F MHz): 
135 dB. S -EREO SE=ARATION (1 kHz): Wde -`0 dB. 

EU-9070. PF-O' IO MAX. NPUT VOLTAGE (1 k-iz 
RMSI: MM -380 mV. MC- o mV. S/N (IH =A': MM -100 
dB (10 mV input,. MC -72 d3 (60pV). FREQUENCY 
RESP NSE Phono 20 Hz -20 kHz (RIAA r 0.2 cB). 

EE- 9050. PCWER OUTPUT: 70 watts De- chcnnel 
(stereo), 130 wats -mono) min. RMS into 8 oh-rs from 
20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more than C.02 to-al 
hart-ionic distortion. S /N: 120 dB (IHF A). 

Technics. A rare combina-ion of audio technology. A 
new ;tanda-d of audio excellence. 

chniCs Professional Series 
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